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ABSTRACT 

Soya village is located in the peripheral area of Ambon city, the Capital of Moluccas 

province. It lies in the Sirimau Regency of the Ambon municipality, in the hills of the 

Leitimor peninsula beginning six kilometres away from the heart of the city. 

Even though its location is relatively close to the city and its administration is under the 

authority of Ambon' s local government, this village, in the eyes of its original people, has 

been seen as an "adat" village which according to them needs to be preserved. However, 

the facts show that significant changes have happened in its social structure, in particular 

during the last three decades. 

The social transformation which has been taking place in Soya village, basically constitutes 

the result of the reproduction process through what we might call "day-to-day social 

interaction" entailing both internal factors and external pressures. Besides this process 

having created some new institutions, it has also shaped certain responses of the original 

Soya people towards development policies propagated by the state, as well as shaping 

responses to the outsiders who have begun living now in its domain areas. 

Generally, the contemporary pattern of economic behaviour of the original Soya people 

has been formed through social interaction processes between the people themselves and 

recent migrants, especially the Butonese. In this context, land constitutes an important 

medium not just as a means of production through which both the indigenous people and 
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the Butonese are able to share its products, but also as a valuable asset with which to 

obtain access to cash. 

On the local social stage, the church constitutes an important institution which has 

produced significant transformation in the basis of social life, especially in term of 

"collective representations" associated with "adat" as customary practice. Besides the 

roles of church as a main factor in this regard, the availability of public transportation and 

communication media, especially TV, and education have also had a strong effect upon the 

"woridview" of Soya people. Therefore, their local identity, step by step, has been 

transformed, a process in which their traditional moral norms have become altered. 

In political life, Soya people have been facing external pressures regarding the obligation 

to implement the new national structure of village government system, while their "adat" 

system of governance is still in existence. This in turn, causes a condition of uncertainty to 

emerge, and has indirectly had significant implications for the role of the church, the 

position of which has been reinforced. 

Similar to the situation in other developing countries, the national development programs 

in Indonesia were based strongly on the assumptions of the modernisation paradigm when 

they were created. Indeed, they were aimed primarily to improve the standard of living 

through economic development planning. However, despite the fact that the benefits of the 

development programs have been enjoyed by people throughout much of Indonesia, this 

does not mean that there is no "social price" which has to be paid in return. As is showed 
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in this study, the implementation of the modernisation perspective has brought about major 

changes in local organisations/institutions especially because of the close political control 

exercised by the state. In other words, the implementation of the programs has failed to 

call upon the strengths of traditional institutions, and has even constituted unavoidable 

external pressures which have had a strong influence upon the changing social structure of 

society. 

It is argued that in order to filly understand the processes of social transformation which 

have been happening in a particular area such as Soya village then, a single theory will not 

be sufficient. This is chiefly because, social facts are usually complicated and can only be 

understood by using several complementary approaches as a foundation of analysis. This 

conclusion is associated with the specific attempt of this study to propose an adequate 

picture of socio-cultural adaptation in the framework of rapid social changes which have 

been brought about through national and local development programs which have not 

adequately taken into account local differences. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. The Implementation of National Development In Ambon City. 

As an archipelago state, Indonesia consists of 13,677 islands stretching across 5,110 

km east to west and 1,888 km north to south. These geographical facts form the 

background of the diversity in the social cultural forms which have coloured the 

heterogeneity of Indonesian society. 

Indeed, the diversity of cultural traditions in Indonesia has influenced the strategy 

and development plan towards sociocultural change itself as well as directions in 

economic and political planning. An awareness of these conditions, within a move 

towards national integration, should necessarily constitute a very important 

dimension of planning to the extent that it must become a basic principle in creating 

strategy and specific development programs. It might be thought that if strong 

national integration is to be achieved, all Indonesian societies must cease to feel 

distinct and separated from each other. Cultural diversity has indeed been seen as a 

constraint in uniting all the parts of Indonesia. However, on the contrary, diversity 

should also be recognised as the nation's wealth which needs to be preserved and be 
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used as means of building up the strength of the nation in various aspects of social 

life. Drake in her book National Integration In Indonesia, said: 

National integration involves the way people in different areas of 
country and of different ethnic, sociocultural, and economic 
background feel themselves to be united and function as one nation 
(Drake, 1989: 16). 

From this point of view then, national integration which has embraced all aspects of 

Indonesian social life, is of course, not really easy to conceive, because the concept 

of integration has several basic components which are interdependent to each other. 

These components, according to Drake, consist of the historical-political, 

sociocultural, interaction, and the economic. She has explained: 

If one component is neglected or becomes out of balance, 
disintegrative forces may emerge that can threaten a state stability or 
even its continued existence (Drake, 1989 : 3). 

The explanation which is contained in Garis-Garis Besar Haluan Negara (GBHN -. 

Broad Outlines of The Nation's Direction) said that, national development is the 

development of the Indonesian people in all aspects of life and the development of 

the entire Indonesian society. This conception of development concerns not only 

material well-being, but also cultural and spiritual enlightenment. It means that all 

aspects of development should be put on the same status without ignoring the 

equilibrium between them. This strategy is intended to create economic and political 

strength which is based upon diversity of sociocultural forms. Parallel with this point 

of view, Chu, Alfian, and Schramm point out that: 

For decades since it won independence from a long Dutch colonial 
rule, the country has been looking for ways to build a national identity 
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on the foundation of Indonesia's diverse cultural tradition, and to 
improve the standard of living through modernization and 
development programmes (Chu, Alfian, and Schrarnm, 1991 : 2). 

Following this line of thinking, Isbister said 

A large part of the promise of independence was thought to be that the 
government of the new nations would be able to intervene forcefully 
in the economic and social structure of their countries, changing their 
direction, casting aside the elements that were exploitative and 
stagnant and replacing them with a new order that addressed the needs 
of the people (Isbister, 1993 142). 

National integration then constitutes a central requirement in post independence 

political ideology that it is believed will lead to the creation of a truly national 

identity, that could, in turn, guarantee that national development will move along 

smoothly as is decreed by GBHN. 

As a province which is located in eastern Indonesia, Maluku (the Moluccas) is also 

included in any program of the national development. Therefore, the city of Ambon, 

as capital of the Moluccas province, has an important location in terms of its 

strategical value in this regard. It occupies a position at the centre of economic, 

political, and sociocultural activities for the entire Moluccas, and is in the forefront of 

plans for regional development. Ambon itself, however, is not an entirely "modern" 

city. Referring to the numerous criteria of "early cities" which were propounded by 

V. Gordon Childe, Ambon essentially conforms in several respects more extensive 

and densely populated then previous settlement; inhabited by full time specialist 
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craftsmen, transport workers, merchants, officials, and priests (Basham, 1978 : 50). 

There is very little manufacturing industry within this city. 

Historically, Ambon has been in contact with foreign peoples such as the Portuguese, 

Japanese and the Dutch. Leaving aside the Japanese, contact between Ambon people' 

and European people in general (including English and Spanish for a very brief 

period of time), happened through what we might call "international links of trade" 

which were based on European capitalism. 

European capitalism actually was begun in Italy in the thirteenth century, especially 

in Venice which became its centre. At the end of the fourteenth century, Venice, with 

a string of trading posts along the Levant coast and the Hanseatic link, emerged as 

the centre of what Braudel (1984 : 124) calls the first European "world-economy". In 

later development, Spybey points out that: 

The most dominant centres of trade superseded each other in 
succession (Braudel 1984) and after Venice, as mentioned already, 
Antwerp became the centre of the European "world-economy" in a 
rather fluctuating episode between 1501 and 1568. Then there was 
Genoa (1557 to 1627), followed by Amsterdam ... (Spybey, 1992: 65, 
66). 

'Ambon people here should be distinguished from Ambonese society. The first one refers to Ambon 
city people, while the second could be said to contain anthropological meaning. Bartels (1977), 
points out that Ambonese society, geographically includes the islands of Ambon, Saparua, Nusa 
Laut and Haruku together with the costal areas of southern and western Seram and coastal areas of 
south and east Burn. According to him, the region constitutes the Ambonese cultural area 
delineated by a network of intervillage "pela" relationship. 
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Considering the above historical record, it is possible to argue that the Dutch came to 

the archipelago (Indonesia), especially the Moluccas when they were expanding their 

maritime forces and preparing Amsterdam to become a centre for the European 

"world-economy" in the middle of the seventeenth century2  Referring to Boxer's 

work, Spybey states: 

Charles Boxer (1973 : 24) sees the Dutch as rapidly expanding their 
trade in the Mediterranean, the Levant, and the South Atlantic during 
the early 1590s, [and so] it is hardly surprising that they tried to 
extend it to the Indian Ocean region about the same time (Spybey, 
1992: 109). 

Indeed, before the Dutch set foot on the island of Ambon, they were preceded by the 

Portuguese. The Portuguese landed in Ambon itself in 1513 following an earlier 

presence in other parts of the region. Soon after the Portuguese arrived, Ambon was 

provided with a Portuguese fort, and they proceeded to control Ambon, the Uliasser 

islands and Banda, and the maritime trade as well; while at the same time, they 

introduced Christianity in its Roman Catholic form, but this could not maintain its 

hold on the Ambonese after the Dutch process of proselytization. Prins in his article 

"Location, History, Forgotten Struggle", stated that: 

And although, in consequence of a turn of events, the newly-
converted Christian minority-for undoubtedly it was a scantily-taught 
minority-was subjected to forced protestantisation some hundred 
years after christianisation had begun, the fact that the Portuguese 
brought missionaries with then does them everlasting credit (Prins, 
1960: 12). 

2  According to Keuning (1973), the first Dutch ship landed in Ambon island in March 1590, it was 
followed by other maritime forces in order to attack the Portuguese. The Portuguese surrended to 
the Dutch on 22 February 1605. This fact was also mentioned by Andaya (1993). 
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Shortly after, Ambon island was taken over by the Dutch from Portuguese hands on 

February 1605. Compared to the Portuguese and the Japanese, the Dutch can be said 

to have had much stronger influences upon the Ambonese people (see : Keuning, 

1973, Cooley, 1962). This is mainly because the Portuguese and the Japanese 

occupied the island only for a brief period; on the other hand the Dutch constitute the 

most recent colonisers who occupied this island from 1605 until the Independence of 

Indonesia3. The arrival of the colonisers, then could be said to be a starting point in 

which for the first time Ambonese people were in touch with European capitalism 

through colonisation, specifically in the form of trading in spices. 

Considering the situation of Ambon city, and comparing it to Melaka (Malaysia), it 

seems that they are almost similar in their development process. Like Ambon, 

Melaka has been in contact with foreign peoples for a long time; the Portuguese 

1511-1641, Dutch 1641-1795, British 1795-1957, and also with the Japanese even 

though for a short period 1942-1945 (see : Sandhu and Wheatley (eds), 1983 - Vol. I 

242). Colonisation occurred in Melaka, because Melaka occupied a position as the 

transit point in the international trading map, especially as an exit point for the 

shipping of the spices from the Moluccas and Java to Europe (Anderson and Vorster, 

1983 - Vol. I 439; Eric Wolf, 1982 : 236). In later development, Melaka as a city 

which was ever under the dominance of colonialism, appears directed towards it 

The Dutch occupied at least parts of Indonesia during more or less 350 years. According to Cooley, 
Ambonese society has been in contact with Western influences since the first half of 16th century. 
It was under Dutch colonial rule from 1605 to 1949 with a few brief interruptions ... (Cooley, 1962 

1). See also Leonard Y. Andaya (1993). 
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becoming purely a trading city, a process almost exactly similar to what took place in 

Ambon. 

Cultural changes which happened in Ambon under the Dutch colonial rule and 

through the Christian church, certainly have effect upon the world-view of 

contemporary Ambon society. On the one hand, Ambon society still has an adat 

complex (customary practice) that serves as a foundation of their social structure; but 

on the other hand, they have been faced with foreign influences which have 

introduced plenty of new values to them. This fact has affected the systems of social 

control in Ambonese society which have become complex. 

Taking note of the development process of Ambon city and comparing it to another 

town in colonial Southern Africa, showed that both have the similar historical 

backgrounds because the two were strongly influenced by foreign forces. Mitchell 

(1987), suggested that in South Central African towns, the Europeans mainly 

established the very first settlement for the purpose of their own commercial and 

administrative system. The Europeans introduced system relied upon a close 

integration of activities through urban nodes of transaction. 

The similarity of historical background between Ambon and towns in South Central 

Africa, does not mean, of course, that they also possess a similar development history 

in various other aspects. Despite the presence of foreign people in Ambon and South 
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Central Africa, and generally being influenced by the same economical drive, 

nevertheless in reality, the development of any city or town relies upon three main 

factors : existing social structure, the imposed political system, and the natural 

resources which contributed to economic growth later. Ambon for example, in 

contact with Dutch colonial rule since the 16th century, besides having natural 

resources of its own (especially cloves)4, was also created by colonialists as a transit 

point in order to accommodate and then ship the major export of the region, spices, 

to Holland. Compared to the development of Zambia, for instance, which dates 

effectively from the discovery of copper and other metals at the close of the 19th 

century, Ambon constitutes a very different case. The presence of European peoples 

such as planters, farmers, miners, etc in Zambia caused the life of indigenous 

inhabitants to change drastically. The range of wants of the original people which 

expanded rapidly with economic development, soon came to include money for 

taxes, school fees, etc (Southall, 1973 : 292). By comparison the development of 

Ambon city appears directed to it becoming solely an administrative and trading city 

rather than an industrial city. Chauvel in his article "Republik Maluku Selatan And 

Social Change In Ambonese Society During The Late Colonial Period" said: 

the town of Ambon was the center of administration and commerce of 
the Ambonese islands and the Moluccas as a whole (Chauvel, 1990). 

Similar to the situation in Ambon, Mitchell (1987 : 42), points out that Zomba in 

Malawi was established as an administrative centre as well, and also grew rather 

The Dutch (VOC) eradication policy for the destruction of all spice trees was conducted in the 
Mainku region except for a few selected places. From 1652 it embarked on a program of limiting 
the growing of clove trees to Ambon and nutmeg trees to the Banda islands (see Andaya, 1993). 
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more slowly. Following that point then, in relation to the diversity of jobs that are 

available in Ambon city and compared to cities/towns in South Africa, Europe, and 

United States in the 19th century (see : Philip Mayer, 1971, and Bryan Roberts, 

1978), Ambon looks very different. In Ambon, the type of occupation involves the 

provision of services rather than the production of goods (tertiary occupations); while 

in South Africa, Europe, and United States, the type of occupations include the 

production of raw materials (ximary occupations), and secondary occupations which 

involve the processing of raw materials, and the production of goods (see John R. 

Short, 1984 97). 

Although economic activities of Ambon could be said to have grown slowly, many 

people have moved from the rural area to the city in order to look for a better job 

(especially as a government civil servant, if at all possible). In connection with this, 

Basham (1978 : 58), pointed out some crucial questions : are cities magnets that 

somehow draw those of hinterlands to their lights through employment and cultural 

opportunities, or are they merely the receptacles of rural and small-town populations 

that have been forced to emigrate by the deterioration of rural conditions and 

opportunities ? Are people "pulled" to urban centers by the excitement of 

possibilities offered by the city, or are they "pushed" from rural and small-town lives 

which they prefer but are forced to abandon by lack of opportunities? 
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The process of urbanisation has not by any means had the same cultural meaning for 

all the world's peoples. In Europe, especially, those who have left their home for 

cities have essentially moved from rural versions of the same urban tradition into 

which they have migrated. Others in much of the rest of the world have left rural 

regions to enter cities organised after foreign ideas, principally, as the result of 

European colonialism (Basham, 1978 : 62). In relation to the experience of Ambon 

city since the Dutch colonial rule then, probably the migration from rural area to 

Ambon began at the same time when the colonial government made Ambon a transit 

point for their economic purposes. In development later, then, this fact seemingly 

created the network of economic relationships between the rural area and Ambon as 

an urban area. This means, in fact, that the rural area is a "food basket" in order to 

feed all the people in Ambon city. That is why, besides the people who came from 

the rural area to look for a new job, or to continue their studies in Ambon, Ambon 

was also made a potential market for rural producers to sell their harvest. 

We have to realise that the present modernisation had touched and spread to Ambon 

city through national development and has resulted in various changes in the social 

life of the city. As I have mentioned previously, this national policy was established 

with a consciousness that all development programs should be directed with a view 

to recognising the diversity of cultural traditions in Indonesia. In other words, the 

development should be regarded as an attempt to unite all parts of Indonesia without 

destroying difference. 
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The above point of view then has influenced the implementation of development 

itself in all aspects of the lives of Ambon's people and its periphery areas. The 

development of transportation facilities for instance, was designed not just to assist 

those people to elevate their economic activities, but also to facilitate them easily 

going to the other parts of Indonesia. As well, there has been a growth of 

communication facilities such as newspapers, magazines, and especially television. 

These media are intended to promote national integration and always contain 

information regarding national development. Besides the national matters, television 

especially has its own programs related to the "world" outside Indonesia; moreover, 

many of the Ambonese also have a parabolic antenna that allows them to pick up 

overseas stations. 

As a consequence of national development in this area, especially physical 

development of the infrastructure, Ambon has become an opened city accessible to 

other Indonesians and to foreigner. In this sense, the city then needs to be expanded 

for building development and to accommodate the presence of outsiders. The 

presence of the outsiders has happened not just naturally, but also through the 

placement pattern of government servants. This is because according to the 

government regulations, all civil servants may be positioned on a certain level 

throughout Indonesia. Thus, Javanese or Balinese for example, could be placed in 

Ambon as long as they are government servants. This has not just happened to 
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government civil servants, but also applies to Angkatan Bersenjata Republik 

Indonesia (ABRI or "Indonesian Armed Forces") 

In conjunction with the national development in Ambon under the coordination of 

the local government, attention should also be paid to the other major non-

governmental institution, namely, religious institutions. The role of church in the 

Moluccas, especially in Ambon had already begun from the time the colonisers first 

occupied this region. Besides the roles of colonial government which dominated in 

the various aspects of social life then, the church as a social institution has also 

played an important role. Indeed, the colonial government realised this situation, and 

therefore they wanted to exploit the church as a bridge to gain influence over 

Ambonese society with regard to their economic and political purposes. Such 

manifestation of the interests of colonial government actually can be seen in the close 

control of the church. Nowadays, the religious institutions, in general, still constitute 

an important factor, because their roles are legitimised by the Indonesian way of life 

in accord with values which are embodied in the Pancasila5. Thus, based on the 

consciousness that Indonesia consists of various ethnic groups and recalling its 

implication primarily to religious life then, the religious institutions are expected to 

play a role in support of development programs especially those associated with 

building morality and mentality. This notion, indeed, causes all religious institutions 

Pancasila, the five basic principles of the Republic of Indonesia : the belief in one God Almighty, 
humanity that is just and civilised, the unity of Indonesia, democracy guided by the wisdom of 
representative deliberation, social justice for all Indonesians. 
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to be placed on the same track as government, and to campaign positively for 

development issues with all Indonesian people. 

As the centre of social, economic and political activities, what has been happening in 

Ambon city certainly has influence on its periphery areas such as Soya village which 

lies just six kilometres away in the hills. This is mainly because, geographically, the 

location of the village is close to the city of Ambon. Therefore, it was always likely 

that it would experience strong influences from the city. 

It is this village "Soya", which will provide the focus for the rest of this study of the 

processes of urbanisation and social transformation in the Ambon region. 

1.2. Research Problems And Aim of Research. 

An understanding of the development processes of Ambon during the colonial rule 

and under the national development plan which has occurred more recently, of 

course, as I have cited formerly, will have strong influence on the village of Soya as 

a part of the Ambon city region. 

From an historical perspective, Soya constitutes a peasant society. The household is 

regarded as a production unit by the Soya villagers, from the fact that it contains 

particular resources, specifically human resources (family/clan members) as labour 
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force and is the basis of the ownership of land from generation to generation (apart 

from other laridsites that are owned by the village, and called tanah negeri or "village 

land") 

Considering the above pattern then, the land is regarded as the basis of living, and 

therefore needs to be preserved, and used appropriately according to Soya custom. 

This view is supported by a background concept of gunung-tanah or literally 

"mountainlland" that colours the thoughts of the Soya village community, an 

indication that there is connection between the land and the ancestors of the villagers. 

In this sense, the gunung (mountain) and the tanah (land) are actually terms of their 

cosmological view. The term gunung is used to describe a place located somewhere 

in the sky, a place where the "unseen one(s)" stay; also it is used to explain the other 

"world" where their ancestors are staying. The manifestation of the second meaning 

is represented by the Sirimau mountain which is always regarded as a sacred place. 

By contrast, the term tanah is intended to delineate a real world, a place where all 

people live and depend on their land for their livelihood. Such a manifestation can be 

seen in the traditional ceremony which takes place annually. 

Since the land is regarded as sacred by the Soya village community (ancestral 

inheritance) and also crucially related to the system of livelihood, the ancestral rituals 

even now have an important meaning for the villagers. In the Village Cleansing 

Ceremony, for instance, besides the idea that spirits are being kept away, and that the 
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people through their ancestors can be saved from evil, the intention is for the land 

also to be blessed in order to produce good harvests (see: Chapter 6). 

Even though the original Soya people still possess some lands through transmission 

from generation to generation, most of their land has been sold off, especially to 

outsiders who have settled in their domain areas. This means that, in some cases, the 

household might not be regarded as the true production unit anymore. In other words, 

the household loses the requirement for the human resources as a direct labour force 

for its own land, and presumably the traditional ceremonies which are related to their 

land merely become a symbol with reference to the past. Consequently, the role of 

adat institutions generally may also be anticipated to become ceremonial. If this is 

the case, the important question is, does this trend influence the kinship system ? If it 

does, how strong are the influences? 

From an economic point of view, the presence of outsiders especially the Butonese 

migrants who have settled in Soya domain areas and been given certain rights by 

Soya villagers to look after their clan land, must influence not just the land 

ownership system that was valid formerly, but also the relationship among clan 

members. This in turn, quite possibly, will produce a certain type of relationship 

particularly between the land owner and the Butonese. My research is also an attempt 

to discover if there are any kinds of new institution which have occurred recently as 
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the result of social reproduction processes through day-to-day interaction between 

those people. 

Furthermore, the availability of means of transportation, of course, will facilitate the 

Soya people going to Ambon city easily. This is also supported by the fact that the 

location of Soya village is relatively near to the heart of city. The effect of the 

availability of means of transportation, also has been discussed by Mitchell in his 

paper "Distance, Transportation, And Urban Involvement In Zambia". In this case, 

Mitchell showed that transportation facilities constitute an important factor in order 

to support urban-rural mobility, especially with regards to their "earthbound sense". 

To quote Mitchell: 

The degree to which the migrant is able to maintain position both in 
town and in rural area, therefore, turns partly on the distance of this 
area from the town where the migrant is living, and partly on the 
efficiency of the transportation system which the migrant who come 
from the closest rural area would be more deeply involved in rural 
activities (Mitchell, 1973 : 288-289). 

Besides urban-rural mobility which is supported by transportation facilities, this 

means is also constructed to sustain economic activities of Soya people. In other 

words, through the availability of transportation facilities, the economic productivity 

of these people is considered to be likely to increase. The questions are, how far the 

availability of transportation facilities will have an influence on the economic lives of 

the Soya people ? Are the traditional economic institutions able to adjust themselves 

to the economic situation in the city of Ambon ? Or, how strongly does capitalism, in 
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the form of the market economy, influence the economic life of the contemporary 

Soya people? 

On the political stage, we must identify the important roles of village government 

institutions, especially in relation to introducing the national programs and systems 

into Soya village. In connection to this then, one of the major national development 

programs that needs to be mentioned here is the attempt to keep and socialise the 

Pancasila as the way of national life. This institutionalising process is intended to 

give a national idea, as collective representation values, to all people of Soya village 

society. Furthermore, Undang-Undang Nomor 5 Tahun 1979 Tentang Sistim 

Pemerintahan Desa (Decree No. 5/1979 concerning the Village Government System) 

is, in essence, quite different to the "Adat Government System" that was applied in 

the village before. Both policies may decrease the sense of commitment of people 

toward their adat or "customary value system". Following this line of thinking, in 

relation to the role of government, Wilbert Moore has emphasised the importance of 

state intervention especially in underdeveloped countries (Roberts, 1978 : 10). And 

almost similar with the view of Moore, Friedmann emphasises as well the political 

dimensions that are important for regional development even though, in general, he 

stresses the concentration of power that develops in the economically most dynamic 

region (Roberts, 1978 : 15). The significant questions here are, what is the perception 

of the Soya people toward the village government institution and its missions ? Do 

they realise that their local identity has been facing pressure in favour of national 
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identity through the roles of village government ? How strong is the power of the 

Ambon government (nation-state and provincial government in general) to control 

the political life in the Soya village? 

Furthermore, the availability of formal education institutions in the village and 

Ambon city actually give a strong motivation for parents to send their children to 

school. At the same time, it forms new "role expectations" comparing parents to their 

children, and produces attitudes and characters in the children which are modernist in 

orientation. Roberts (1978 : 10), quoting from Lerner's book (1958), said that levels 

of education are thought to improve with urbanisation, if only because the urban 

milieu is supposed to combat illiteracy. Thus, quite possible that educational 

atmosphere and city lifestyle can change the way in which the Soya people, 

especially the younger generation, perform themselves. In relation to this, according 

to Sjoberg (1965), various patterns of traditional behaviour are thought to be less 

likely to persist in an urban environment. At the same time, what was said by Hawley 

(1971), probably might be true as well. According to him, kinship structure or ritual 

observances might persist, but it has been held that unless they are compatible with 

the new forms of economic organisation and an urban style of living, their function 

will merely become ceremonial (Roberts, 1978 : 10). 

Another institution which has had strong influence in the social context of the Soya 

people is the role of the church which contributes to the formation of new social 

values, which are no more oriented to their ancestors. Despite the fact, as we have 
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noted, that the role of church has its roots in history, it is still important to consider 

the recent role of the church, particularly in the independence era. In this sense, the 

question is, how far the church plays its roles as a major contributor to the social 

values and social norms? 

Another thing which has had heavy influence in preparing the Soya village society to 

adjust in the development context, is the spread of television and radio into every 

house. This provided the possibility for the village to be able to follow the expansion 

of national development in a whole number of varied aspects. Indeed this spread 

gives effect to the perception and attitude of society toward the meaning of national 

development which is based on national integration in order to build up the national 

identity as one Indonesian nation. For example, Chu, Alfian, and Schramm, in 

relation to television's effect on promoting development programs, have suggested 

that: 

In providing development information, television has proved to be 
superb. In contributing to the decision to adopt new programmes of 
practices, its effect is of considerable practical significance though not 
nearly so direct. During the first year television in the village of 
Indonesia, there has been a moderate but steady movement from use 
of traditional toward use of modem medicine (Chu, Alfian, and 
Schramm, 1991 : 63). 

Additionally, for Soya village society, traditionally, the family/clan institution, the 

household as well as adat constitute important things, and it is a community which is 

based upon patriarchal inheritance and, indeed, the main authority role is still located 

in the hands of parents (family/household) and customary law elders (tua-tua 
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adat/adat institution), particularly in relation to decision making processes. 

According to Kazimierz Dobrowoiski (1984), another important factor of peasant 

conservatism, was the patriarchal family and kinship system which was expressed in 

the father's authority and power over children, in the children's economic and 

intellectual dependence upon parents, and the young people's submissive attitude. 

The importance of kin relationship in Soya village, for instance, can be seen in the 

manifestation of the kinship cloth ceremony which expresses the status of men and 

women (see : Chapter 6). 

Talking about the roles of parents, then compared to a Polish family, for example, we 

can find other manifestation of parents' intervention in their children's lives. Thomas 

and Znaniecki in their article "A Polish Peasant Family", point out that: 

The family assistance to the young married people is given in the form 
of dowry, which they both receive. This shows the familial character 
of the institution (Thomas and Znaniecki, 1984 : 24). 

According to them that, relation of parents to children is also determined by the 

familial organisation. The parents are privileged representatives of the group as a 

whole, backed by every other member in the exertion of their authority, but also 

responsible before the group for their action. The situation of parents in Soya will be 

discussed in the following chapters. 

Based on all the above explanation, the primary aim of this thesis is to analyse 

processes of socio-cultural adaptation and development in Soya village during the 
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last thirty years. This will be focussed primarily on the impact of national and local 

development pressures. Besides that, through my research, this thesis is also 

proposed to demonstrate indigenous participation in and responses to development 

and modernisation processes. 

1.3. Theoretical Perspective. 

Basically, every society has its own social, economic, and political dynamics, 

whether the dynamics are fast or slow. Through the dynamic processes, every society 

will or can be represented as experiencing a transformation from an old form 

(traditional) to a new one (modern). In terms of "planned change" or "intended 

change", economically and politically, the dynamic processes then could be 

considered as a way by which every society will pass through certain stages, in order 

to gain a certain standard of living in accord with objectives designed by "state". This 

frame of thinking has its roots deeply in the analysis of underdeveloped countries, 

especially given by the modernisation paradigm. Referring to Mortimer (1973) and 

Palmer (1978), Robinson states that in this model 

Economic growth, it is believed, will overcome the poverty and 
economic backwardness that characterise under-developed economic 
(Robinson, 1986 3). 

In brief, economic growth, then, is seen as the solution to the stagnation of 

underdeveloped economies. This statement, indeed, does not mean that the economic 
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aspect can stand alone apart from the political aspect, because both factors actually 

are considered by modernisationists as two major factors in social change which have 

a mutual relationship. Thus, although each aspect could be analysed separately, each 

aspect has its influence upon the other. In relation to this, in the third stage of 

economic growth for example, Rostow states: 

The take-off occurs when political power accrues to a group that 
regards economic growth as its main business; when the country's 
savings rate, as a proportion of national income, doubles; and when 
modem technology is applied to a few leading sectors, both 

6 agricultural and industrial (Isbister, 1993: 39). 

The term development itself, according to Hobart: 

has often been linked to, or equated with, modernisation; this is the 
transformation of traditional societies into modem ones, characterized 
by advanced technology, material prosperity and political stability 
(Hobart, 1993 : 5). 

Thus generally, modemisation is a process of social change, or a set of such 

processes, which are theoretically universal in time and space (Smith, 1973 : 61). 

Modemisation then becomes the process by which a transition from tradition to 

modernity takes place. In this sense, the above major factors will be a "key" in order 

to transform traditional societies into modem ones in which people are treated as 

receivers or objects. That is why, the modernisationists believe that the only way for 

the traditional world to overcome poverty, is to adopt new ideas such as the spirit of 

6  Derived from this point of view, it can be understood why Robinson (1986) has an opinion that 
development in Indonesia is based on modernisation paradigm in accord with Rostow's work, 
because this is parallel with what which contained in GBHN that economic development will be 
directed to support development of the industrial sector with agricultural sector as its basis. 
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enterprise and competition, democracy, and new technologies from the industrialised 

(Western) countries. 

Similar to Robinson's outlook, Isbister (1993), points out that modernisation theory 

is the mainstream school of scholarship about poverty and economic, social and 

political development in the countries of the third world. Basically, this paradigm 

derived from developed countries (industrialised) point of view. It stresses on the 

deficiencies of traditional institutions which people, treated as a passive objects. The 

modernisation theory posits that the application of the capitalist economic dynamic 

to the developing countries will result in their modernisation and advancement along 

an imaginary routes towards a Western standard of living. Following this line of 

thinking, referring to Long (1977) and Smith (1973), Hobart said: 

Modernization theory assumes a unidirectional evolutionary account 
of social change and is not based on actual case materials, but is "an 
idealization of the main direction of certain social and cultural trends" 
(Hobart (ed), 1993 : 6). 

Relating to the above quotation, there are two aspects of modernisation theory which 

should be considered. The first is "diffusionism". This recognises that societies are 

not closed systems and that ideas are diffused from one to another. The second is the 

alternative, but potentially complementary, view that innovation can also take place 

in parallel but similar social structures. Consequent upon these point is the argument 

that modernisation cannot be a simple linear process, and that in the case of the 

developing countries attention must be paid to the outside influences which impinged 
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upon them during the colonial period. Thus in this sense, historical events should 

also be reckoned as an important moment, because when European colonialism 

spread over the world, the historic encounter between colonialists and local people, 

as Robinson (1986) said, became the impetus which pushed them (the local people) 

on the road to modernity and progress. According to her, this view of history has 

become effectual in development planning, particularly through the influence of the 

stage theory of Rostow (1960). Despite the fact that the basic argumentation of the 

stage theory has been challenged with critics addressing the reality of increasing 

inequality between developed and underdeveloped world, and even within nations 

which have been conducting development based on Rostow's strategy, nevertheless 

this point of view remains influential in the formulation of policy in many 

underdeveloped countries (including Indonesia). 

The critique of the above paradigm especially comes from dependency theory. This 

theory is associated with the marxist critique of capitalism, with its singular emphasis 

on class conflict derived from the contradiction between socialised production and 

private appropriation (Spybey, 1992). In relation to this, Frank (1969) argued that: 

far from being an original state, the conditions of underdevelopment 
(poverty and economic backwardness) were consequences of the 
incorporation of those societies into a world system in which 
capitalism was dominant (Robinson, 1986 : 5). 

Different to modernisation theory, the fundamental principle of dependency theory is 

that the third world is not, as modernisation theory suggests, an area ripe for 
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development along a pathway taken previously by European countries, but instead is 

a subsidiary of the Western capitalist system and has been so since the spread of 

European colonialism. The dependency theorists believe that the growth of today's 

rich countries impoverished the third world and that the forces of international 

capitalism still block its progress (Isbister, 1993). In addition, according to this 

paradigm, the underdeveloped countries are also seen by the modernisationists just as 

a receiver or object, but in fact, they should be seen as actors or subjects if we wish 

to understand the processes more completely. 

As is cited by Spybey and Isbister, many of the central ideas of dependency find their 

original expression in a book by Paul Baran The Political Economy of Growth 

(1957). This is generally accepted as a founding work of the dependency theorists. 

This concept came to be popularised in Western academic circles, mainly through the 

efforts of Andre Gunder Frank (Harrison, 1988). His work involves the concept of a 

series of "metropolis-satellite relationship7  ", developed from Baran's work, which 

conflate global economic relationships with social class relationships, extended 

throughout the workings of capitalism. 

Derived from the above concept of the relationship, the third world is seen by the 

dependency theorists as a "satellite or periphery" which is exploited by "metropolis 

This term is similar with Wallerstein's term "core and periphery". There is also another term which 
is provided by Wallerstein in order to prevent direct conflict between core and periphery over 
economic issues, namely, "semi-periphery". The semi-periphery is regarded as a "buffer zone" 
which plays its role as I have mentioned formerly. 
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or core", namely, industrialised (Western) countries. This happens, because the 

metropolis or the core possesses a political and economic power to control people in 

its satellite or periphery region. Hence, the theorists of dependency state that 

peripheral countries cannot develop because they have been placed in a position of 

economic dependency by Western modernisation. 

Although the dependency theory is generally seen as the principal reaction to 

modernisation theory, both theories make absolute statements about the relationship 

between the developed and developing countries (or between core and periphery). 

Thus essentially, modernisation theory is about the progress of capitalism and the 

avoidance of socialism, whilst dependency theory is about the need to break up the 

capitalist system to allow the third world out of its subservient role (Spybey, 1992). 

In order to fully understand social transformation in whole aspects of a society's life, 

the above theories, of course, are not really enough. Even though each theory always 

give its attention to the relationship between external power and internal factors, but 

it is difficult to expect that each the above theory can offer a proper solution to 

understanding how dynamic processes takes place in the social structure of a society. 

This is connected to the view that social reality is infinitely complicated, and no one 

theory could claim to be adequate to explain overall social transformation in a 

society. Thus, similar to Isbister's point of view, I would like to consider that it is 
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helpful to use a variety of different theories at the same time, rather than just a single 

view. 

Besides the above two theories, which will be applied to analyse social 

transformation in Soya village, I have also to consider another two theories that will 

complement the two former theories as a foundation of my analysis. They are, 

exogenous paradigm of change and structuration theory. This is mainly because, the 

modernisation paradigm and dependency theories too emphasise in their approach 

the economic and political aspects; whereas, the socio-historical-cultural viewpoint 

should be put strongly and should be paid the same attention, equal to the economic 

and political aspects. By doing this, I expect that I can demonstrate a more adequate 

picture regarding overall aspects of social transformation which have been happening 

in Soya village. 

The exogenous model of change is associated with the process of diffusion8, but 

diffusion is really only one element in the overall exogenous paradigm. There are 

two reasons for that, first, it draws attention to the role of the physical environment, 

and second, it blunts a good deal of the criticism to which exogenous models have 

been exposed. 

This term according to Smith, has been utilised in a number of overlapping ways. This is because, 
for the first time, the term is used by cultural anthropologists in the early 20th century in order to 
criticise the evolutionist schemes for their failure to take into account the various cultural 
borrowings which are to be found in every civilisation. And soon after that, still in the same 
century, diffusionism became the dominant trend in other disciplines such as archaeology, history, 
and sociology. 
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Although we can find many forms of "diffusion" in several disciplines such as 

anthropology, archaeology, sociology, and even in history, but: 

what they share is the belief in the exogenity of change to the unit 
undergoing change; the source of change is to be sought outside the 
phenomenon whose transformation is being analysed. Where they 
differ is over the type and mode of influence that the environment, 
whether social or physical, exerts (Smith, 1973: 158). 

Besides diffusion, there are three vital elements in the exogenous paradigm of change 

the intrusion of events, the influence of the environment, and crisis. In the exogenist 

view, history, in terms of patterns of events is an important thing. Social change can 

only be analysed in terms of the influence which these histories exert upon each 

other, and not in terms of some inner workings of the development of a particular 

unit, taken in isolation. In other words, a given pattern of events must be analysed as 

the product of another pattern originating outside itself, and intruding upon it. 

Another vital element in the exogenous model of change is the continuing role of the 

environment. In this sense, we should treat the physical and biological environment 

separately from the patterns of external events originating in other societies. This is 

because, as Smith said, exogenist framework is always tripartite : it consists in the 

unit or phenomena under investigation, other neighbouring units, and the nonhuman 

environment. 
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The exogenists do realise that the interaction between unit, neighbours and 

environment (three-way interactive process in Smith's term) is rarely smooth or 

regular. This means that crisis might appear and become part of a system. Based on 

this consciousness, the exogenist see crisis 

as a frequent and "normal" part of social life, alongside periods of 
persistence. Crisis and stability are two sides of the history of any 
unit, because the tendency for one pattern of events to establish itself 
is always subject to the challenge of other external patterns, which 
impinge upon it, modify it, mingle with it, or overwhelm it (Smith, 
1973 : 162). 

Thus, social change which takes place in every society must depend on the result of 

what Smith has called, the "three-way interactive process". 

Another perspective on social change which is introduced by Anthony Giddens, is 

structuration theory. The term structuration means that as human agents we 

continually reproduce the structure and system of society in social interaction. The 

precise term social integration, however, is employed to signify that social 

interaction is meaningftil to human agents through the reproduction of structure and 

system. 

The structuration theory is presented as a non-evolutionary theory in which it is 

clearly human beings who make a difference in the reproduction of social institutions 

and therefore create social change. The basic concept in this theory to approach 
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structure and system is the "duality of structure". In terms of this concept, according 

to Spybey: 

when we enter into day-to-day social interaction we, at the same time, 
contribute to the reproduction of social institutions. By the same 
token, we are enabled and constrained by social institutions in our 
day-to-day social interactions. The structural and systemic elements of 
society represent "unacknowledged conditions" for our interaction 
and, equally, entering into social interactions has "unintended 
consequences" in the reproduction of social structure and system. We 
reproduce routinely the institutions of society as a matter of day-to-
day social interaction (Spybey, 1992 : 35). 

Significantly, the principle of the duality of structure, as is pointed out by Spybey, 

extends through all institutions of society and of course there are many interlinked 

levels to its operation, extending from the local to the global. 

Almost similar to the flow of thinking in the framework of Rostow and Parsons 

which divides society into several stages of development which were thought that 

society must pass, Giddens also classifies society into three levels tribal society, 

class-divided society, and class (capitalist) society, where each type has its own 

characteristics. 

The tribal society is the type which has existed for several hundred thousand years, 

since human beings inhabited the earth. For Giddens, these societies are isolated. 

Their modes of transport and communication are rudimentary, and there is a low 

level of contact and interaction with other societies. Therefore, they have had very 

little impact on the environment outside their "world". Face to face communication, 
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however, is a basic form, and there is no written language, except where there has 

been contact with a literate society. As the result of these, Spybey wrote 

social integration and system integration are mainly fused together 
in ritual form involving communal participation, that is, the cultural 
institutions of the society are expressed face to face, in story-telling 
and the enactment of ceremonial rituals (Spybey, 1992 : 38). 

Different to the tribal society, the class-divided type has existed for the 7,000 years 

which humans are considered to have existed in "civilisation". Actually, this type 

arises in conjunction with the city. That is why, Giddens used the title "class-divided 

society", because people who live in the city experience a lifestyle and division of 

labour quite different from that experienced by people in the rural hinterland. 

Therefore, there are two classes of people, and they are divided spatially between city 

and countryside. The city then hold a control and influences upon its periphery. 

Furthermore, Giddens recognised that there is some economic interdependence 

between the people of the city and the people of the countryside. The countryside 

then becomes the "food basket" and source of other basic products in order to fulfil 

the needs of people in the city. On the other hand, from the countryside point of 

view, the city, according to Giddens, becomes a "storage container" in time and 

space not just for their products as I have mentioned above, but also in terms of 

knowledge and political power. This constitutes one of the Gidden's main points in 

distinguishing tribal society from class-divided society, because the latter type has a 
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greater impact in time and space than the former one. Another main point is that, this 

type is characterised by written language amongst its institutions. 

Against evolutionists, Gidden's emphasis that the distinction between the two types 

should not be seen as evolutionary because tribal society (primitive society in 

Parsons's terminology) continued to exist to form a set of relationship with class-

divided society or an "inter societal system" in the terminology of structuration 

theory. 

The third category in Giddens's framework is class (capitalist) society. The term 

"class (capitalist) society" is used by Giddens, because the conflict of interests 

between capitalist and worker produced by the capitalist economic mechanism is a 

consistent feature of this type of society. Thus, the capitalist economy9  then become 

a main characteristic in this category, as points out by Spybey: 

Economic institutions are based upon the capitalist exchange 
mechanism which was extended globally through the transmission of 
Western culture over five or six hundred years (Spybey, 1992 : 41). 

Considering the above notion, it does not mean that other aspects in social life are not 

important. Giddens is then emphasising that the extension of class is only part of a 

process which has also involved a number of social and political developments 

associated with the state and citizenship. By this statement, Giddens intends to show 

that, a new model of social order had been produced which embraced not only the 

The capitalist world-economy is conceptualised as the power over environmental resources. 
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ubiquity of the class relationship in society but also notions of citizenship and the 

transformation of the state into the nation-state'°. Hence, according to Spybey: 

Class (capitalist) society, then, is recognizable in the development of 
Western culture and the concrete form that it takes in social and 
political terms is the nation-state, a legal-rational, bureaucratic form 
with well-developed institutions of surveillance and record keeping. A 
significant aspect of modem class society is the ability of the state to 
enter into the most detailed aspects of the life of the individual 
(Spybey, 1992 : 43). 

Additionally, in this type of society, traditional moral norms (Durkheim's 

terminology) became changed, or as Weber pointed out, tradition became, for the 

most part, replaced by routine, especially in the form of rational-legal social 

organisation. This is in turn, had its effects on kinship, as theorists of all types have 

indicated, became transformed into a supportive institution, with the family as a unit 

of consumption rather than of production. As well, the environment of class society 

becomes increasingly artificial in conjunction with extensive urbanisation 

accompanying the industrialisation of production, including agricultural production. 

As the result, in Durkheim's terms, an "organic" form of social solidarity and 

division of labour renders all of its members interdependent. 

Finally, I need to clarify the theoretical perspective that I used to analyse the "social 

transformation in Soya". I contend that, the four principal perspectives on the third 

world, namely, modernisation theory, dependency theory, exogenous paradigm, and 

'° The nation-state system is conceptualised as the dominant institutional framework of power over 
people. 
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structuration theory of change are all valuable. Despite being very different one from 

the other, and in many respects contradictory, they all have insights that can help one 

begin to understand the development and its impacts in the world, especially in the 

underdeveloped countries. 

1.4. Methodology. 

My fieldwork in Soya Atas village was conducted based on library research and field 

study. Library research was intended to find out some materials which were regarded 

as connected to my research design, and it was also expected to discover not just 

proper theories that will support the result of my research, but also to locate if any 

other theory that could be tested through my research. This kind of research was also 

executed after I had finished my field study, and this was intended to develop my 

argument relating to the results of my fieldwork. 

Furthermore, my intensive fieldwork in Soya Atas village was, effectively, 

undertaken from January till September 1993. But preceding the above field research, 

I had been there in December 1992 for a brief observation (non-participant 

observation) especially in relation to the implementation of traditional ceremony. I 

have also been able to return to Soya on - occasion since. It is important for myself as 

a researcher, who is a native Ambonese to be there at that moment to get primary 

data. So, I will have a chance to discuss implications of the ceremony recently based 
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on local society's view. In this observation, I have recorded some data by using 

technical equipment such as a tape recorder and camera. 

The first month (January 1993) of my fieldwork was used for familiarising myself 

with the community and also trying to discover appropriate primary informants. The 

job of choosing informants was undertaken based on the category of my data that 

were intended to be collected. Five men were selected for their knowledge of specific 

information associated with history, social life, economic and political aspects. There 

were three men, aged below fifty years, who were members of the village 

government institution, village council, and congregation committee; while the other 

two men, aged approximately sixty-nine years and eighty-three years, were 

intensively interviewed to get information concerning the historical aspect. 

Besides the above key-informants, interviews were also conducted with people in 

general; while questionaries were designed in order to get certain data such as the 

number of members in a household, where the wife originally comes from, recent 

income per month, etc. In relation to this, I used simple random sampling technique 

to determine sample. Thus, I took at random 45,7 per cent or 53 families from the 

total number of families as the sample in the main village. 
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1.5. Chapter Overviews. 

Chapter 2 contains general description of the Soya village and its people such as 

geographical position, climate and boundaries; ethnographic description of 

economic, social and political life; ethno-historical background; and development 

projects and people participation. Furthermore, information concerning rights in land, 

kinship system with regard to land inheritance, and cultivation system will be 

outlined in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 focuses on affinal ties through time (patterns and 

changes), and family relationship and the structure of household. Chapter 5 provides 

information relating to belief system and ritual practice. The village cleansing 

ceremony and brotherhood relationship (pela) in its new form will be described in 

Chapter 6. Furthermore, Chapter 7 will discuss about changes that have been 

happening in the social life of Soya people recently. Finally, the last Chapter, 

Chapter 8 constitutes a conclusion, and discusses my interpretation of socio-

economic and political situations that can be found in Soya village currently. 
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Chapter 2 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELDWORK AREA 

2.1. Geographical position, Climate, and Boundaries. 

Soya village lies in the Sirimau regency of the Ambon municipality, in the hills of 

the Leitimor peninsula beginning six kilometres from the heart of Ambon city. It can 

be reached by vehicles or on foot up a winding bitumen road. 

This village's land covers an area of six thousand hectares, while the site of the main 

village only covers an area about two kilometres from entry point to the furthest 

point. This fact is brought about because Soya village is located along the main road 

which runs up a ridge. The forest is situated just behind the houses and the Sirimau 

mountain is located just beyond the furthest point of the village. Like other villages 

in Ambon, Soya is also influenced by two seasons, the dry and the rainy seasons. 

During the dry season a west wind blows from December to March; while during the 

wet season from May to October, an east wind blows. November is the transition 

period. Regarding the boundaries, Soya village has its borders with Ambon city on 

the northwest side; Halong and Passo villages on the northeast side; Hutumury and 
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Leahary villages to the east side; Hatalai, Naku, Kilang, and Ema villages to the 

south side; and with Urimessing on the west side. 
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2.2. Village Population And Types of Occupation. 

In 1980, there were 12 people who held Chinese nationality; now, they have become 

Indonesian by naturalisation. Thus, in the entire Soya village environment, there are 

no people who hold foreign nationality anymore. 

Table 1. Distribution of Population By Age Interval Class. 

Age 1980/1981  1992/1993  

Sex Sex Interval 

Class Total Total % Man Woman Man Woman 

0- 4 201 177 378 15.11 280 272 552 11.44 
5- 9 152 165 317 12.67 310 276 586 12.15 

10-14 151 141 292 11.67 306 241 547 11.34 
15-19 116 129 245 9.79 317 294 611 12.66 
20-24 197 169 366 14.63 288 253 541 11.21 
25-29 116 101 217 8.67 206 260 466 9.67 
30-34 68 55 123 4.92 185 160 345 7.15 
35-39 64 79 143 5.71 116 129 245 5.08 

40-44 42 56 98 3.92 93 96 189 3.92 
45-49 36 33 69 2.76 92 85 177 3.67 
50-54 31 32 63 2.52 92 65 157 3.25 
55-59 38 31 69 2.76 54 52 106 2.20 
60-64 21 26 47 1.88 03 58 161 3.34 
65 Up 34 41 75 2.99 65 76 141 2.92 

Total 1 1267 1235 2502 100.00 2507 2317 4824 100.00 
Source of data: Village 011ice, 1992. 

The focal point of Soya is where the original inhabitants settled; meanwhile the 

composition of the population in other parts of the "official" Soya such as Kayu 

Putih is heterogeneous, and consists of several ethnic groups such as Javanese, 

Chinese and others who came from various parts of Moluccas. On the other hand, 
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almost 100 per cent of the people who came from Southeast Sulawesi and who are 

commonly called Butonese, live in Batu Bulan; whereas in Karang Panjang Puleh 

and Karang Panjang Waihoka, almost 100 per cent of the outsiders who live there 

came from the Southeast Moluccas, especially from Tepa village in Babar islands. 

Actually these facts indicate that there is a focus of social groupings which are based 

on ethnic origins. Based on information from my informants, I have concluded that 

the focussing was begun through an infiltration-succession process. Thus generally, 

members of each ethnic group did not come and settle in the domain area of Soya 

village at the same time, but it was started by a single person or a family and then 

followed by the other. Eventually, they came to dominate the entire area. Normally, 

the lands which were occupied by those outsiders, were got through sale or rent from 

the landlord. 

From the above table, it can be seen that the population in Soya as a whole, has 

expanded by close to 100 per cent over 10 years. Furthermore, considering the data 

which are listed in the table then the young people from 0 - 24 years old dominated 

in 1980/1981 as they do in 1991/1992. In accord with the total number of servants 

and farmers (see Table 3), then in the future, the total number of farmers will 

probably decrease following the expansion of the total number of educated people 

and the availability ofjobs in Ambon city. 
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Soya itself, according to the population census in 1992/1993, was composed of 880 

people or 18.24 per cent of the total Soya village population (including domain 

areas), with 116 being the total number of families. This means that, compared to the 

same figures for its domain area as shown in table 2 below, the outsiders who live in 

the domain areas are larger in number than Soya people who live in the main village. 

Indeed, this fact will have its effect on the social, economic and political life for the 

entire Soya society. 

Table 2. Distribution of Population By Location, 1992/1993. 

Number 
Location of % S e x Total % 

Families  Man % Woman % 
Soya 116 12.49 456 18.19 424 18.30 880 18.24 
K. Putih 192 20.67 484 19.30 465 20.07 949 19.67 
Aspol/BB 207 22.28 489 19.51 442 19.08 931 19.31 
Karpan Plh 270 29.06 632 25.21 577 24.90 1209 25.06 
KarpanWh 144 15.50 446 17.79 409 17.65 855 17.72 
Total 929 100.00 2507 100.00 1 2317 100.00 1 4824 100.00 
Source of Data: Village Othce, 1992. 

In relation to productivity ages based upon the standard which is published by the 

Indonesia Central Bureau of Statistic (Biro Pusat Statistik/BPS), the data in Table 1 

show that the category of people from 15 up to 59 years old, is larger than the other 

age groups; but in terms of the manpower productivity, the total of actively employed 

seems less than the total number of those in the productive age group which is shown 

as follows: 

Table 3. Distribution of Occupation By Location, 1991/1992. 

Occupation 
L o c a t i o n 

% Soya KyP Bb Kp Kw Total 
Servant 85 209 39 78 68 479 41.72 
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Entrepreneur 12 24 61 14 16 127 11.06 
Farmer 292 20 11 34 26 383 33.36 
Skilled Labourer - 3 - 5 1 9 0.78 
Tenant Fanner 5 - 5 7 2 19 1.66 
Pension 3 34 4 3 6 50 4.36 
Public Service 3 4 - 14 60 81 7.06 

1 o t a 1 400 294 120 1 155 179 1148 100.00 
Source of data : Village Office, 1992 

Note: KyP = Kayu Putih 
Bb = Batubulan 
Kp = Karang Panjang Puleh 
Kw = Karang Panjang Waihoka 

Comparing the type of occupations and their total number, in fact, we note a 

significant increase which is caused by the expansion of population during the 10 

year period. The total number of servants (civil and private), for instance, was only 

261 persons in 1980 for the whole Soya village region. This number had expanded to 

479 by 1991, almost 100 per cent over 10 years with most of them living in the Kayu 

Putih area. Additionally, the farmers who were listed in the 1980 census consisted of 

310 people; meanwhile in the 1991/1990 census this became 383 people, and most of 

them lived in the main village - Soya. In view of those facts then, Soya (main village) 

definitely can be said still to be predominantly a peasant society. 

2.3.The Roles of Government, Church, And Educational 
Institutions. 

The pattern of social grouping in Soya village is reflected in what that they call Tiga 

Tungku or literally, "three hearth (tripod)". This term is referring to the relationship 

between three important elements as super and infra structures in social and political 
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life in Soya. They are village government, church organisation, and the teachers who 

represent the educational institutions. 

Although each element, basically, had their own organisation, the concept of tiga 

tungku is a desired aim in order to provide a support relationship for each group. The 

real manifestation of any such relationship mostly appears in the various meetings 

which are held to discuss many development programs for Soya. Nevertheless, this 

does not mean that in the effort to build up a good relationship between the elements, 

no conflict of interests ever appears. However, the efforts of members of each 

element are usually directed to solving the problems and also are oriented to keeping 

harmony in the social structure and maintaining the peacefulness of village life. 

Despite the status of the teachers who are representing the educational institutions, 

(in fact, theirs constitutes an honoured status and they are given respect by Soya 

villagers) their roles turn out to be not very strong in the context of social and 

political life when compared to the roles and influence of the village government and 

the church. 

The influence of the village government and the church over the villagers is easily 

identified, because it usually arises in a number of forms and intensities with each 

occasion ofjob implementation such as manpower mobilisation in relation to various 

development programs. On the other hand, compared to the role of the church 
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(theoretical/original role) which is related only to the religious life then, the role of 

the village government embraces all aspects of social life entirely. This fact can be 

witnessed by many decisions which have been declared by the government that 

include the field of the educational institutions as well as the church organisation. 

The manifestation of the roles of the tiga tungku are implemented through five 

entities which are regarded as a unity, as follows the church building as a symbol of 

religious activities; school building which represents education activities; Balal 

Saniri or "modern meeting place" as a symbol of government activities; Raja's house 

as a centre of government; and Baeleo or "traditional meeting place" as a centre of 

traditional (adat) ceremonies. 

2.3.1. The System of Village Government. 

There are two systems of village government that can be found in Soya recently. The 

first one rests on the adat system", and the other one is based on the national system 

which was declared by national government through decree number 5/1979 

(Undang-Undang Noinor 5 Tahun 1979 tentang Sistem Pemerintahan Desa). 

" The adat system here related to the term negeri (modern term is desa) or village which was created 
by the Dutch (VOC) from the early 17th century. The negeri (village) government system in 
Central Maluku during the 19th century was arranged in a regulation of 1824 (staatsblad 19a, 
1824) which was constituted as a finishing touch to a regulation of 1818. 
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Compared to each other, the national system, in essence, is quite different to the adat 

system that was applied in the village before this decree. It seems to me that the Soya 

villagers remain more familiar with the adat system than with the national system. 

Although most of the members of the village government had undertaken training 

regarding the national system, in fact, they did not know much about how to run that 

system well. Some recent problems especially concerning land ownership have 

mostly been solved by the adat system rather than through the national system. 

Otherwise, the role of the national system is usually directed to creating a plan 

regarding development programs which are funded by the local government or the 

church. 

The structure of the village government organisation which is based on the adat 

system, can be described as follows: 

RAJA 

TIM PENASEHAT 

SANIRI 

BENDAHARA SEKRETARIS F SEKRETARIS II  11 

KEPALA SOA KEPALA SOA KEPALA SOA KEPALA SOA 
ERANG PERA MASING ADAT 

MASYARAKAT 
Figure 2. The Structure of VillagLeGoi ienOrgarnaionAdat System). 
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The leadership of the Raja (or the head of the village government in terms of the 

national system) in the adat system, is assisted by the Tim Penasehat or "advisory 

team" who support him with their opinions about many things, including various 

problems that are discussed in the Badan Saniri Negeri' 2  or "the body of the village 

council" where decisions are made. On the other hand, besides the Badan Saniri 

Negeri executing their legislative function, they often carry out the function of the 

executive also, specifically in relation to the Kewang'3  jobs. Meanwhile, there also 

exists the Kepala-Kepala Soa'4  representing all clans which are ruled by them. Each 

soa will be discussed later in relation to ethrio-historical background. 

In the Dutch times, what we called a village government (negorbestuur) is regent 

en de kepala soa 's or "Regent'5  and the Kepala-Kepala soa". Meanwhile, the Kepala-

Kepala soa constitutes village officials which were made up of Kepala-Kepala soa 

themselves and the Kewang. Besides that, there was a village council called Saniri 

(or in the Dutch term called Negorjraad). In those times, we could find also two 

institutions which were not included in the village government structure, called Juru 

12  The Saniri institution was legitimised by the regulation 1824. 
13  Kewang is a man who holds a responsibility for looking after all the land, especially the forest and 

its product. In the modem term, he is called Polisi Hutan or literally "forest police". The position of 
Kewang (and its members) in the Badan Saniri Negeri can be displaced by other person who is 
appointed by the Raja. 

14  According to adat, the new Kepala Soa has to come from the same clan which holds an obligation 
to lead the soa. His position in the Badan Saniri Negeri only could be replaced when he died. 

15  The term Regent was used probably referring to the status of Raja, because he had governed several 
domain areas. At the time when S. J. Rehatta, and later L. L. Rehatta ruled in Soya, they were also 
called Regent. 
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Tulis or in modem term "secretary" and Marinyu16. The existence of these positions 

was only to support the administrative work. 

If we pay attention to the above structure of organisation then, hypothetically, it is 

possible that changes have happened and patterns of practice have shifted already 

from their original form. Indeed, in rudimentary form the structure can be 

uncomplicated without the advisory team, treasurer, and secretary, or even the person 

known as Raja mostly called Upu Latu. I suspect that this larger structure has 

probably happened since independence, because in the Dutch times, there were no 

treasurer and advisory team, and also the secretary was not included in the structure 

of village government; nor was the title of Raja which constitutes an Indonesian term 

(not indigenous term). 

The explanation outlined above, seems quite different to the national system. Besides 

the fact that the national system was designed in accordance with principles of 

modem management, it was also intended to achieve uniformity of the village 

government system for the entire nation of Indonesia. Thus, each section in the 

structure of the national system has their job descriptions which are directed through 

the various of Peraturan Menteri Dalam Negeri (Permendagri) or "regulations of the 

16  Marinyu is a man who holds a responsibility to pass the information from the village government 
(the Raja) to all people by walking and shouting. This term apparently comes from Portuguese as 
mentioned by Andaya in his article "Local Trade Networks In Maluku In The 16th, 17th, And 18th 
Centuries" (See : Cakalele, Maluku Research Journal Volume 2 Number 2/1991). His position in 
the Badan Saniri Negeri can be replaced by other person who is appointed by the Raja. 
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Minister for Internal Affairs of the Republic of Indonesia". The structure of the 

national system can be described as follows 

CAMAT 

KEPALADESA 

r-IKU. PEMER[NTAHAN 

L M D HKU. PEMBANGU1AN 

SEKRETARIS DESA KU. ADM[NISTRASI 

h—KU. KEUANGAN 

KU. KE S RA 

KEPALA DUSUN KEPALA DUSUN KEPALA DUSUN KEPALA DUSUN 

KETUA RW KETUARW 

KETUA RT KETUA RT KETUA RT KETUA RT 

KEPALA KELUARGA 

MASYARAKAT 

Figure 3. The Structure of Village Government Organisation (National System). 

Note: 

Camat = Subdistrict head. 
Kepala Desa = Village head. 
LMD (Lembaga Musyawarah Desa) = Village council. 
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Sekretaris Desa = Village secretary. 
Kepala Urusan Pemerintahan = Head of government affairs. 
Kepala Urusan Pembangunan = Head of development affairs. 
Kepala Urusan Administrasi = Head of administration affairs. 
Kepala Urusan Keuangan = Head of finance affairs. 
Kepala Urusan Kesejahteraan Rakyat = Head of public welfare affairs. 
Kepala-kepala Dusun = Heads of cluster. 
Ketua-ketua Rukun Warga = Heads of administrative unit. 
Ketua-ketua Rukun Tetangga = Heads of neighbourhood association. 
Kepala Keluarga = Family head. 
Masyarakat = Society. 

Although the present system of the village government should be run in accord with 

the national system, in fact, there is no territory called Dusun17, no Rukun Warga 

(RW), and no Rukun Tetangga (RT) in Soya village. In addition, the Kepala-Kepala 

Soa in terms of the adat system, are put into the LMD as its members. Moreover, the 

social classifications which are based on soa only appear during the major adat 

ceremony which takes place annually. Actually, the facts show that, in daily social 

life, Soya people were classified in accordance with the region which was divided by 

the church such as Sektor and Unit. 

According to the Raja, the village government members have actually realised their 

responsibility to execute the Decree number 5/1979, but they still consider the 

stability of social and political life in Soya society to be paramount, because they are 

worried that if they create a new form of social classification which is based on that 

regulation, a dual leadership in the infrastructure of society will appear and 

17  This term different to dusun which is usually related to dati system, and also referred to annual 
crops in dati lands (see : Chapter 3). 
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potentially could threaten the unity of social life. In other words, there would be 

several leaders who would try to lead their members according to the church's 

interest and according to the village government's interest. In order to avoid a 

conflict of interest between both institutions, the village government prefers to use 

the classification which was created by the church for their purposes. 

Considering both systems of village government then, there are several things which 

have strict differences one to another 

The development of the structure from the adat system (the larger structure which 

has existed since independence) to the national system, where each part of the 

national system is designed to have a different function and duties which is based 

on modern management. 

There is a Camat or "the head of subdistrict" as a direct chief of the village head. 

The pattern of social classification has become extended. Although the existence 

of classifications of people in the national system is represented by the cluster 

heads, administrative unit heads, neighbourhood association heads, and family 

heads, this system still does not apply in Soya. 

The LMD is regarded as the Badan Saniri Negeri in other version of its roles, or 

constitutes an expansion of the roles of the village council. 

The election of the village head (Kepala Desa) was held for the first time in 1986 

(eriod = every 8 years). According to the rules (regulation), all adult people who 
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have been living in the Soya village have the same rights to become a Kepala Desa. 

In fact, most of the native inhabitants of Soya do not agree with that kind of rule. For 

them, the Kepala Desa or Raja is regarded as the ruler by descent. Thus, although the 

election should be held, the Kepala Desa should also be elected, in their view, from 

the ruling clan, called Bangsa Perintah. According to them, if they have to comply 

with the official rules, it would mean all Indonesians who have been living in the 

Soya area would have their chance to become Kepala Desa; on the other side, Soya 

village should be considered as an adat village. This problem/dilemma actually also 

has to be faced by all villages in the entire Maluku province. 

Following the above explanation, one thing that needs to be discussed here in 

conjunction with the presence of the new government system is the pattern of 

succession to the top of the political stage (Raja or "the head of the village"). During 

eight months fieldwork in 1992/1993, besides being told about a dispute around the 

election process in 1986 (because someone who did not come from the Raja's clan, 

wanted to be a candidate), I found that the people of Soya had talked already about 

the succession to the next Raja. It was impressed upon me, because the most recent 

Raja still ruled this village even until January 1994. This came about in the last 

election in 1986 where all adult people whether they were original or outsiders had 

rights to determine the Kepala desa. Soya original people did realise that they should 

campaign for candidates who came from the clan of the Raja or Bangsa Perintah. The 

whisper campaign was still going on even until the recent Raja, R. A. Rehatta died on 
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25 January 1993. When I was there to take part in the burial ceremony, people 

informed me that they have candidates already who come from Bangsa Perintah. 

They told me that they did not want to have someone who comes from outside of the 

Bangsa Perintah to become the next Raja. This was actually an interesting 

phenomenon, because it was not common in a "traditional" society such as Soya to 

talk openly about succession. Thus, I suspect that this happened because the new 

system allowed any adult person to become a Kepala Desa, no matter where he or she 

comes from, but as long as the candidate lived in the village region and was 

appropriate according to some other rules, he or she could be chosen as a Kepala 

Desa. 

Another thing which constituted a constraining factor for the implementation of the 

national system was the adat system itself which has been still running well recently. 

It has caused the existence of the national system to be viewed as a redundant 

system, because they were able to adjust the adat system successfully towards the 

national system. This fact is supported by the Badan Saniri Negeri which is still 

active and carries out its duties. A further example was the inauguration of the Adat 

Chief (Kepala Soa Adat) in 1992 when the adat ceremony was held (see : Chapter 6). 

In relation to the adaptation of both systems, all members of LMD and LKMD (see 

below) united as the Badan Saniri Negeri specifically to execute their daily duties. A 
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separation is only apparent when they have to make plans for development projects 

or other things such as a coordination meeting with the Ambon local government. 

Lembaga Ketahanan Masyarakat Desa (LKMD) or "village social activities group" is 

a non-structural institution which is intended to support the village government 

especially in relation to the implementation of various development projects. This 

institution was formed based on Presidential Decree no : 28/1980, and regulation of 

the Minister for Internal Affairs (Permendagri) no : 3/1981. The structure of the 

LKMD can be described as follows: 
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KETUA UMUM 

• KETUA I 

KETUAII 

SEKRETARTS 

6 (2 (3 4 (5 6 

DTKOORDTNASIKAN OLEH: 

KETUA UMUM KETUA I KETUA II 

STE AGAMA : 5. STE. LINGKUNGAN HIDUP. 10. PKK. 
STE. P4. 6. STE. PEMB. PEREKONOMIAN 
STE. KAMTIBMAS. DAN KOPERASI. 
STE. PENDIDIKAN DAN 7. STE. KESEHATAN & KB. 

PENERANGAN. 8. SIE. STE PEMUDA, OLAH RAGA 
DAN KESENTAN. 

9. STE. KESEJAHTERAAN. RAKYA]t. 

Figure 4. The Structure Organisation of LKMD. 

Note: 

Dikoordinasikan Oleh = Coordinated by. 
Sie = Seksi (md) = Section. 
Ketua Umum = General chairman. 
Ketua I = First chairman. 
Ketua 11= Second chairman. 
Sekretaris = Secretary. 
Bendahara = Treasurer. 
1. Seksi Agama = Section of religion. 
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Seksi P4 = Section of Guidelines For Carrying Out The Principles of Pancasila18. 
Seksi Kamtibmas = Section of social security. 
Seksi Pendidikan dan Penerangan = Section of education and information. 
Seksi Lingkungan Hidup = Section of environment. 
Seksi Pembangunan Perekonomian dan Koperasi = Section of economi 

development and economic enterprise (Cooperative). 
Seksi Kesehatan dan KB = Section of public health and family planning. 
Seksi Pemuda, Olahraga dan Kesenian = Section of youth, sports, and arts. 
Seksi Kesejahteraan Rakyat = Section of public welfare. 
Seksi PKK = Section of program to educate woman on various aspects of family 

welfare. 

In accordance with the duties of the LMD as a legislative institution, they have a job 

to create plans in relation to village development projects. The plans will be 

transferred to the mayor's office via the head of the subdistrict (Camat) in order to 

get legitimation, then return to the village government and be executed by LKMD. 

2.3.2. The Role of The Church In Social Life. 

The church as an organisation in Soya, plays important roles in social as well as 

political life. The service regions of the church embrace the main village and the 

Kayu Putih area. Thus, the church which is located in Kayu Putih is under the 

coordination of the main church'9  in the main village. This is different to the 

government administrative area (except the Kayu Putih), where some churches which 

18  Pancasila, the five basic principles of the Republic of Indonesia : the belief in one God Almighty, 
humanity that is just and civilised, the unity of Indonesia, democracy guided by the wisdom of 
representative deliberation, social justice for all Indonesians. 

" This church was built on 1 October 1876, and for the first time was renovated by the Regent of 
Soya - S. J. Rehatta in 1890, then another renovation made by the next Regent of Soya - L. L. 
Rehatta in 1927. 
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are located in Batu Bulan for instance, from the Bethania congregation; in Karang 

Panjang Puleh constitute the Ebenhaezer congregation; and in Karang Panjang 

Waihoka is under the coordination of the Imanuel Church. 

The organisation of the church in Soya, actually, is not different to other parts in 

Maluku as a whole. This is because the structure of organisation was created through 

a decision of the synod meeting of the Moluccas Protestant Church (Sidang Sinode 

GPM), and definitely consists of Sektor and Unit. In Soya, the service region is 

classified into 3 Sektor and 10 Unit; two of the three Sektor and four Unit are located 

in the main village; otherwise one Sektor and six Unit are located in the Kayu Putih 

area. 

Besides the classification of congregation which has already been mentioned above, 

in order to support the service system, there are various coordinating institutions such 

as Wadah Pe!ayan Wanita (Peiwata) or "women's service institution", Wadah 

Pelayanan Pria (Peipri) or "men's service institution", Angkatan Muda Gereja 

Protestan Maluku (Angkatan Muda GPM) or "the youth generation of The Moluccas 

Protestant Church", Sekolah Minggu dan Tunas Pekabaran mlii (SMTPI) or "Sunday 

school and evangelism bud", and Perhimpunan Rumah Tangga (PRT) or "household 

association service". 
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The service time each week of each coordinating institution are arranged in a regular 

maimer such as Monday - Peipri, Wednesday - Peiwata, Thursday - Unit, Friday - 

Angkatan Muda GPM, Saturday - PRT, and Sunday - SMTPI; meanwhile the service 

time for the Sektor, usually takes place in the church once a month. 

The PRT actually constitutes a typical one of the service institutions which is not 

contained in the decision of the synod regarding the classification of the 

congregation. In the past, the PRT could be found in many Christian villages. In 

recent times, especially in the Leitimor peninsula - Ambon island, what has occurred 

in Soya village may be considered exceptional. 

According to Soya people, the classification of the congregation by virtue of the 

decision of the synod actually forms boundaries between the members of the 

congregation. That is why they still preserve the PRT which is intended to give a 

chance for all old and young people including children to meet each other when the 

PRT is held. According to my informants, when the village congregation meeting 

was held, there was a dispute in the meeting between the participants and the 

congregation committee. It caused many members of the congregation to avoid 

attending the service time when the Sektor and Unit were worshipping. But recently, 

the attitude of the members has changed and they are now involved in the various 

services which were already cited above. Besides the service time on Sunday which 

is held in the church, the SMTPI and confirmation class also use that building; 
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otherwise, the other services usually hold their activities by moving from house to 

house. 

The organisational body of the service institutions, is essentially very simple and 

usually consists of a president, vice president, secretary, vice secretary, and treasurer; 

except the Angkatan Muda GPM which is composed of 11 persons according to its 

recent regulation. These functionaries constitute an organising committee which 

arranges the mechanism of the organisation. Besides that, we can find also a member 

of the congregation committee in every Sektor who officially represents the church 

regarding church interest. Thus, the status of the member can be said to be as a 

consultant and elder member of every coordinating institution which is located in his 

Sektor. 

For Soya villagers, going to the church every Sunday or attending the service time in 

the coordinating institution constitutes an important thing. If somebody does not 

attend the religious service more than twice, he will usually feel ashamed. This 

pattern is already an established social norm and is a strong influence on the attitude 

of the Soya villagers. In preparation for the religious service at the church, the bell 

will be sounded three times, each bell also will be followed by the sound of the 

traditional drum called tfri. The beat of the tifa is intended to give a sign for all 

people who are still in the forest, especially for the people who are working as palm 
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sugar tappers. The time for other services in the coordinating institutions, usually is 

signalled by the bell too. 

When the service takes place it is generally used also for giving information with 

regard to church matters, as well as government and educational information. In 

other words, the service is usually used for communicating a range of information 

concerning the interests of the "tiga tungku". 

The creation of a program of services for the year is usually carried out at a Sidang 

Jemaat or "congregation meeting" which takes place annually. This meeting is not 

intended only to produce programs with regard to spiritual needs, but also to create 

programs concerning physical needs such as building a new house for the head of the 

congregation, called the pastori and church fences, etc. In relation to physical 

programs, the Soya villagers mostly show enthusiasm. This fact is indicative of their 

loyalty and dedication towards the church. For the Soya villagers, if they are 

involved in any church activities, it demonstrates that they are serving God; 

meanwhile, if they do not become involved, they say that they will have a feeling of 

being sinful. 

In order to support both the service activities and physical development, the church 

depends on donations which are given by the congregation members during the 

services themselves. Likewise, when the harvest season is coming, each family 
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usually gives their perpuluhan or "tithe" in the form of money. In relation to this, 

especially in the past when the clove price was high, every clan and sub-clan 

generally committed several clove trees which were located in their dusun to the 

church. Thus, when those trees are ready to harvest, it generates an income for the 

church. 

The number of the adherents of the main religions in the Soya region can be set out 

as follows: 

Table 4. Distribution of Religion By Location, 1991/1992. 

Protestant Catholic Islam 
Location Total Total % Total % Total % 

Soya 919 98.10 6 0.64 12 1.28 937 
KayuPutih 1085 87.50 7 0.56 148 11.93 1240 
BatuBulan 189 35.19 10 1.86 338 62.94 537 
K. Puleh 110 13.53 - - 703 86.47 813 

K. Waihoka 862 91.41 - - 81 8.59 943 
Total 3165 70.81 23 0.51 1282 28.68 4470 

Source of data: Village Office, 1992. 

According to the above data, in 199 1/1992, there was 70.81 per cent of the total - 

4470 people who hold the Protestant faith, this was significantly larger than the Islam 

28.68 per cent, and also much more than the Catholic 0.51 per cent. This means that, 

the concentration point of the Protestant was spread to the four locations, other than 

Karang Panjang Puleh and Batu Bulan, where Islam was the leading religion. This 

actually arises in a situation where most of the adherents of the Protestant Church 
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who stay in Karang Panjang Waihoka is under the coordination of Imanuel Church 

and Bethabara Church. 

Comparing this to data in 1980 which is shown in the table below, generally, the 

adherents of the Protestant Church are still the leading group over a 10 year period. 

This is different to the other religions, where the adherents of Islam increased around 

4578 per cent during that period, whereas the adherents of the Catholic faith 

decreased. 

Table 5. Total Population by Religion, 1980. 

Religion Total 
Protestant 1887 75.42 
Catholic 587 23.46 
Islam 28 1.12 

Total 2502 100.00 
Source of data: Village Office, 1992. 

The Roles of Priest And Congregation Committee. 

There are two priests who have been placed by the Gereja Protestan Maluku (GPM) 

or "The Moluccas Protestant Church" synod in Soya, one of them is a head of the 

congregation, and the other one is the assistant priest. The head of the congregation 

dwells in the pastori which is located in Kayu Putih (formerly he lived in the main 

village till the pastori in Kayu Putih was replaced in 1991), and the assistant priest 
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lives in the pastori in the main village. As the priests, they receive their salary from 

the Gereja Protestan Maluku (GPM) Synod. 

At the time of the church service every week, both priests do not always have to lead 

the religious worship in the church, because pulpit exchanges usually take place and 

the priest from another congregation will come to lead the ritual. Similarly, in the 

coordinating institutions where worship is mostly lead by members of congregation 

or a member of the congregation committee. Exceptions are for death services, 

birthday services, and special purposes such as ceremonial meal or prayer to ensure 

recovery from illness, then one of the priests will attend and lead the service. Thus, 

the role of the church in social life which is represented by the priests, in fact, retains 

an important meaning. The priests can even be said to be the central figures in 

relation to spiritual life in Soya society, similar to the status and role of Mauweng2°  

in the past. 

Although this section is not intended to discuss the position of Mauweng in detail, 

but in relation to the above statement, I would like to explain briefly the status and 

role of Mauweng in agarna suku or "indigenous religion". This is expected to 

demonstrate and reinforce what I have claimed that, recently, the priest has a similar 

role in terms of the village's spiritual life to that of the Mauweng himself. 

20  Mauweng is the native term for the priest in the indigenous religion (agama suku). This institution 
was commonly found in the entire Central Moluccas society before the Christianity came to this 
region, including Soya. 
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In indigenous religion, a Mauweng has a significant status. His roles, can be said to 

embrace all aspects of religious life because he has responsibility to lead rituals or 

ceremonies related to the religion. To put it simply, no rituals or ceremonies can be 

carried out without the attendance of the Mauweng. In this sense, his position seems 

to be a "bridge" in order to communicate all interests of his people to the "unseen 

one(s)". Besides that, he also occupies position as a consultant in helping the people 

to solve their problems. Cooley (1962), for example, has reported that in indigenous 

religion, any disaster or prosperity were believed by people to be connected with the 

soul of their ancestors; and that certain places were also believed to possess "spiritual 

guards". If they experienced disaster, the Mauweng was the key person to explain the 

troublesome matter or what were all about; otherwise, in order to get blessing or 

prosperity from their ancestors, the Mauweng will be asked to pray in traditional 

way. This institution disappeared since Christianity took place in Soya region, as 

well in the Central Moluccas in general. 

Considering the above role of the Mauweng, it is very clear that he has a (nearly) 

similar role compared to the role of the priest in recent days. (As I have experienced 

during my fieldwork), I found that problems which had been faced by society in 

general, and an individual family or person in particular referred to the priest. People 

usually come to the priest's house or to the church, and they will be given advice 

which is based on the Christian faith. 
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The role of the priest (the head of the congregation) as adviser for the entire 

community can also be seen in the traditional ceremony which takes place annually. 

The attendance of the priest in this ceremony actually contains an important meaning 

for the implementation of the ceremony itself. This can be said to constitute a moral 

endorsement for the people of Soya, so their ceremony will not be regarded as a 

ritual which has deviated from the Christian faith (see Chapter 6). 

The priests in Soya also hold responsibility for the confirmation class which usually 

consists of young people from the main village and Kayu Putih. The class itself is 

usually held in each church, but sometimes they will be joined together. In order to 

do this task, the priests will get some help from a few members of the congregation 

committee. The confirmation class mostly takes one year before the catechists are 

confirmed. 

On the political stage, priests also playing an important role. The attendance of the 

priests in every meeting which is held by LMD is intended not just to lead a prayer, 

but also to represent the church as an institution. At the end of the meeting, the 

village government usually ask for help from the priests and their staff to distribute 

information to the people through various coordinating institutions which are located 

under the control of the church. On the contrary, in educational institutions, it seems 

that the priest does not play a significant role. This is because those institutions have 

their own religion teachers. 
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2.3.3. Educational Institutions And Their Roles In Society. 

The educational institutions in Soya as an integrated part of "tiga tungku", basically 

aim to develop the mentality and minds of the entire Soya society, and also (the 

teachers) to provide a contribution to ideas with regard to development programs in 

the village. 

There are several kinds of schools which are located in the Soya region. They are 

Taman Kanak-Kanak Sirimau or "Sirimau Kindergarten" and Sekolah Dasar (SD) 

Negeri Soya or "Soya village Elementary School" - both are located in the main 

village; Taman Kanak-Kanak Ihuwaku or "Ihuwaku Kindergarten", Sekolah Dasar 

(SD) Inpres 17 (Instruksi Presiden)2' or "Elementary School created through 

instruction of the President", and Sekolah Menengah Pertama (SMP) 10 or "State 

Lower Secondary School" - all are located in the Kayu Putih area, and one Sekolah 

Dasar (SD) or "Elementary School" which is located in Karang Panjang Waihoka 

(owned by Catholic Foundation). Data regarding the educational institutions in Soya 

region can be summarised as follows 

21  Inpres (Instruksi Presiden) = Instruction of the President. Occasionally, instruction comes directly 
from the President office to carry out a specific policy, and this instruction has the forced of law 
and should be obeyed without question. 
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Table 6. Educational Institutions, 1991/1992. 

Educational Institutions Total Total Teachers Total Students 
Kindergarten 2 5 55 
Elementary School 3 37 473 
Lower Secondary School 1 

Source of data: Village Office, 1992. 

Compared to the roles of the village government and the church then, the roles of 

educational institutions seem to be less strong as an influence upon social and 

political life. This is probably because the teachers are only faced with the yoi.mger 

students and activities are mostly held in the school environment. Moreover, most of 

the teachers cannot be fully involved in village activities, because they are living 

outside the village (except for a few who are living in the main village or its domain 

areas). This fact is enabled by smooth transportation to and from Soya village. Thus, 

those teachers will be able to go to work easily by using public transport. 

Furthermore, the formal participation of teachers (especially those who live in the 

village area) in village affairs is actually related to the regulation concerning LMD 

that will be described below. 

Although several teachers have become members of the village council in accord 

with decree number 5/1979 (especially for those people who have been living in the 

main village and the Kayu Putih region because they were regarded as promoter of 

the society), they actually have no political power in terms of adat. This is because, 

the adat system has stronger influence than the national system towards 
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implementation of village government system in Soya recently (further information, 

see The System of Village Government). Thus, teachers, in general do not 

automatically get into the village council, but depend on appointment by the Raja and 

customary law elders. 

2.4. Ethno-historical Background. 

Talking about the history of the native inhabitants of Soya22, is not really easy 

because all stories regarding such matters are only recorded briefly by ethnographers 

who have dealt with these people, and also because Soya people in recent times have 

not had a complete knowledge of their history. From experience during my 

fieldwork, people just keep in their minds that their ancestors originally came from 

Seram, specifically from a place which is situated near Sawai in North Seram named 

Soya, and also around the Tala region in West Seram. 

According to the story, the history of Soya was closely related to the Tala river and to 

a man named Risapati. He was a second eldest son of Tala river. In the beginning of 

this story, Risapati and his family had a plan to move out from his place in order to 

avoid a war which had broken out in Seram at that time. But his plans never became 

a reality. 

22  Soya Atas (Upper Soya), to distinguish it from the Soya transferred to the fort under the Portuguese 
in 1576, called Soya Bawah (Lower Soya) or commonly called Belakang Soya (behind the Soya). 
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Furthermore, one of his sons named Patiaras moved out from his fatherland together 

with his family, for the same reason. He travelled around and finally reached a place 

called Lasidi. He stayed there for the rest of his life. 

Because the war spread to this place, then Patiaras son named Tomahupati and his 

family left this place and set foot on Kesiwui island. Later, after he arrived in 

Kesiwui, his son named Mahu married, and he got a grandson named Taepati. When 

Taepati was growing older, his grandfather - Tomahupati - died, then be followed by 

his father - Mahu. 

Later when Taepati married, he had a son named Mahupati and two daughters, Hina 

and Beka. He died when his children were growing older. Mahupati felt responsible 

for his sisters and he planned to take them with him when he left Kesiwui. After they 

had finished preparing everything, they left and sailed across the sea. Without 

planning to do so, they reached Banda island. Some time after their arrival, his sisters 

were killed. Mahupati married in Banda and had two sons, Soupati and Mahuala, and 

also a daughter named Teres. He died then followed by his son - Mahuala. After her 

father and her brother died, Teres had a daughter named Keta. Nobody knows who 

was the father of her baby. Meanwhile, when Soupati married, he also got a son 

named Patialan. 
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Soupati do not wish to live in Banda anymore, thus he and his family planned to sail 

back to his ancestral land in Seram. In fact, in the middle of their return trip, their 

boat landed on a cape called tanah merah or "the red land" (now is located under 

authority of Seri village) in the Leitimor peninsula - Ambon island. Soon after 

arriving, he built a house and lived there. Some time later, some men came to him in 

order to catch him and then brought him to their leader. The leader of this people was 

a great Kapitan or "commander" of Nusaniwe. When Soupati met the Kapitan, he 

gave an explanation regarding where he was from and who was his ancestor. The 

Kapitan looks so shocked because, in fact, they were family who had come from the 

same ancestor. Then the Kapitan ordered his release and gave everything he asked 

for. 

Before Soupati died, he gave an order to his son - Patialan to seek a new place. It was 

intended to find a proper land so that his son and all his descendants could have a 

source of livelihood. One day, Patialan and his clan moved out in order to bring 

about his father's wishes. They sailed by boat along the edge of the coast and reached 

a small harbour called haila which is located in the Kilang region. Soon after 

arriving, he sank his boat at that place and said in indigenous language mae ia tuate 

au, literally means "you raise high me already". That is why that place called batu 

tong/cat or "stick stone" till recently. 
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Afterwards, he and his clan were walking until they reached a place called wai ua or 

"ua water" (wai = water). From here they headed west then, went to the north 

between Kilang, Naku and Hatalai villages. They passed by these villages and 

reached the place where a big stone was situated. Later this stone called batu pesan 

or "order stone". Because there was a mountain near the stone, so he and his son - 

Laimahu climbed the mountain in order to look around and tried to find a proper land 

where he and his clan might live together for the rest of his life. Subsequently, when 

they set their foot on the top of the mountain, he sat and talked to his son - Patialan - 

in indigenous language barua siri o mahu means "come on, I want to eat the areca 

nut". That is why later that place is called Sirimau. Afterwards, they went down the 

mountain and arrived in Kayu Putih where Patialan died in this place. 

Laimahu lead his clan and left Kayu Putih. They keep walking till they arrived in the 

place which connected two peninsulas at the end of the bay by a narrow, flat strip of 

land called Passo. From here they went along the edge through air manis (literally, 

"sweet water") in Hi/u peninsula till they gained a place in the top of the mountain 

Kamuala which was situated between Laha and Hatu village. They did not want to 

stay for along time there, so they moved back to Kayu Putih via a place called 

Honipopu. Till this point, the story looks not so really different to that which was 

recorded by Franciscus Xavier (the famous Portuguese missionary). According to 

him, ancestors of the Soya people had come in two kora-kora from Lasidi on 

1-loamual to Ambon and had first settled on the bay south of Hatiwi between Hatu 
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and Laha in a village named Kamuala, but a severe outbreak of smallpox had forced 

them to move to the sago woods of Honipopu near Amantelu. From there he had 

gone to Soya (Schurhammer, 1980 85). 

Additionally, Laimahu married in Kayu Putih, and he got a son named Tomahualan. 

When Tomahualan grew up and then wanted to many, his father Laimahu died. 

Tomahualan kept looking for a proper land to live in as his father had been looking 

before. Finally, he reached a place called Soya Atas or "upper Soya". Meanwhile, his 

son named Patinas married and had a son called Arasipati. After Arasipati married 

and had a son named Pati, his father - Patinas died, then be followed by Arasipati. 

Later, Pati married and he had three children who were a son named Jeterpati, and 

two daughters named Nesi and Kete. Nesi married out to someone and her 

descendants lived in Ruhunioni in Haruku island. Meanwhile, Kete married also and 

her descendants lived in Allang. Jeterpati married and had a son named Mahualan. 

Pati died, followed by Jeterpati. After Mahualan died, his son named Tomahu 

married and got a son named Pati Mahu. 

At several different times later. Javanese came to Ambon (Soya). Their names are 

Dewa Gusti Aju Suanijana, his wife Gusti Aju Arni, and his daughter named Dewi 

Aju Putu Sanini Nyi Sia. Pati Mahu met them in Soya, and afterwards he was going 
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to marry their daughter2  As a bride price, Pati Mahu gave them a tempayan or "large 

water jar" which contained cloves, a thousand nutmegs, and full or "mace", a string 

of rattan, a piece of charcoal wood, a few pieces of kayu putih (melaleuca) bark, and 

also cendana wood (sandalwood). When his parent in law wanted to return to Java, 

they left a few things as a gift which consisted of several stone plates, a snake wire 

made of gold, a spear, a container for betel-chewing made of copper, and a small 

earthenware jug. 

Pati Mahu got a son named Pati Hendrik Thereafter, Pati Hendrik married and got a 

son named Estepanus. Later, Estepanus married and got four Sons named Paulus, 

Amus, Esau, and Elisa Hendrik, and one daughter named Sofietje. Paulus and Amus 

moved out from Ambon (Soya), but Esau lived in Soya. Moreover, Sofietje married 

to a step son of her father named Habel Rehatta. In this time, Pati Mahu was a 

Patih24  in Soya, and after he stepped down, he was replaced by his step son - Habel 

Rehatta, also as a Patih. 

23  This story was also mentioned by Cooley (1962) in different version. He reported, there was a 
legend in Soya that one of the Mojopahit rulers gave his youngest daughter to Latu Selemau, the 
first Raja of Soya, as his wife. 

24  Actually, this indicates the influenced of Mojopahit kingdom in Java (1293 - 1527) over this region. 
It can be easily identified through the title of the first Raja of Soya, namely, Agam Raden Mas Labu 
Inang Mojopahit (see : Chapter 6). The term Patih itself is a kind of position in traditional Javanese 
government system (kingdom). This position similar to "Regent" who is an officer in charge of a 
regency. This means, it is quite possible that the region of Soya had been under the influenced of 
Mojopahit kingdom and even could be regarded as the conquered territory of the kingdom at that 
time. In spite of that, there is no influence of the kingdom that can be found in the social structure 
of the Soya society recently. 
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Habel had two sons named Leonard Lodewyk Rehatta and Semual Josefat Rehatta. 

When Habel became a member of the Ambon council, he was replaced by his son - 

Leonard. 

Derived from the above explanation then, the lineage schema of the ruling class in 

Soya can be described as follows: Risapati 

Patiaras 

Tomahupati 

Mahu 

PTaepati 

Mahupati Hina 

flSoupati Mahuala Teres 

r- 
Patialan Keta 

Laimahu 

Tomahualan 
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Arasipati  
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Beka 
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Pati Hendrik 

LII?US 

Paulus i Amus Esau Ehsa Hencii Sofietje r Habel Rehatta 

Izaac S. J. Rehafta L. L. Rehafta 

Figure 5. The Lineage Schema of The Ruling Class In Soya. 

Considering the above schema then, there is something interesting if we pay our 

attention to their names. The facts showed that Christian names were already being 

used by the birth the son of Pati Mahu. This indicates the possibility of a Christian 

impact at that time. 

According to Roder who did his research in 1938, Soya people became Christian 

more than 300 years ago2  (1939 : 97). This means that the effect should have taken 

place several years after the Portuguese came to this region in 1511. After the 

baptism of Soya people, the Raja had received a Portuguese first and last name and 

also the title of "Dom" (Schurhammer, 1980 : 84). 

The last point which was mentioned by Xavier above, looks parallel with information 

noted by Valentijn; but the problem is that Valentijn recorded two names as a 

possibility for the first Raja of Soya. They were Latu Consina alias Duarte da Silva, 

who ruled from 1618 to 1637; and D. Rodrigo Brancos Tres Annos, who was 

baptised three years after the arrival of the Portuguese. Another information cited that 

25  Counted from his time. 
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it was Dom Manuel who ruled Soya in 1605. On the other hand, if we follow the 

previous explanation then, the first Raja of Soya should be Rehatta. Now, the crucial 

question is, did Rehatta also have a Portuguese last name or is Rehatta the other 

name besides the two names which have already been mentioned above ? Although 

there is no local idea about this, but in my opinion, probably Soya in the past had two 

rulers after the village was divided into two parts, Soya Atas (Upper Soya) and Soya 

Bawah (Lower Soya) or commonly called Belakang Soya (behind the Soya). This is 

referred to information recorded by Verbeek which stated that, Soya Atas was 

transferred to the fort26  under the Portuguese in 1576 and became Soya Bawah or 

Belakang Soya (see : Schurhammer, 1980). Thus, Soya Atas was still ruled by Pati 

Mahu's descendants; on the other hand, Soya Bawah was ruled by other people who 

also came from Soya Atas, probably it was Latu Consina, who received the 

Portuguese name later. 

2.5. Social Ctassification Based On Adat. 

Actually there is nobody who knows the time when Soya people became classified 

into several groups, called soa; but if we consider the term soa, it must constitute 

evidence of the influence of Ternate or Tidore in the past because this word came 

from that region. Recently, Soya still had three soa, but with different names 

26  This fort constructed by the Portuguese and given the name Nossa Senhora de Anunciada. This 
name was changed to Victoria by the Dutch, after the Portuguese had surrended. For Ambonese 
people, some times this fort is called Benteng Kota Laha or literally "Laha City Fort". 
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compared to the above account. There is no reference or information which contained 

any explanation regarding the changes. The three soa are, firstly, Soa Pera; secondly, 

Soa Erang, and thirdly. Soa Masing. Each soa can be described in relation to their 

territorial and genealogical units as follows 
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- Territorial Unit 

SOYA 

SOAPE 
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H SOPLANIT 1 

KOMA SOPLANIT  

SOPLANIT  2 
SOUKORI KORI SALAKORY  

REHATTA 1A 
TUNISOU HATA 'REHATTA  

HATTA 2A 
SAMURELE RISMANELA 

4AMTELAHITU1 
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— fAMTELAHITU2 
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SOULANA WANA ____de WANNA  
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t 
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HATA ____ REHATTA  

REHATTA2B 
Teung Label Upu Name Family Name 

Genealogical Unit 

Figure 6. The Structure of Territorial And Genealogical Units. 
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As I have pointed out Soya people were convinced that their ancestors came from 

Scram island. Jansen27  classified all people who came from Scram island and its 

environs into four groups. Firstly is called the tuni group, which according to Jansen 

constitutes the first one to set foot on Ambon island. Secondly those called the wakan 

group, who came from Banda and Kei islands. Thirdly there was the moni group, 

who came from ficilmahera, Ternate, and Tidore. and lastly mahu group, came from 

Java especially from Tuhan region. 

It must be recognised that it is not really easy to reconstruct the structure of Soya 

society in the past, when the first group, tuni, came to the Ambon island; but based 

upon some facts which could be found in Soya such as the batu teung28  or "teung 

stone", the term matci rumah29, and certain terms of address, we can form a strong 

hypothesis that each member of the tuni group formed their own sub-group which 

was constituted as a pioneer of a clan, called mata rumah. Later this term shifted 

following the expansion of its membership. 

Thereafter, in order to al-range all business in their mata rumah even toward the 

outsiders, they promote a man who was the oldest one and had authority, who was 

27  Jansen was the last Dutch Resident in Ambon before the Japanese occupation (Effendi, 1987). 
28  The stone, according to Soya people, was to symbolise the boat that took them over from Seram to 

their new settlement. In the past, this stone was used for meetings and discussions among members 
of the clans. 

29  Mata rumah or ruma(h) tau (in Saparua called luma tau) can be interpreted as a house which is 
dwelled in by all members from one father; it can also be interpreted as a house where all members 
of a clan eat together from one earthenware dish. Ruma(h) literally means "house", and tau means 
"content" or "earthenware'. Sometimes people used a term of rumah tua or "old house". This 
indicates that the house constitutes a place where they came from. 
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given a title called Upu. Referred to the above schema for example, Upu Hata is a the 

head of Rehatta clan. Upu Pessy is the head of Pesulima clan, and so forth. 

Furthermore, they used a stone as a symbol to signify their presence in the new 

dwelling place. This grouping system reflected the fact that each mata rumah in Soya 

is created based on a genealogical reckoning. 

Basically in the past, the numbers of mata rumah in Soya were equal to the numbers 

of batu teung. Thus, each mata rumah had their own batu teung. After the Portuguese 

(and the Dutch and the Japanese later) occupied this place, most of the mata rumah 

moved out from the village because of many troubles and pressures which were 

experienced by them, including the event when the Portuguese divided Soya into two 

parts, Soya Atas and Belakang Soya. That is why recently, although we can find the 

batu teung of each clan, the clan itself is not settled anymore in Soya. For instance, 

the Salakory clan live now in Wasuu or Latuconsina live in Pelau in Haruku island. 

From my observation, it seems to me that clans which had moved out no longer have 

any contact with the people in Soya. Even though their teung name usually should be 

mentioned in their annual ceremony such as the Village Cleansing Ceremony (see 

Chapter 6), they never show up or participate in that ceremony. This fact implies that, 

culturally, the tie between those clans and other clans in Soya, or between those clans 

and the village in general no longer exists. In other words, the relationship between 

the clans who have moved out and their original village (Soya) is not recognised 

anymore in practice. 
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In later developments the numbers of the mata rumah increased as a result of 

marriage, until their house or rumah tua could not accommodate all of them then 

with permission from their Upu a few members moved out. Afterwards, they built a 

new house which was located near the rumah tua. This fact can be identified as a 

starting point regarding the attempt to understand the form of uku which is based 

upon genealogical-territorial pattern. It is also can be said as a point when the 

meaning of mata rumah became shifted. This is to say that, if in the past all members 

of clans had lived in the same house called rumah tua (genealogical) then, despite the 

fact that in later developments one or more members moved out (territorial) and 

formed sub-clans, this pattern still recognised the original house as a rumah tua. 

What happened in Soya probably can be identified through the janji sou or "promise 

to become one" which is usually mentioned by original Soya people when the annual 

ceremony is held. Thus. the janji sou is enacted as an attempt to preserve unity in 

terms of genealogical understanding, even though practically in territorial terms, they 

have separated one from the other. In addition, the janji sou might also be seen as a 

manifestation of unity between Upper Soya and Lower Soya (in terms of territorial 

divisions). This is because Lower Soya which is formerly separated from Upper Soya 

and lead by Daniel Da Silva (then replaced by his kepala soa, named Willem Patty), 

later became a part of Upper Soya and was given name as soa masing3°  

° Recently, the unity between Lower Soya and Upper Soya only appears in the adat affairs because, 
administratively, the Lower Soya is located apart from the main village (the Upper Soya). It is 
under the control of Ke/u/cl/70n (political district administered by the Lurah). 
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The janji sou can be interpreted as an effect of social changes also, where the social 

structure which was based on genealogical-territorial patterns was transferred and 

formed the structure of soa. In relation to this transformation, Soya society needed a 

kind of power to maintain their social integration because the structure of soa 

consists of several mata rumah. Thus, the janji sou can be regarded as a conscious 

"tool" which is intended to create social, economic, and political stability. 

There are five original mata rumah which are still settled in Soya village in the 

present time. They are J?ehatta, Pesulima, Tamtelahitu, Huwaa, and Soplanit. The 

mata rumah can be c1assifed into soa as follows 

Soa Pera. This soa consists of mata rumah Rehatta, Pesulima, Tamtelahitu, and 

Huwaa. As a chief of this soa is Tamtelahitu, who is called Mani Hitu. 

Soa Erang. The members of soa Erang only consist of mata rumah Soplanit, 

including f.ma1es ho came from other soas or other outsiders who marry into 

this clan. The head of this clan is necessarily Soplanit, and is called Mani Koma. 

Soa Masing. The members of this soa are composed of sub-clans who came from 

outside but had lived in Soya for a long time. These clans also held rights toward 

land which are given by the village government because of their loyalty and 

dedication toward the village in the past. 

The heads of Son Pera and Soa Erang are located in the main village, meanwhile the 

head Soa Masing is located in Belakang Soya but its members also embrace the 
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outsider clans v ho lived in the main village. Although social structure of Soya 

included three soa. in the adat ceremony there are only two soa, Soa Pera and Soa 

Erang. Soa Masing be involved as a part of Soa Erang. This fact is probably closely 

related to the past experience where Portuguese divided Soya into two parts. Thus, it 

is possible that Soa Erang and Soa Masing constituted one soa before the separation 

by the Portuguese. 

In addition, because the Soa Masing also held rights in regard to land, then they are 

regarded as insiders (but not indigenous) who have an obligation to be involved in 

the adat ceremony. Moreover, they are under the coordination of Soa Erang, 

probably, because both oC them (Soa Erang and Soa Masing) use different language 

compared to the Soa Pera. This fact can be identified from the meaning of the teung 

name owned by the Soa Pera - Tunisou, which is literally means "original language" 

(tuni = original. xoii = lancuage). 

Following the above explanation, according to the diagram of territorial and 

genealogical units. Soa Pera consists of 11 clans where each clan has their own teung 

stone. So, it is quite clear that all the 11 clans use a same language, because in fact, 

they are united h one teung, called Tunisou. This is different to Soa Erang which 

consists of only I clan. Soplanit, with its own teung, Rulimena. Similarly, Soa 

Masing which comprises various clans who came from outside and do not possess 

teung stone. This also closely related to the "janji sou" that I have described 
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formerly. In other words. actually this shows another facet of the janji sou through 

which all clans with their own language were united and formed the village, called 

Soya  31. 

Despite the fact that social groupings which are based on adat in Soya could be found 

till recent days. practically, observed from the point of view of the government 

administration system, it does not have an important meaning anymore. It is only 

functional in the adat ceremony which is take place annually. 

If in the past, the soa related to the manpower mobilisation system under the control 

of the Dutch (punitive expedition called hongi tochten) then, recently it means 

nothing. In relation to development projects for instance, manpower mobilisation is 

mostly supported by social groupings created by the church such as Sektor and Unit 

(this matter will be discussed later in relation to the topic of development projects 

and people participation). I contend that, the soa could not be used anymore as a 

basis to mobilise people (clans) because, in essence, the meaning of soa itself as 

genealogical-territorial unit has transformed in conjunction with the fact that most of 

Soya people in the main village have built their house without caring about the soa 

site (see the next section : Settlement pattern, Dwellings, And Some Routine Daily 

Activities). Thus, considering this situation, it is ineffective to organise all members 

31  In the past, actually each soa has its own Baeleo, but recently, they just use the Baeleo owned by 
Soa Pera which is called Baeleo Sarnasuru. The other Baeleo which owned by Soa Erang had not 
been used anymore since the" were united through the janji sou. 
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of soa who ha\ c been living outside their own soa's boundaries for development 

projects. 

To understand iiillv the above explanation then, the ancient roles of Soya in social, 

economic, and political Ii tè must be considered. Some facts from the past show that 

Soya had adat lands bigger than other villages which are located on the Leitimor 

peninsula or even on the I eihitu peninsula, especially before the national government 

declared a regulation (number 13/1979) regarding expansion of Ambon city region to 

become 377 square kilometres. Likewise, much earlier in 1572, Soya was involved in 

war against the Portuguese because the Raja did not want to give his permission 

concerning the l'ori dcvelopment project which is located in his traditional authority 

area. Soya also constituted a strategic place for military purposes. In order to resist 

the Japanese army whichm cae to Ambon island via Hukurila village, the Dutch used 

several places in the a area such as Sirimau, Polang, and Usawanno as their 

defensive placements. Also in the Dutch times, the Raja of Soya was promoted to 

become a member of the Volkraad in Ambon (Ambon Council). Furthermore, when 

the Japanese succeeded occupying Ambon island, they placed in Soya three 

batallions of infantry, two Roinusha batallions, Ammunition and Logistics, a 

Monseibu Office. and a Post and Telecommunication Office. In independence times, 

Soya also constituted a defensive place for Republik Maluku Selatan (RMS - the 

Republic of South Moluccas) army till they surrended to Soetarno's batallion on 3 

December 1950. 
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2.6. Settlement Pattern, Dwellings, 
And Some Routine Daily Activities. 

As I have mentioned formerly, in the past, Soya village had its traditional pattern of 

settlement, called soa. These soa consisted of several clans where each clan 

possessed their own iiiatLi ruma(h) which indicated where they come from. The mata 

ruma(h) also had its rLInal(h) tua or "old house" which was dwelled in by the clan 

members. After the old house could not accommodate all of them anymore, they then 

moved to another place which was located near by the ruma(h) tua and built their 

houses there. Thus generally speaking, soa constituted a territorial-genealogical 

pattern of settlement. 

In the past, each soa had their own settlement site. Nowadays, that pattern has 

changed, because most ol Soya's villagers (specifically young couples) have built 

their house without carine about the soa site. This is because, they can easily get a 

piece of land from the landlord or the village government for building their house 

anywhere in the soya village region, especially in the main village. Despite the fact 

that change has already happened in the settlement pattern recently, we can still find 

the site of the former soa areas. This is because, several clan members of each soa are 

still occupying the original area of their soa. Additionally, in the Dutch times, the 

settlement pattern was Oh ided into several Wyck (Dutch tenn) or "cluster area", even 

in several years ago Oclore they changed into the division system created by the 

church, they still recognised the Wyck system. Thus recently, the settlement pattern 
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in Soya (main ha) s based on the system created by the church, while the 

expected settlement pattern which should be created by the village government in 

accord with the national government regulation, does not appear. 

It can be said that 95 per cent of people live in a permanent house of the type which 

is usually called iiimuli ha/u or "stone house" (this term is used to distinguish the 

stone house from other t\ pes of house, such as the traditional house called rumah 

gaba-gaba/rumah alap or "house made from stems of sago tree and its leaves") 

Generally house-,, in ova, on average accounts, consist of 2 to 4 bedrooms, a 

common room (available br serving guests), and 1 or 2 dining rooms; the simple one 

is usually situated n their kitchen, while the other is located in their main house. In a 

typical house. \VC can H nd many modem items, such as sofa, television, radio, stereo 

set, sewing machine, also beds and dining tables made of wood. 

The kitchen and the main house are usually separated. This is because Soya people 

prefer to cook using Hrc\vood. So, they expressly made that separation in order to 

avoid smoke spreading into their house. Although they like to cook using the 

firewood, they also usually have a stove. They prefer to use the firewood only 

because they can get it easily from the forest which is located close to their house. 

The firewood \vill usually be collected by men then brought back to the house at the 

same time when they cone hack from their work in the dusun; as well as by women 

and children. who can also do this job. 
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The kitchen looL very sirriple. because it is generally made from gaba-gaba (split 

stems of sago tree) and Lii ap (woven sago leaves), and is usually located behind the 

main house. There are univ two important tools which are situated inside the kitchen, 

firstly, that called iimgkii or "fireplace", and secondly, that called para-para or 

"rack". 

The tungku consists ol'thiee stones which are arranged in the form of a triangle. This 

is intended to keep hahinced any kitchen pots that will be put on it. Meanwhile, the 

para-para is made From bamboo, and it is usually situated just beside the tungku or 

about 1 to 2 metres aho\ e the tungku. The para-para is used to store the food stuffs, 

plates, earthen cooking pot, etc above the ground. 

Another activit\ v hich H conducted by the Soya villagers every day is collecting the 

clean water to support cooking activities or for drinking. Most of them usually get 

the clean water Horn a small water container which is located just close to the baeleo 

(traditional villaee meeting place). This container was constructed under an aid 

program from the Australian government. 

In relation to the clean \'ater. actually Soya village has several sources of water. The 

problem is, the peition olall sources are situated in the valley floor. Thus, (in order) 

to pull it up indeed requires a lot of money. The Ambon local government did 
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recognise this sdwition and so they decided to build clean water facilities in Soya. 

This project started in September 1993 and was intended to be finished in December 

1993. 

2.7. Development Projects And People'S Participation. 

There are some development projects which are funded by the Ambon local 

government. villace go\elnlYlent, and the church. The development projects which 

are created by the Ambon local government, are executed by virtue of the funds from 

Anggaran Penilc!/ului? t lon Be/anja Daerah (APBD) or "local budget" and Anggaran 

Pendapatan c/ui? Be/un/u Ausional (APBN) or "national budget", meanwhile the 

development projects wh i ch are implemented by the village government are based on 

the subsidy funds ftom the hational government and also from income of the village 

itself, and are eNecuted in accordance with the plan which has already been made by 

the LMD institution. On the other hand, the church development projects rest on the 

donations which am gi en b the members of the congregation. 

The development projects which are put in place by the local (municipal) 

government are usually the projects which require a lot of funds such as a clean water 

project and a cement dam as land restrainer. Because these projects are undertaken by 

the local government. they are mostly handled by contractors even though the 

unskilled workers are insiders. It is different for development projects which are 
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initiated by vilLic government. Here, the funds which come from national subsidy 

are restricted. for example. in 1992/1993 Rp. 4.500.000, whereas in 1993/1994 up to 

Rp.5.500.000. From the total funds, Rp. 1.000.000. should be allocated to support the 

PKK (Pendidikiii Kesc'/cilileivan Keluarga) activities or "program to educate women 

on various aspects of family welfare". 

The subsidy funds are usually used to cement a narrow trail, make a new fence, or 

renovate the government building, and also for the educational and the church 

interests. The proj ects ill he handled by the LKMD with the participation of the 

people. Because the funds are limited and the projects come from the village 

government plan. then none of the participants who are involved in such a project are 

paid. Thus, people mostly work voluntarily. It is the same for the church projects. 

Actually the projects can be executed under coordination of the some congregation 

committee, but minimall\ they have to consult about it with the LKMD, or ask for 

LKMD to work together with them. According to my observation, most people will 

give more attennen to and tend to be more involved in the church projects rather than 

in village government projects. They think that they should be paid by the village 

government because there are funds available; minimally, they have to be fed when 

the project is held. This is different to the church development, because for them, 

working for the church has the same meaning as serving the Lord. The Raja always 

shows his disappollIMI C1111 m relation to this problem when the LMD meeting is held. 
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There is an important thing that should be mentioned here in relation to the people's 

participation and that is 413RI (Angkatan Bersenjata Republik Indonesia) Masuk 

Desa (AMD) or iiterall\ indonesian Armed Forces enter the village". It has been 

known that in the last couple of years ABRI has been introducing a program called 

"AMD". This p!'oeram is actually intended to stimulate and motivate development 

programs throughout Indonesia's villages. AMD was created based on the conception 

of the roles of the ABRI as a social and political force. Generally speaking, in regard 

to the social role. ABRI inlends to play their part in order to render dynamic the 

implementation of the village development program (ABRI as a dynamist); 

meanwhile, throuch the political role, ABRI wants to show their presence in order to 

keep stability in socio-political life (ABRI as a stabiliser). 

Because the AMI) consthates a national program, then every village in the whole of 

Indonesia has their obligation to receive this program, including Soya village. This 

village had welceuned this program twice, where the latest one was implemented 

during three weeks from January to February 1994. (From my experience when I was 

there), I found about 2() ABRI persons which consisted of Police, Air Force, Army, 

and Navy. 

During about 2 1 ,iays \vorking time, adult men were divided into several working 

groups and each group was lead by an ABRI person. Otherwise, adult women also 

were divided into groups and given the task of preparing food for lunch. Work was 
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started at 7.30 am and finished at around 5.00 pm. In the morning before the work 

was started, all groups should be present in the front of Balai Desa or "modern 

meeting place" ir order to hear the roll call. All members should be there, except for 

important reasons sLich as being ill. After roll call, then each group lead by its 

commander headed to a particular work place which had been decided. 

Actually before the AMI) is implemented, the village government usually goes to 

meet the commandant or the ABRI base in order to talk about preparations for that 

kind of work. especial l\ to determine programs which are regarded as important to 

be executed. In :\ \ ID 1 9()4 ftr instance, both the leaders of each institution decided 

to build some clean water tanks in several places in order to facilitate Soya people 

getting clean water. This decision actually related to the clean water project which 

was funded h\ \mhon local eovernment as I have mentioned previously. 

Although the Sor a village has its own internal capacity to bring about their programs 

based on their own flO\\ er. the  presence of ABRI in Soya must nevertheless be 

useful. In accord with this, we should consider two main factors which have had an 

influence on the ucces . f the AMD program in Soya firstly, ABRI has access to 

some funds in order to sripport the AMD program; and secondly, the perception of 

Soya village society over the figure of ABRI. 
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We knew alread\ that ABRI as an institution has a strong status and role on the 

Indonesian socio-pohtiea! stage. This causes ABRI to have links with other 

government institutions which ABRI can use to bring about many development 

projects for village society. On the other hand, the role of ABRI as a security force 

and as upholder oL We !a\' constitute important factors which caused people in Soya 

village not to hu\c the courage to escape from their task. If there is anybody who 

tries to avoid his task. usually he will get a physical sanction such as push ups. In my 

opinion, probably this shows another facet of local social perception towards the law, 

where the law (obiigation and rights) is always identified with the physical presence 

of officials. Thus fl shoi . no olficial, no law. 
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Chapter 3 

LAND AND KINSHIP SYSTEM 

3.1. Rights In Land. 

Basically, Soya has tanah adat or "Adat lands" which are bigger than other villages 

which are located in the Leitimor peninsula. The lands are commonly called daerah 

petuanan or "domain areas". Several places such as Urtetu (around ex Hotel Anggrek 

or Orchid Hotel), Honipopu (around the Mayor's Office), Hatuela (located between 

Batu Merah and Tantui), Amantelu (near Karang Panjang) were actually owned by 

Soya formerly. Soya has gradually been losing its right over its traditional lands, 

especially when the government declared regulation number 13/1979 regarding the 

expansion of Ambon city region which became 377 square kilometres (old Ambon 

city region - 4,02 square kilometres), and also because more than half of tanah dat132  

or "dati lands" had already been sold and changed hands as private property. Hence, 

the people who live on their private property land are regarded as Soya inhabitants 

but their lands are not automatically counted as "traditional" lands anymore, because 

most of them hold a letter of dati land dismissal. Similarly, on 22 August 1993 the 

Ambon local government declared through local television the expansion of a new 

32  Land owned by the clan or sub-clan. 
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ke1urahan33  in Karang Panjang Waihoka. Indeed, this fact will have its effect on the 

Soya village government and also on the Soya indigenous people who still had dati 

lands in that area. 

Adat lands which are found in Soya at present comprise: 

Land owned by the village, called tanah negeri. 

Land owned by the Raja as a ruler, called datE perintah. 

Land owned by the clan or sub-clan, called tanah datE. 

Land owned by the individual head of a family and inherited by him, called tanah 

pusaka. 

Land owned by an individual who purchased it from the landlord as private 

property, called tanah milik pribadi/sendiri or eigendom (Dutch term which is 

referred to private property). 

The boundaries of these lands, are marked only by natural phenomena such as a 

ridge, small rivers, big stones, and annual crops (durian trees, clove trees, resin trees, 

etc). Dispute over these markers occasionally affected relationships between Soya 

and its neighbouring villages, for example Batu Merah village. Generally, however, 

there is no problem for Soya people themselves, because if there is a dispute, then the 

Badan Saniri Negeri (Village Council) with their own knowledge and data from the 

13  Political district administered by the lurah (chief). 
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Dati Registration Book (created by the English and continued by the Dutch in 1814) 

will usually resolve the case. 

Problems concerning boundaries, in fact, still appear to persist especially between 

Soya and Batu Merah village. There has always been a problem concerning the land 

around the Air Besar region in Karang Panjang. The problem is still before the courts 

and as there is no decision yet the land obviously remains in dispute. Although Soya is 

still faced with similar problems with other neighbouring villages such as Hutumury, 

Rutong, Leahary, Ema, Na/cu, Hatalai, and Kilang, the issue appears never to have 

become a real conflict in recent times. The conflict between Soya and Batu Merah 

(and also with other villages in the past) sometimes resulted in physical confrontation 

between them. The most interesting element in the dispute over land between Soya 

and other villages is the fact that the government of each village usually asks someone 

who comes from the indigenous clan to represent or act in the court on behalf of the 

village. If he wins in the court, the land is still considered to be owned by the village. 

This is because tanah adat could mostly be classified as "non free land" which was 

ruled in the name of the village, usually by the village council. 

In my opinion, a critical factor which forms the background of the present problems is 

that people have already realised the economic value of land specifically in relation to 

development needs. It is because the Air Besar region constitutes a fiat area which is 

most strategically situated for government development projects or for housing that it 

has become sought after property, for example. 
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3.1.1. Land Owned By The Village (Tanah Negeri). 

Land owned by the village was governed principally by the village government and 

could be classified as "non free government land". Tanah negeri in Soya village can be 

classified into several sub-categories, all of which are under the control of the village 

government. The first category is a special field or section for rent purposes named 

Dusun Kelapa. This field is usually available for anyone who wants to rent it from the 

village government. The procedure with regard to this is to apply through a personal 

request in the annual village meeting which takes place on 1 December (see : Chapter 

6). 

The second category is called tanah ewang, and is usually covered by primary forest. 

In fact, all native inhabitants can farm this land without asking for permission from the 

village government. In this case, they only have a right to their plants but have no 

right to the land itself. The third category is land which has been granted by the village 

government to a person or family to be farmed. The village government will consider 

this land, because the title of the land maybe transferred to the user if he can 

demonstrate his responsibility and loyalty toward the village. This land mostly 

constituted land which was formerly owned by clans who had moved out from the 

village a long time ago, commonly called dati lenyap or "missing dati". In addition to 

the procedure concerning the land in the first category, all applicants should make 
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their proposals for use of land to the village government by oral request at the time 

when the village meeting is held or by sending a letter before that meeting. Usually the 

village government will answer the proposal the next year (see: Chapter 6). 

3.1.2. Land Owned By The Raja As A Ruler (Dati Perintah). 

The land owned by the Raja (as a ruler) is again overseen by the village government 

(called dati perintah). This land is intended to give the Raja a source of income in 

order to sustain him throughout his life. That is to say, that every Raja has a right to 

eat from this land, while he rules. However, he will lose his right when he is replaced. 

Because this land is constituted as a source of income for the Raja, then he also has a 

right to grant it to someone else in order for it to be farmed in one of two ways. 

Firstly, he can rent it to someone for a couple of seasons, and will be paid in cash or 

by sharing the harvest; secondly, he can give it free to someone to be farmed. This is 

recorded in my data where I found that the Raja gave free a parcel of land from dati 

perintah to someone (member of his family) to be farmed. This is because, the Raja 

did not want to see conflict regarding land boundaries in his society. As a result, he 

solved the problem through this way. Because this land is dominated by the village 

government and will be given to the next Raja, it means that every parcel of this land 

should be back in the hand of the village government after the Raja is replaced. But, in 
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relation to the above gift, people in Soya have no idea regarding "can the village 

government have it back when they get a new Raja"? 

3.1.3. Land Owned By The Clan or Sub-clan (Tanah Dati). 

In relation to the land owned by the clan or sub-clan, then there is an important thing 

that we should pay attention to in distinguishing the terms tanah dati and dusun dati. 

Generally, people in the central Moluccas (Maluku Tengah) actually did not recognise 

the term tanah dati in ancient times; the term that they used to be familiar with was 

dusun dati. This is because the land was commonly dominated by the village 

government despite the clans being registrated in the Dati Registration Book as dusun 

owners. Thus, the clans only held a right upon all annual crops (except the sugar palm 

tree and resin tree) but not to the land itself. This fact was related to the Dutch 

expedition called hongi tochten or "punitive expedition"34  which was intended to 

preserve Dutch economic interest regarding producing and trading in spices. All clans 

had to provide members to support the punitive expedition, and in return for their 

participation each clan received a piece of dusun as their reward. Thus, dati regarding 

to land actually cannot be sold because the meaning of dati only relates to annual 

crops (dusun) and also does not apply to each member of the clan. In present times, 

the verification of that fact can be seen in land transactions, where if someone wants 

34  According to Andaya, in 1652 - 1653, the Dutch decided that too many spices were reaching 
Europe and depressing the sale price, and so the Company introduced a policy restricting the 
growing of nutmeg trees to Banda and of clove trees to Ambon (Andaya, 1991). 
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to sell his tanah dati, he has to ask the village government in order to get a Surat 

Pelepasan Hak Tanah Dati or "letter of dati land dismissal". 

Recently, we can find almost no difference between the terms tanah dati and dusun 

dati. The meaning of dusun dati has already shifted to tanah dati because dati law 

which embraced all aspects of dati land ownership and its system of distribution, 

actually ceased operating on 1 June 1923. This was as a result of the decision of the 

Residen Amboina which stated that, the government and all people had no interest 

anymore in the dati law. Furthermore, all dusun dati were thereafter regarded as 

dusun pusaka or "heirloom dusun" that could be passed down from generation to 

generation, could be sold, could be rented, and could be subject to any other act in 

relation to handing over the rights; also there were no kepala dati or members 

anymore, and all married women had their own rights upon the land which is held by 

clan. 

Although the above decision signalled that the dati law was obsolete already, in fact, 

we found that the dati law applied till recently in practice in Soya village. In my 

opinion, this is because the clan or sub-clan wants to keep the law only because they 

do not want to consent to their land passing down to descendants of their married 

sisters. If this happens, it means their land will be transferred to the clan of their 

sister's husband. Usually the court will be faced with trouble if there are disputes 

regarding dati land boundaries or distribution of dati lands among the members of a 

clan, mainly because there is no legal basis which is used to solve the problems, and 
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also because in social structure, the dati law is recognised by people as a rule to 

arrange the system of land ownership in their society, despite not being valid anymore. 

Commonly areas of tanah dati which are held by a clan are located spread over several 

locations and marked by natural boundaries. The right to the land is only legitimated 

by the Dati Registration Book as its legal basis; meanwhile, there is no other 

legitimation which has been declared by national government. 

Presently, a number of pieces of tanah dati have been sold or distributed to other 

members of the clan. If the transaction happens before distribution of land among the 

members of the clan, then it should be arranged by the head of the dati land called 

Kepala DatE, and all members will get their share equally in the form of money. But if 

the transaction happens after, then each member who receives that land has a right to 

arrange the transaction, and he has a full rights upon the money. The distribution of 

tanah dati is mostly carried out through a patrilineal system of inheritance. 

The tanah dati can also be rented to outsiders, especially for building a new dwelling 

place. This has been happening in the Soya domain areas recently, such as Karang 

Panjang Waihoka and Karang Panjang Puleh. The owner will be paid depending on 

their agreement, every month or every year. 
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3.1.4. Land Owned By The Individual 
Head of Family (Tanah Pusaka). 

Tanah pusaka is a parcel of land which is individually owned by someone and 

organised personally. This land can be obtained by a gift from the village government 

or from someone else, or by purchase. If a man is married, then the land will be 

inherited by his descendants from generation to generation. The land can be shared 

among the descendants or cannot be shared, depending on how many parcels of 

inheritance land are available for them. Usually, if there only two or three parcels of 

land, while on the other hand the family has many members, then the lands will be 

cultivated together. 

Because this kind of land is called "heirloom land", it has a specific meaning for its 

inheritors. In other words, this land constitutes a manifestation of that which binds 

inextricably parents or ancestors and their heirs. That is why, actually the land cannot 

be distributed differently among the heirs; all heirs have the same right to get their 

share from the common land. 

Following from the above point, we find the fact that a piece of tanah pusaka can be 

claimed by many people who come from different clans. This is no surprise, because 

of the extended family created by marriage. The fact is that the children of a female 

who has married out also have their own rights in the land whether they are male or 

female. This still applies from generation to generation. Thus, it seems that the rights 

which are held by the members of a clan treat females exactly the same as males, 
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regardless of the status of the female - married or unmarried. This pattern differs to 

tanah dati which was mostly owned by sons who inherited from their fathers 

(patrilineal inheritance). 

Principally, no one of the clan members can keep this land and arrange it individually 

for his purposes unless he is still living in the village or has been given rights by other 

members. Although all members males and females have the same rights over this 

land, the facts show that the man who holds the right to keep this land is usually the 

eldest son from this clan. 

3.1.5. Land Owned By An Individual Who Purchased It 
From The Landlord (Tanah Milik PribadilEigendom). 

Generally, lands as a private property in Soya region are located in specific domain 

areas, especially in Kayu Putih and Karang Panjang region. The lands are owned by 

outsiders or those commonly called orang dagang (literally means a merchant man or 

man of trade) who has no rights over the lands according to adat. Usually the 

outsiders such as Chinese, Javanese, Butonese, and also other Moluccans, have 

bought that land from tanah dati especially in order to build a new house. 

This was different to that which was happened among the indigenous people. Because 

if somebody needs a parcel of land especially in order to build a new house or to make 
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a new kebun (field), he can ask the owner, and probably he will be given the land but 

without payment. 

3.2. Kinship System With Regard To Land Inheritance. 

In light of the above explanation then, issues regarding the kinship system and land 

inheritance must be considered an important thing for Soya native inhabitants, firstly, 

because land which was held by them was primarily by virtue of the adat system; 

secondly, because basically Soya native inhabitants constitute a peasant society relying 

on the land for food. These points are closely connected to the concept of gunung 

tanah or literally "mountain-land" that colours the thoughts of the Soya native 

inhabitants. The concept of gunung tanah consists of two elements which are 

considered as a unity. They are gunung or "mountain" and tanah or "land". Each 

element contained a symbolic meaning which was reflected in the relationship among 

the Soya villagers themselves on the one side, and between the Soya villagers and 

their ancestors on the other side. The gunung is related to sky and represents an 

"opposite world". The term gunung can be used to describe two places located 

somewhere in the sky, firstly, a place where the "unseen one(s)" are staying, and 

secondly, a place where their ancestors dwell. On the other hand, land represents a 

real world, the place where the human (soya villagers) were settled. Connection 

between the human (Soya villagers), the land, and the sky can be found in the Soya 

cosmological view which was recorded by Roder in his book Cultureel Indie (1939). 
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According to what was noted by Roder, there were three versions of the cosmological 

views regarding the process of creating the humans. One of the three versions which 

is closely related to the concept of gunung tanah can be mentioned here as follows at 

the beginning Upu Lanite35  and Upu Tanah36  constituted a unity till an earthquake 

occurred. It caused the Upu Lanite and Upu Tanah to become separate, and at the 

same time the first human was born. When the separation process occurred, the feet 

and the hands of the Upu Lanite then became souls which kept the four directions of 

the compass37. Derived from this concept, for them, land is regarded as an ancestral 

inheritance and also crucially related to the system of livelihood. Because of that then, 

the land needs to be preserved and used appropriately. A manifestation of these 

perceptions can be seen in the regular ritual which is held annually called Upacara 

Cuci Negeri or "Village Cleansing Ceremony", where the intention is for the land to 

be blessed by God in terms of its Christian meaning, and by their ancestors in order to 

produce good harvests. Hence, the adat ceremony can be said to be a bridge which 

connects them to their ancestors (see : Chapter 6). 

The land is regarded as the basis of living then, the clan or sub-clan (mata rumah) 

constituted a production unit for the Soya villagers, specifically in the past. It contains 

human resources in the form of the labor force as land is mostly inherited from 

35  Upu Lanite is a title which refers to the God in term of traditional religion. Upu = the chief/head, 
and Lanite = sky or heaven. 

36  Upu Tanah is a title which refers to the earth ruler. Upu = the chief/head, and Tanah = land or in 
this context it means the earth. 

The second version was, the human was created by the Upu Lanite from land, rock, and etc; the 
third version will be discussed in relation to cultivation system (see below). 
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generation to generation. That is why we might call mata rumah an organisation in 

which are embodied some rights and obligations of its members. 

The organisation of tanah dati consists of the Kepala Dati or "dati chief' and 

members of the group called Anak Dati as well as Tulong Dati38. The Kepala Dati is 

not elected by the Anak Dati, but normally he is the eldest son who is a direct 

descendant of the former dati chief As the Kepala Dati, he has an obligation to 

protect all members especially, for instance, when they are facing problems regarding 

boundaries. This means that Kepala Dati must know most about the land held by his 

clan. He also, with the agreement of the group, will either assign various parcels of 

land to various members of the clan so that all have sufficient to secure their living, or 

divide the total produce from the dati lands among the Anak Dati and Tulong Dati. 

In accordance with the patrilineal pattern of social structure, then all male and 

unmarried female members have a right to makan dati or "eat from the dati". A 

married female has no right to makan dati from the common land held by her clan 

because she is regarded as having moved out already and to have become a member 

of her husband's clan. This also applies to an anak dati who has been living out of the 

village. In the past, he would have lost his share of the income from the dati lands, but 

when he returns to the village and makes application to have his share restored, he 

must be accepted back into the group and be given his share; but presently, although 

38  A Tulong Dati was a son, who was born as a clan or sub-clan member from an umnarried female, 
mostly called anak rumah or "house son". A female anak rumah has no right to makan dati; a 
male can receive his right as long as he uses the clan family name. He will lose his right if his 
mother marries and he goes along with his mother and uses his step father's family name. 
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the anak dati may still be living far away from the village, he does not lose his rights 

provided that he can ask one of his kindred who lives in the village to care for his 

land. 

In later developments, obviously the facts show that most of outsiders who had been 

living in Soya for more than 7 generations could have the tanah dati. This tanah dati 

constituted a dati lenyap or missing dati" which be given by the village government 

to outsiders. Despite the fact that tanah dati could be transferred, the name of the 

owner of the tanah dati which was inscribed in the Dati Registration Book might not 

always be changed. In relation to the dati lenyap, then usually the village government 

will consider and give priority to the indigenous clans before it may be given to other 

inhabitants. If there is any indigenous clan whose members are still settled in the 

village and who are related to the kepala dati of the dati lenyap, the land can be 

transferred to that clan. 

In relation to the organisation of dati land, then the lineage of Rehatta clan, for 

instance, shows the system of dati land inheritance and also for the right of makan dati 

from the dati lenyap as follow: 
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Dati Ririmase/fiahureki Dati Elias 

Habel Ririmase Josefat Rehatta 

Frans Ririmase Batseba ::i11i Laturui 

Helena Ririmase CornelesRehatta 

Jacob Rehatta 

Corneles Rehatta I Willem Rehatta 

Samuel. R Bernhard. R Johanis. R Abinadab. R Frits.R 

H HHHHHP1 
Figure 7. The System of Dati Land Inheritance. 

In Soya, there are two kinds of Rehatta clans which according to them, came from 

different sub-clans or mata rumah. One of these clans as is showed in the diagram 

above has 12 pieces of dati land, 11 parcels came from dati Elias and one from 

Ririmase clan called Hahureki. The Dati Ririmase was constituted as dati lenyap and 

could be given to this clan because they also came from mata rumah Ririmase whether 

their ancestor was male or female. 
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When the Dati Registration Book was created by the Dutch, they put Elias Rehatta 's 

name as Kepala Dati, later called Dati Elias. The lands then were passed to his son 

named Josefat Rehatta. Josefat did not have a son, and when one of his daughter - 

Batseba had been preparing to marry Laturui, he made agreement with the Laturui 

clan. The deal was that the Laturui clan did not need to give bride wealth, but when 

the couple have their first child, they must give it to the Rehatta clan as a brideprice. 

In fact, the first child was female, and she became a member of Rehatta clan. 

Afterwards, Josefat kept trying to ask his daughter and her husband to give him a son. 

This was because, he needed a son to whom he could pass his land. They agreed with 

him, and when the second child was born, male in fact, he adopted him as a member 

of the Rehatta clan and he was named Corneles Rehatta. Furthermore, Corneles 

married Helena Ririmase. From this point came the right that the Rehatta clan could 

be given a parcel of dati lenyap owned by the Ririmase clan. When Josefat died, 

Corneles became Kepala Dati for his clan, later his eldest son named Jacob inherited 

his status. After Jacob died, his status as a kepala dati was continued to his eldest son 

Corneles. At the time when Corneles held that status, he divided equally the 12 

parcels of tanah dati with his brother named Willem Rehatta. The dati lands which 

were dominated by Corneles consist of Wailanet, Wailala, Hahularing, Waranguang, 

Ailinong, and Wainosung; meanwhile Willem got Wal nerzj, Koang, Oanglaring, 

Warusuwa, Sany, and Hahureki. Although the whole of tanah dati was already 

distributed among them, the right concerning the kepala dati office continues through 

Corneles' descendants. That is why his eldest son Samuel Rehatta still held the status 

recently. 
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In relation to the division of the clan into two or more sub-clans as already cited 

above, essentially this could be understood through the expansion of the number of 

members in the clan, and the time when registration of tanah dati was executed. 

Before sub-clans were created, basically, all members constituted a single clan. 

Although members probably lived in separate places, the consequences of social 

structure which was based upon patrilineal-patrilocal pattern, made them maintain 

their respect to the leader of the clan, called Upu. At this time, all members had their 

own rights to cultivate the common land till the Dutch set foot on Ambon island. 

With regard to the punitive expedition lead by the Dutch referred to earlier, they 

recruited paddlers for the war canoes (kora-kora) not from clans but from every sub-

clan or "mata rumah", sometimes called ruma(h) tau (luma tau in the lease islands). 

That is why, the name which is contained in the Dati Registration Book was the name 

of the head of mata rumahlruma(h) tau, and not the name of the head of clan or Upu. 

There are several ways to be a member of mata rumah: 

Direct descendant which is based upon the father's lineage. 

Adoption. 

Ana(/c) ruma(h), that is a son from unmarried female member of mata rumah. 

Pikul Jam, that is a son from a married female member of the mata rumah, who 

has already been handed over to her clan. 

wife of male members of mata rumah. 
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(for further information regarding division of clan, see social classification in adat 

structure, Chapter 2) 

33. Cultivation System. 

Soya village has a quite wide region in the Leitimor peninsula compared to other 

villages which are located on the same peninsula. Despite the fact that the Soya 

villagers had tanah dati which were spread far from the main village, they preferred to 

cultivate their lands especially with regard to opening a new kebun or garden in close 

proximity to the village. 

As a hill village, most of the lands embrace slopes of the hill down to the valley floor. 

As a result the kebun which are owned by Soya villagers are situated almost entirely 

in areas like that. 

Soya villagers used their lands especially for agricultural needs. They mostly plant 

their annual crops such as cengkeh or "cloves", pa/a or "nutmeg", kelapa or 

"coconut", and tubercrops as well, such as kasbi or "cassava", keladi or "taro", and 

ubi or "sweet potato". Besides these, the annual crops like durian, pohon mayang or 

"sugar palm", salak or "zalacca palm", sago, and damar or the "resin tree" constitute 

a category of inherited trees which have usually been situated in their dusun for more 

than a hundred years. Resin trees and sugar palm, according to Soya people, are 
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commonly called tanaman datE39  or "dati plants", and this kind of plants in the past, 

were owned by the village even though they were located in tanah dati. Thus, both 

trees constituted a source of income for the village. Now, the resin tree is not 

processed by Soya villagers anymore because, besides the fact that there is low 

market demand, also it has low market price. It is different to sugar palm. Most of the 

Soya people still cultivate this tree, and they can get a lot of money from harvesting it. 

The Soya villagers mostly do not plant cassava, taro and sweet potato for selling. 

They are primarily intended to fulfil a family's needs, but also to give free to anybody 

who asks for them in a limited number. This is not to deny the possibility that if 

somebody wants to buy, especially, a lot of cassava, taro or sweet potato, that they 

will sell some. 

Associated with land cultivation is the process of opening a new kebun. Soya villagers 

usually make a new one at the time when the transition period is coming in August. In 

relation to this, the owner will go to the place where he has planned a new kebun a 

day before the fixed date. This is in order to pray to God and to seek a blessing, and 

also to make a sign called taru(h) wala (taru(h) literally means "put", and wala 

literally means "sign"). Taru(h) wala is intended as a sign for cooperative work group 

(serikat or masohi) in order that they can start to clean up the site begin from that 

point the next day. After he reaches that place, he will stand up on the kaki (feet) 

The meaning of dati in this context is different to the meaning of dati with regard to land. Dati 
here is connected to the manner of proliferation of each tree. According to my informant, no one 
planted those trees. The propagation of both trees took place solely through birds. 
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kebun facing towards the mountain and pray to God or angka(t) hati. From this point, 

we can identify the influence of Christianity; but on the other hand, especially from 

traditional perspective, that is a manifestation of the concept of gunung tanah. They 

believed that if they do this in the right manner, their land will produce good harvests. 

Furthermore, he cleans up the site (taru wala) for just about a few square metres in 

order to give a sign to the cooperative work group (serikat or masohi) when they 

come tomorrow. This is a necessity, because it is related to the view that before other 

people will come after to help him put their hands to his land, he has to put his hand 

there first. A day after, when the serikat or masohi come to the place, they will clean 

up the site beginning from the place where a sign was placed. They usually work from 

10.00 am till 4.00 pm, and take a little bit of rest around 12.00 pm for lunch. 

The production tools are very simple, and consist of parang, mancadu or "axe", and 

panggali (md: linggis) or "digging stick". Parang is used for clearing the site by 

cutting away the undergrowth; mancadu is used for felling a tree if present; and 

panggali is used for digging holes in order to put cassava stems and taro stems into 

the holes. They do not like to use a cangkul or "mattock" because according to them, 

their lands condition is not suitable for that kind of tool. If they do, the result of 

digging would be to form clumps of soil, and it is not good for the crops. It is 

considered to be different with a panggali. if they use the panggali, the land mostly 

produces good harvests. Beside this argument, they add that they use panggali 

because it was a custom passed down from generation to generation (ancestral 

inheritance), and also because using panggali needs more care compared to the 
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mattock. This point of view seems to me to be related to their "cosmological view" 

which is associated with their ancestors perspective in the past towards the symbols of 

male and female. Land is connected to earth and representing a female body; 

meanwhile panggali represent a penis. Thus, if they use panggali to make a hole with 

care, and put the cassava, taro or sweet potato stem into it, then it is just like a man 

giving his seed to a women with love. That is why, they believe that their land will 

produce good harvests. This notion seems to have connection with the third version 

of cosmological view which was recorded by Roder (see the previous explanation). 

According to this version, when a man and a woman were having sex, the man then 

spilled his sperm into the empty room in the stomach of woman, but otherwise the 

woman also contribute her seed. Thus finally, if the woman became pregnant, the 

embryo will be considered consist of some parts of the man and the woman. 

Regarding the serikat and masohi as systems of manpower mobilisation, then some 

difference between the systems need to be mentioned. In serikat, the number of 

participants are limited to around a maximum of 10 and about 4 or 5 is the minimum; 

each member will carry their own food such as steamed rice and fried fish, except for 

soup which is considered a duty of the owner. Each serikat member has an obligation 

to the others in the group, thus, this system can mostly be arranged regularly to 

ensure each member gets his share of the labor of the group as a whole. Sometimes, if 

a member has had his deal already but still needs some more help, he can ask another 
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member who has a deal at that time to allow him to use the group, and as a reward, he 

has to give money depending upon the details of their agreement. In fact, the serikat is 

not formed just to make a new kebun, but also to do many other tasks depending on 

what kind of job they are asked to do. For instance, it may be needed to build a new 

house, cut firewood in the forest for a special purpose, cut the lumber for house or 

kitchen construction, etc. In comparison, the masohi system has no limit in the 

number of participants who may be involved in the cooperative work and it is only 

related to incidental purposes. That is to say, that there is no tie to fixed obligations 

among the members; and the owner accepts responsibility for preparing all foods. 

Both types are similar in employing only adult men, while women mostly remain in the 

kitchen and prepare food. 
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Table 7. Cultivation And Harvest cycles. 

C r o p  s Cultivation Season Harvest Season 
Cassava Late August November, February 
T a r o Late August Next August 
Edible tuber Late August February 
Coconut - Anytime 
Nutmeg - February - August 
Cloves - December 
Durian - June, July 
LangsatlLansium tree - June, July 
Bicang - June, July 
Mangosteen - June, July 
KecapilS our fruit - June, July 

3.3.1. The Production techniques. 

Besides the tubercrops planted by the Soya villagers, most of them also cultivate palm 

sugar in order to make sageru or "palm toddy", called tfar mayang. In relation to 

this, the production tools consist of: 

tall dukung-dukung/tali jiwa or "safety belt". This belt made from plastic or a kind 

of root, and is used by twisting it around the waist and the body of the palm sugar 

tree simultaneously. It is intended to ensure job safety. 

Pisau tifar or "tifar knife". This knife is very sharp but its shape not different to 

the other kitchen knifes. It is used only to slice the branch of the palm sugar tree, 

and caimot be used for other purposes. They were certain that the scents which 

adhered to the knife surface will affect the flow of sageru liquid. 

Martelu kayu or "wood hammer". This hammer mostly made from nani wood and 

is used for hitting the branch of the palm sugar tree in order that sageru liquid can 
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flow smoothly. The hitting should be executed with care, it must not be too hard 

because it will cause the bark to become damaged and faded; but also it must not 

be too soft because the contents of the branch will be unripe. 

Parang. The parang is used to clean up the stem of the palm sugar. 

Kayu pantongka or "buffer stick". The kayu pantongka is used to restrain the 

branch which is ready to be processed. 

Kalabasa or "calabash". Kalabasa is used for accommodate the sageru liquid. It 

should be bound to the branch under the place where it is cut, so the sageru liquid 

will come down into the container. 

In order to know that the palm sugar is ready to be harvested or not yet, the technique 

usually will be by executing a slice into its flower. If the flower produces a thick white 

liquid, then the tree is not ready yet to be tapped. This step will be executed 

repeatedly till the flower produces a yellow liquid. This is the sign that the tree is 

ready. 

Moreover, the kayu pantongka will be placed under the branch as a restrainer in order 

that the branch does not break when the cleaning up of the stem is continued. After 

that, using the martelu, the surface of the branch is then struck several times. This step 

is generally executed repeatedly 12 or 13 times with one interval after two days. Then, 

they check the flower, if there are malohi 's or "bees flying around the flower", then 

they make a slice on the branch point which forms the shape of a "V", called kasi(72) 

lu/ca or literally "cause injury" (or wound). 
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The next step is to wrap up the injury with a special kind of leaf, called daun 

tapinawang, other leaves can also be used called daun aseu and daun gatal. The cut 

should be repeated over three weeks in order to increase the injury. After that time, 

they make a circular slice at the same place and cover it up with the same leaf When 

the sageru liquid seems to flow rapidly (swift), then they bind the kalabasa beneath the 

wound in order to collect the sageru liquid. 

Generally, the palm sugar tree has several branches which can be harvested. The first 

one is called tema, the second, ade tema; the third, talae yang tua; and after that they 

are just called talae. Because palm sugar generally has many branches, one tree can be 

harvested over one to two years. In relation to the native terms for the above 

branches, I could not find people who can give an appropriate meaning of each term. 

But those terms are commonly found in Central Moluccas region. 

There are several factors which affect the smoothness of sageru liquid production 

Hitting technique. 

Loyalty and dedication towards the job. This is because this job should be done 

whatever the conditions may be. They believe that, if they do not go, it will give 

affect to the smoothness of production, usually called air (sageru) toro. 

The pisau tifar can not be used for other purposes. 

Besides that, they also believe, if they ask someone who has palm sugar trees in his 

dusun, and the owner gives the trees to be tapped without wholeheartedly wishing to 

do so, it will also disturb the smoothness of sageru liquid production. 
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Considering the above account, it seems that the Soya villagers consider palm sugar 

to possess a kind of soul, because according them, it can recognise the tapper's smell; 

also it was probably related to the utilising of sageru (palm toddy) and sopi 

(traditional liquor) by their ancestors in the past in various adat ceremonies. As a 

result they treat the tree with full respect, especially those people who work as a tfar 

mayang. Recently, sopi is still regarded as minuman adat or "adat drink". 

According to Soya villagers, even when they have finished harvesting the last talae, 

they always put kalabasa under the branch in order to collect the last drops of sageru 

liquid (residue). They do not want to see the sageru liquid drops fall straight to land. 

To treat the tree in this manner, for them, is to show gratitude towards the tree. 

Furthermore, sageru liquid can be made into sopi or "traditional liquor" (distilled palm 

wine) through a distillation process. The tools are very simple, and consist of: 

Bambu or "bamboos" in big and small size. These bamboos are used as pipes. 

Tarnang. Made from a calabash or a piece of coconut shell. It is placed between 

bamboo and tin, and is intended to prevent water from evaporating out. 

Kaleng or "tin". Tin is used as container which collects the sageru liquid. 

Tungku or "fireplace". 

Kayu ba/car or "firewood". 

The set of tools which already mentioned above, are actually installed in a place called 

walang. This place is usually made from sago leaves called atap, and can also be 
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completed with a kind of bed made of bamboos or gaba-gaba (the trunk of sago tree) 

called degu-degu. Although the process of making sopi was done by using traditional 

or natural tools, the whole process basically followed the principle of any distillation 

process. 

Besides palm sugar, Soya people mostly cultivated sago trees sufficient for their daily 

needs and also to sell. The number of workers who were involved in this job is usually 

between 3 - 4 men, depending on the size of sago tree and the location of the g0ti40. If 

the sago tree was a big size and the goti was also located far from the river (source of 

water) then, extra manpower would be needed. This kind of work usually called pukul 

sagu or "hitting the sago". The production tools consist of: 

Parang. Is used for cleaning up the tree by cutting off the branches. 

Mancadu or "axe". Is used for cutting down the sago tree. 

Nani or "mallet". Made by wood and bamboo, and used for hitting the contents of 

sago tree. 

Timbil or Kamboti. It is used as container for carrying the contents of the sago 

tree to the place where the goti is located. It is mostly made from sago or coconut 

leaves. 

Goti. Made from the bark of the sago tree and used to collect the contents of the 

sago tree and water. 

Akikir. Used for collecting the sago flour. 

40  Goti is a place made from the bark of the sago tree, where the contents of the sago tree are 
processed to become sago flour. 
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7. Tomang (Tumang). Made from sago leaf and used for packaging the sago. 

The first step in pukul sagu is to clean up the whole body of the sago tree by cutting 

off its branches with the parang. Then, they use the mancadu in order to cut the tree 

about half metre above the surface of the land till it falls down. With the same tool 

(sometimes people prefer to used a big saw) then, they cut the body of the sago tree 

into several pieces each with a length of about one to one and a half metres. After 

that, each piece should be split also using the mancadu. 

The next step is using the nani in order to hit the contents of the sago tree to pulverise 

it. The resulting material is put into a container called timbil or kamboti (made from 

sago or coconut leaves. Sometimes people use sacks which are made from plastic as 

containers), and bring it to the place where the goti is located. The goti is mostly 

located near the source of water such as a small river. 

They then spill out the contents of the timbil or kamboti into the sahani which already 

constitutes an integrated part of the goti, followed by water. They put both hands into 

the sahani and squeeze it then, the sago flour will be washed by water through a small 

net. By using a tool called akikir, the flour must be carried out for packaging in 

tomang. 
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Besides the traditional method, there is nowadays a machine which is generally used 

as a substitute for the nani. If the process is executed by a machine, usually it will 

reduce the number of people required. 

3.3.2. The Marketing System. 

As a peasant society, good harvests for Soya villagers are very important. They can be 

used for a self-sufficient family life till the next harvest season. In relation to survival, 

it seems that the Soya villagers have a kind of strategy. That is, in order to sustain 

family daily life, most of them plant tuber crops such as cassava, taro, and also sweet 

potato; meanwhile in order to obtain money, they depend heavily on their harvest 

fruits such as durian, salak, and kecapi or "sour fruit" (and also spices in the past). 

This is because, Soya village has been considered a famous one for producing fruits 

from former times up to the present. 

If harvest time is coming, specifically durian season, the Soya villagers look very busy. 

Most of them will go to their dusun and sleep inpaparisa or sometimes called walang 

in order to protect and collect the durian fruits. They will return to their house the 

next morning, carrying durian on a stick which is placed over their shoulder. In one 

night, till morning, they can collect about 60 - 100 fruits on average in a small season, 

and around 150 - 200 fruits on average in a big season. 
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In the past before the transportation facilities were available from Soya to the city, 

they mostly sold their durian by walking. Men will carry it on their shoulder, called 

p1/cu!, and women usually put durian into a dulang or "basket" and placed it on their 

head, called keku. They will walk to sell their durian from door to door, and to 

Ambon market as well. 

In recent times, the facts show that no Soya villagers go to sell their produce on foot 

anymore. All of them just wait for the buses which will take them to the Ambon 

market. The prices of durian are various depending on it size, around Rp. 1.250 - Rp. 

2.500 ($1 - $2 Australian). They can sell their durian also in another way, called 

papalele. Papalele is selling through middle men, whether they are outsiders or 

insiders. Likewise, when the salak season is coming, they will collect it and go to the 

Ambon market then sell it to the middle men there. The price of salak is mostly 

around Rp. 100 per fruit. Compared to salak, Soya villagers make more money from 

durian harvest. With this money, they usually buy something in relation to their family 

needs such as a stereo set, television, sofa, clothes, etc, it can also be used to build a 

new house or renovate an old one. 

In the care of the annual crops such as cloves and nutmeg, most Soya villagers 

planted trees in the past when the market price of cloves and nutmeg was high around 

more than Rp. 10.000 per kg. The annual crops which are located far from the main 

village are mostly taken care of by the Butonese. In addition, the land owners give the 

Butonese the option to cultivate their own tubercrops for subsistence (annual crops 
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are not permitted). After the market price turned down to Rp. 2.000 per kg, nobody 

wanted to plant new trees; moreover, they did not want to pick the cloves from the 

trees even though it was ready to collect. Similarly for nutmeg : The price for nutmeg 

seed is now around Rp. 800 - Rp. 900 per kg; meanwhile for full or "mace" 

(membrane of nutmeg) around Rp. 1.000 - Rp. 1.200 per kg. Usually in spice trading 

in Soya, there are Indonesian middle men (who came from Ema village and the 

Butonese) who worked for Chinese merchants; but in the past when the market price 

was high, Soya people preferred to sell the spices straight to the Chinese shop in 

Ambon market. 

Similarly in producing the sageru liquid or sopi, despite the fact that they can also 

make a lot of money by selling these products, they are still faced with a problem 

concerning government regulation which contains a prohibition with regard to selling 

the traditional liquor. They always go in secret to Ambon market by bus in order to 

sell their product, especially sageru liquid. This product was sold through the 

Butonese as middle men, because most of the Butonese who work as tukang becak or 

"pedicab rider" constitute their main consumers. The price of this product about Rp. 

6.500 - Rp. 7.000 per tin. 

Otherwise, most of sopi product available is used for satisfying the insiders' needs. 

The price is Rp. 2.500 per bottle. The tukang masak sopi or "the sopi maker" can 

receive 4 bottles a day from the distillation process. this means, he can get Rp. 10.000 
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per day working in this way. In fact, the sopi which is available in the warung or "mini 

shop", is always insufficient to fulfil the insiders' needs. 

With regard to cultivation of sago trees, Soya villagers usually prefer to rent their own 

to someone in a sharing system. That is 1/3 part for the owner and 2/3 for the 

workers. From the 2/3 part, the sago will be shared equally between the workers. If 

they use a machine, the owner will get his share also from the 2/3 part. 

One sago tree can produce about 30 - 50 tomang4' on average, and the price is 

around Rp. 3.000 - Rp. 3.500 per tomang. Besides being used as a food for the 

family, sago also is intended for selling in Ambon market. The most famous local food 

which is made from sago flour called papeda or "sago porridge". 

In light of the above explanation, it is clear that in order to sustain local household 

economy, Soya people still rely on cash cropping and small scale food processes. For 

these people, cash cropping enables them to get money directly in an easy way; and 

the small scale food processes constituted a real source of food in order to support 

their daily needs. 

Even though the above "way of life" caimot be regarded as a proper condition in 

which the Soya people would be able to develop significantly their local economic 

41  Tomang is a standard container made from the leaf of the sago tree in order to accommodate sago 
flour and used for packaging after final processing. 
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activities, at least this manner of operating enables them to survive against the 

difficulties of looking for a job which is offered by the economic situation of Ambon 

city recently (see : Chapter 7). In other words, this mode of existence can be said to 

be a "safety valve" which restrains any possibilities of a social explosion caused by the 

unemployment situation. 
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Chapter 4 

MARRIAGE RITUAL AND THE ROLES OF KINDRED 

4.1. Affinal Ties Through Time: Patterns And Changes. 

In Maluku society, generally, marriage is not a matter of interest to the prospective 

young couple and their families only, but is a process which involves kindreds 

especially from the father's lineage, even for the bride's family. In other words, 

marriage, according to adat, is essentially an affair between the two kin groups 

concerned. Thus, both clan and kindred are involved in regulating and administering 

marriage. This probably reflects the marriage system which is based on "patrilineal-

patrilocal" arrangements that are widely followed throughout Maluku society. 

There are two types of marriage system in Soya society. They are kawin minta bini 

(kawin masuk minta) or "marriage by proposal" and kawin lari or "marriage by 

elopement", while the other type which is also famous in Maluku called kawin masuk 

(kawin manua) or "marriage by the groom entering the bride's household" according 

to adat, cannot be found in Soya. Each type can be outlined as follow 
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4.1.1. Kawin Minta Bini or "Marriage By Proposal". 

This type usually begins with engagement which may operate in four possible ways 

both sets of parents know about it and it is permitted, but not openly; both sets of 

parents know but it is not permitted by one of the partner's parents; both parents 

know but is not permitted by either; both parents do not know anything about it. 

In the past, the engagement usually happened in a secret way although both parents 

knew about it. This is because, the parents do not want to see the couple together in a 

public area, even less if the pair meet the woman's family in the street. This pattern 

has changed now and, in recent times, the couple always go to visit each set of 

prospective parents in law in order to recognise and adjust themselves to the family, in 

Ambonese malay this is called su maso kaluar rumah or "in and out the house 

already". This period has no time limit, and is always regarded as a flexible period by 

the prospective husband and wife, and by the pair and each set of parents. Thus, when 

a young man has found the girl he wishes to marry and there is an understanding 

between them he will communicate this intent to his parents. If the parents agree with 

him, then they will call together the members of the kindred (elder respected members 

of the clan) to discuss everything regarding the marriage, and determine the date to 

present their request for the young women, which is called masuk minta bini or "enter 

to ask for a wife". 
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Later, they will send a letter to the girl's family, asking her family, if possible, to 

accept them. After they have received the letter, a meeting will be held in her clan in 

order to consider the request which was contained in that letter. If they are agreed or 

reject the proposed date which was suggested by the man's family, then they will send 

a letter which contains what exactly they want with some reasons enclosed. In fact, it 

does not happen very often that the girl's family will reject the man's family. Usually 

the man's family will be accepted or, if rejected, only temporarily. On the other hand, 

under special circumstances, the girl's family may completely reject the proposal, 

because they did not agree with the choice of the man since the first time they knew of 

the relationship between their daughter and that man. If this happens, it may causes 

the pair come to the final decision to resort to kawin lari which is described later. 

4.1.1.A. The Terms of Address And The 
Process of Making A Proposal. 

At the appointed time, the man's family will come in order to present their proposal 

for the young woman. The proposal is always made in the evening, and they are 

usually expected by the woman's family. When they reach the front door of the 

woman's house which has already been opened previously, then the juru kata-

kata/juru bicara or "the spokesman" will knock on the door and speak in the 

Indonesian language to give their salutations in the polite form prescribed by adat. 

The salutation is, for instance, if the father of the girl comes from the Rehatta clan and 

her mother comes from the Pesulima clan, then the spokesman has to say selamat 
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malam Bapak, Ibu, Saudara-saudari keluarga besar Rehatta - Pesulima or "good 

evening sir, madame, ladies and gentlemen from the both great families Rehatta - 

Pesulima". This shows that changes have already happened regarding the terms of 

address because, in the past, the spokesman had to say the correct Upu names and 

Mara names of the parents of the woman and her kindred who were present inside, 

and also he had to give his speeches in the indigenous language as follow : Tabea, 

somba malam bae Upu Hata42  Mara Luu43, then this is followed by other Upu names 

and Mara names for the people who were also waiting inside. If the spokesman forgot 

to mention one name of an Upu or Mara, it could cause the woman's family to reject 

their entry into the house. It usually happened three times before they got permission 

to enter the house. According to my informant, sometimes, although the spokesman 

was right in his manner, the woman's family still rejected them in order to show their 

prestige and the "socio-economic status" of their daughter. This happened sometimes, 

especially when the Soya villagers (man's family) want to give their proposal for a 

woman who came from another village. According to my informant, if they had to go 

outside the Soya village, then the important thing was that they must know the Upu 

and Mara names of the woman's father and mother; while the term of address which 

was used for the others was darua or "all of you". Likewise, if there her (the 

woman's) brother and his wife were waiting inside the house, and if the spokesman 

did not know the mara name of her brother's wife, he could say the Upu name for her 

brother (the same as her father's Upu name) and called her sister in law as Mara Tisa 

42  Upu is a title for the head of a clan; meanwhile Hata is a name of the head of Rehatta clan. 
41  Mara is a title of a clan from the mother's lineage; meanwhile Luu is a name of the mother's clan 

(Pesulima) which constitutes a special address to women of this clan. 
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(Tisa literally means unknown). Whatever the conditions may be, when the man's 

family were inside the house, the spokesman had to beg pardon because, even though 

they were inside already, they had probably made a mistake when they stood at the 

front door. Afterwards, the spokesman from the woman's family will invite the party 

from the man's family to enter the house, and they are shown to seats. 

At the same time that the man's family give their proposal, usually the brideprice and 

marriage date will be discussed as well in the meeting. Before they come to detailed 

discussion, the meeting is always started with a prayer. In order to show their respect 

to the man's family, then the spokesman from woman's family will offer his visitor the 

opportunity to lead the prayer, but usually the visitor will offer it back to him. 

According to my informant, in the Dutch times, before the meeting between two 

family came to the detailed discussion regarding the marriage, the prospective couple 

must have sex in the room which was already specially prepared for that. This is 

intended to prove the virginity of the woman. After the pair are finished having sex, 

then the parents and the families who had been waiting outside will enter the room in 

order to check if there is blood spread over the sheet. If there is no blood, it can cause 

the women a serious problem, and the engagement probably may be cancelled. This is 

called kamer kooi (the Dutch term). 
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4.1.1.B. The Brideprice (Harta Kawin). 

In the central Maluku, especially for the Soya villagers the marriage wealth generally 

consists of certain goods prescribed by tradition. The brideprice is paid by the family 

of the groom to the family of the bride, except for the item which is available for the 

village government. The items usually consist of satu Jcayu kain tampa or around 36 

metres kain tampa (bed cloth); several depa (fathoms) kain oom/kain tiu or "uncle 

cloth", mostly around 4 metres (oom = tiu = uncle); and 18 metres kain pemerintah or 

"government cloth" and one bottle jenewer or "Dutch gin" (in the past it was sopi). 

The kain pemerintah and jenewer, will be given to the government of the village 

where the women came from. It should be considered as an obligatory gift, because 

the village government which is represented by the Raja, is regarded as the customary 

law elder who gives his permission to the man to marry a member of his society. That 

is why the kain pemerintah is usually given to the Raja. This item is not required when 

the marriage joins young people from the same village. In the past, all items of the 

brideprice should be paid before the marriage can take place. Recently, except for the 

kain tampa (md : tempat, it refers to bed), the cloth, the kain oom (the uncle cloth) 

and kain pemerintah (the village government cloth) can be paid later after the 

marriage is held. 

Each item of brideprice which has already been mentioned above, actually has its 

symbolic meaning. The kain tampa (bed cloth), in general, constitutes white cloth 

which is understood to be a replacement for the bed sheets that were soiled and 
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stained at the birth of the child (the bride). Thus, kain tampa is a symbol of the price 

paid by the mother in giving birth to the child now being married and leaving the 

family. In other words, suffering and sacrifice during the mother giving her birth and 

taking care of the child (the bride) is being repaid symbolically by the kain tampa. The 

kain tampa is believed by the Soya villagers to possess a kind of magic power, 

especially when it has become sheets and pillowcases. If the married woman has 

children, then goes to visit her parents later, the children are not allowed to sleep in 

the bed covered by the sheet and the pillowcase which are made from the kain tampa. 

They believe that if they do not take care about this, then it will cause the children to 

become sick. 

On the other hand, the kain tiu (uncle cloth) is a piece of white cloth paid to the 

maternal eldest uncle of the bride. In other words, the kain tiu is directed to the bride 

mother's original clan, represented in the person of the oom or "uncle" (Mother's 

Brother/MB). According to Soya people, it shows respect to the mother's clan which 

is regarded as a pohon(g) kayu or literally means "wood tree" (it has symbolic 

meaning to a source of lineage) where the bride came from. This item is necessary and 

should be considered as a prominent element of the rite, because if it is not carried 

out, it may cause the child to die. That is why the kain tiu is usually called kain bunuh 

anak or literally "the cloth of kill child". In relation to the pohon(g) kayu and the kain 

tiu, something further also needs to be mentioned here which is that there is a gift that 

should be given to the mother's clan when someone dies, called piring kepala or 

literally "head plate". It was intended to indicate the source of the lineage where 
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someone came from. This matter will be discussed later in considering the belief 

system regarding the death ceremony. 

4.1.1.C. The Ritual of Marriage. 

After the day of the marriage is appointed by both families, several days before the 

day, the man's family will come to the woman's house in order to bring the marriage 

cloths for the bride, with a bottle of wine, and a cake. They will put the marriage 

cloths into a suitcase, while the wine and the cake will be put on a tray and be covered 

by a kind of sheet. The people who are involved in this step consist of the spokesman, 

sisters of the groom, and some followers. The men usually wear kebaya dansa or 

"dance jacket" (sometimes they prefer to wear the modern jacket called las), while the 

women wear kain sarung and baju cele or "sarong cloth and cele blouse". The 

suitcase and the tray are usually held by the sisters or special ladies who are appointed 

by the clan to do this job. Both - the suitcase and the tray - will be put on their heads, 

called keku. When they reach the front door of the woman's house, they will be 

accepted by the woman's family. The spokesman will give his speeches in relation to 

their purpose, and be accepted by his opposite number from the woman's family. 

After they are inside the house, and the suitcase and the tray are put on a desk, usually 

the sisters or women who brought the items will be given some money. Meanwhile, 

the wine and the cake are intended as a present to the woman's family who are 

waiting for the expected visitor. On the same day or a day after, the woman's family 
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will go to do a similar visit and will be given respect by the man's family also in the 

same manner. 

In the Dutch times, according to my informant, the date of the marriage and the name 

of each bride and groom should be declared during three weeks in the service time in 

church. The purpose is intended to find out if there are any family members who wish 

to state their objections. This is because the bride who wants to be married has to 

hold a letter of permission from her parents. 

In present times, the declaration of the names of the prospective couple is not carried 

out by the church anymore, but this has been taken over by the government office, 

called Kantor Catatan Sipil which is lead by the Camat or "the head of the 

subdistrict". This has a similar meaning to what happened in the Dutch times. 

When the marriage time is near, the groom and his family will go to pick the bride up 

together with her family. Before the groom and the group leave their house, they 

usually pray to God in order to get His blessing and ensure that their trip to the 

bride's house will be secure. This also happens in the bride's house, where before all 

of them (including the groom and his family) leave the house and go to the Kantor 

Catatan Sipil. The marriage which is held by the government commonly called kawin 

pemerintah or "marriage by the government", the civil ceremony. 
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After they are finish in the Kantor Catatan Sipil, they will go to the church in order to 

get a blessing for their marriage. Thus, from this point the couple have already 

become a true couple. After this, they will return to the bride's house to have some 

meals and drink. Afterwards, the spokesman from the bride's family will invite 

someone who is regarded as the eldest one in the bride's clan in order to give some 

advice regarding the new household to the newlyweds. Moreover, the spokesman 

from the groom's family will give his speeches and ask the bride's family to go along 

with the groom and his family and return to his house. Usually when the bride leaves 

her house, she will bring her clothes which she has already put into a suitcase with 

her. 

When they reach the groom's house, before the bride enters the house then the pukul 

kaki (hitting the foot) ceremony will be executed. This ceremony will be led by a 

woman who comes from the groom's clan who is regarded as the eldest one. She will 

take a croton (gadihu)44  stalk, then dip it into the washbasin which is full of water. 

Then, by using the gadihu (majesticum type) stalk, she will hit the bride from head to 

foot and give her advice that she (the bride) has to leave her old customs behind at the 

moment when she reaches the threshold of the front door. After that, the bride's 

mother in law (or a woman who is regarded also as the eldest in the groom's clan and 

who is married) will drape kain sarung or 'sarong cloth" around the bride's neck and 

14  According to Frank Brown (1960), the origin place of croton or gadihu (Codiaeum Variegatum) is 
Maluku. From this region then it spread westward to Batavia (Jakarta) in Java and the Malay 
archipelago, thence into China and India before being taken westward to Europe. This is a 
contradiction to American Garden Encyclopedias Which erroneously give Malaya as the place 
where the gadihu originated. In the whole of Maluku, especially in the Soya area, we can find the 
gadihu very easily because it is growing almost everywhere along the road and trails. 
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pull her inside the house. This constitutes a symbol that the bride has already become 

a member of her husband's clan and will be treated with love. The reception also will 

be held in the groom's house till late. 

In relation to inviting the people to attend the reception in the bride's house and in the 

groom's house as well, Soya villagers prefer to make their invitation orally. They will 

go door to door. If they do not find someone in the house which they have come to, 

usually they will place (hanging) a kind of gadihu or "Codiaeum Variegatum" which 

is commonly in botanical term, called majesticum (very narrow leaf) at the door 

handle. If the owner of the house sees the gadihu, he will know that he is invited and 

will be expected to attend the marriage reception. The gadihu, in different types, is 

used also in the adat ceremony which usually takes place annually. That is why the 

gadihu for Soya villagers is regarded as a tanaman adat or "adat plant". 

Formerly, the final phase of marriage adat in Soya was the ceremony by which the 

bride was officially introduced into the clan of her husband, called (h)ahori (in Lease 

island called pamoi or pamana). Because this ceremony is closely related to adat, 

then the Kepala Soa Adat or "Adat Chief' has to play his important roles. According 

to my informant, the ceremony is usually lead by the Adat Chief, and takes place in 

the ruma(h) tua of the groom's clan. 

Nowadays, the Soya villagers do not undertake the ahori ceremony anymore, and I 

found that there are no people who know this ceremony well; they only possess a 
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brief knowledge about it. According to most of them, the ahori, principally, 

constitutes the integration of the bride into the groom's clan. The bride will be 

introduced not only to the clan members who are still alive, but also to their ancestors. 

The adat chief will give his short speech in the indigenous language which is directed 

to all clan members and the spirits of the ancestors, informing them of what has taken 

place and asking their approval and blessing on the union. 

The ahori as a form of marriage adat was no longer present in the marriage system in 

Soya, probably because the influence of Christianity. When the Christians gained 

influence in Soya and introduced the marriage ceremony lead by the church, it seems 

that the ahori system step by step was lost. 

4.1.2. Kawin Lari or "Marriage By Elopement". 

This type is often called bawa lari bini or literally means "take a wife away". 

Although kawin lari seems to constitute a deviation of the social norm in Soya 

society, perhaps it could be accepted as an integrated part of adat regarding marriage 

which has its own norm. Kawin lari could be seen to be institutionalised in the social 

structure based on adat, probably because there are three kinds of push factors as 

follows: 

A love relationship which has happened in a secret way. In other words, the 

relationship has not received permission from parents. 

Too difficult and expensive to pay the bridepnice. 
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3. The woman has already become pregnant before being married. 

A plan for the elopement is usually laid by the man's family, while the woman is 

naturally fuiiy involved. At the appointed time, mostly at night, the woman will elope 

from her room and go to the place where her boyfriend has been waiting for her. 

Sometimes, the man and his companions, usually from his own family, abduct the girl 

from her room at night together with her clothing. Before going, usually she will leave 

a letter (written by her self) on her own bed or beneath the pillow or anywhere which 

according to her, that her parents will easily find it. The letter is intended to inform 

her parents that she has eloped. According to my informant, in the past besides a letter 

written by the woman to her parents, there should be a letter from the parents of the 

man in order to inform her parents that their daughter is under the protection of the 

man's family. Besides the letters, the woman has to put the twin tampa (see above) 

also before she leaves. After the woman met her boyfriend, she was taken by the man 

(with his companions) to a house belonging to his family or perhaps to a sympathetic 

friend. 

The process of elopement which is described above, often is known by the 

bridegroom's parents, but sometimes it is not. Whether the parents know or not, 

afterwards his parents will be given a report by him. The parents then call together the 

members of the kindred to discuss the matter and to make plans for marriage. If a 

week after the elopement has occurred the woman's parents have not given their 

reaction or they have not successfully found their daughter, then the woman will be 
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taken by the man's family to their house. Before the woman enters the house, the 

pukul kaki (striking the leg) ceremony will be executed. The process of this ceremony 

is similar to what happened in the marriage by proposal. 

After the woman is dwelling the house of her boyfriend, then the man's family will 

make preparations to go to the woman's parents house in order to minta ampun or 

"ask for forgiveness". The man's parents then send a letter which contains a wish for 

them to visit the woman's parents in relation to the elopement. 

At the appointed time, the man's family will go to visit the woman's family through a 

similar process to that for marriage by proposal. But, when the group reaches the 

front door and has given their salutations, usually the woman's family do not want to 

allow them to enter their house. Thus, what happens is the woman's family will let 

them stay outside, sometimes for a couple of hours. After they are invited enter the 

house and they are shown to seats, the spokesman of the man family will talk about 

their purpose. Usually at the same time, the woman's family will show that they are 

very angry. The man's family have usually realised that this will happen, so they will 

keep quiet. 

The important thing which is included in visiting the woman's family is that the man's 

family will try to minta tanda or "request a sign" in the form of a letter in which is 

contained a declaration that the woman's parents do not object and allow their 

daughter to marry with the man. If they do not want to give a letter, then it is 
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indicated that the marriage will be held nevertheless, even if the woman family still 

reject the relationship between their daughter and the man. Usually the relationship 

between the couple and the woman's parents will become harmonious when their 

daughter has had her child and then they will go to visit them at Christmas time. 

Meanwhile, if the man's family have got a letter, they will give a promise to the 

woman's family that they will fulfil adat regulations regarding brideprice. If both sides 

have already gained a commitment, then a marriage will take place at the appointed 

time. I experienced during my fieldwork a situation (where I had been involved at the 

time) when the man's family who came from Hatu village, were visiting the woman's 

parents in Soya in order to ask for forgiveness and to pay the brideprice at once. The 

man's family was accepted well by the woman's family, and were given a letter as a 

sign to them. But, after the main discussion was over, then both sides will serve each 

other with sopi and sageru. According to them, all participants should taste the drink, 

because it shows that the problem between them is already over. 

According to my observation, the preference is for insiders to marry each other, but 

the facts show that, most of them had married outsiders, especially women who came 

from neighbouring villages such as Naku, Kilang, and Hatalai village. I found that if 

insiders want to marry each other, it will usually be achieved through marriage by 

elopement. On the other hand, even though the parents prefer to see their child marry 

the outsiders, they do not seek the Butonese. This is probably because the Butonese 

are regarded as tenant farmers, who hold a social status beneath them, and perhaps it 

is also closely related to their perception of the marriage system which is usually 
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carried out by the Butonese. According to them, the kciwin masuk (kawin manua) or 

"marriage by the groom entering the bride household" is usually implemented by the 

Butonese, and it is an embarrassing one. For them, it shows that the man does not 

have the assets which are needed to survive, and also shows the social economic 

background of the man's family. That is why, in Soya, we cannot find a single man 

who is married and has lived with his father in law. 

In the above case, although the Butonese are Islamic and the Soya people are 

Protestant, in my opinion, the difference of religious background is not the main 

consideration why the Soya people do not like to marry the Butonese. The main 

reason is actually based on what I have mentioned above. This does not mean that the 

differences in religions is never taken into account by the Soya people as an important 

factor. But, the attention to the subject is usually applied only to other ethnic groups 

excluding the Butonese. This indicates the fact that the Soya people consider the 

social status of the Butonese as the first consideration. By contrast, in relation to 

other ethnic groups, the difference in religion does occupy the first stage of their 

attention. My data record shows that from the beginning until recent days, there is 

only one woman who married an Islamic spouse, and nowadays she lives with her 

husband in his home village. The marriage was actually not permitted by her parents. 

That is why, the pair then decided to resort to kaivin lari or "marriage by elopement". 

This fact can be a good example for the view of the Soya people regarding the above 

factor, because even until nowadays, the pair have not fulfilled the adat requirements 

relating to the marriage by elopement. According to my informants, this is chiefly 
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because she feels embarrassed towards her parents and the community of Soya in 

general. 

Indeed, the marriage system which has been present in Soya village recently, actually 

has changed and had an effect on the pattern of social classification. In the past, the 

social structure was created based on the patrilineal-patrilocal pattern. Thus, although 

the extended family was created by marriage, as members of the clan, the newlyweds 

usually build their house on the clan land near the other members of the clan. 

Nowadays, despite the fact that they still recognise the patrilineal pattern as a 

genealogical unit, it does not result in the patrilocal pattern. The territorial unit is 

already expanded, where the people who are married often build their house at the 

place which is located far from the ruma(h) tua. 

4.2. Family Relationship And The Structure of Household. 

There is no significant indigenous term which is used by a Soya family to describe 

father-mother relationship. In the past, father was commonly called tata or literally 

"father"; while mother was called mama or literally "mother". Recently, except for the 

term of address "mama", then the term of address "tata" is already changed became 

"papa". Actually I have confusion about the term "mama", because this term 

constitutes a pair with the term "papa". So, there should be another term which was 

used in the past together with the term "tata", just like the terms of address called 
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ama (father) and ma (mother). In relation to this problem, in fact, I could not find 

anyone in Soya village who can give me a clear explanation about that. But, I am 

quite sure that both the terms of address constitute a result of the Dutch influence. 

Soya families have a conception that father and mother work as a team in giving life 

to their children, in bringing them up, in educating them, and in supporting them in 

different ways according to each one's obligations. Because the father constitutes a 

kepala rumah tangga or "a head of the family", then he is expected to be foremost a 

provider and protector; meanwhile the mother constitutes a Thu rumah tangga or "a 

mother of the family" that holds her main obligation to be as a housekeeper in a sense 

of domestic roles such as preparing food, and looking after children especially when 

the father has been working. Although the father works in the field and the mother 

works at home, during planting season or harvest time when every hand is needed in 

the field, father usually asks his family (sometimes together with cooperative work 

group called serikat or masohi as described above) to give some help. 

Besides Soya people being married to each other, they also marry people who came 

from outside such as Na/cu, Mahia, Suli, Hatalai, Amahusu, Galala villages (all 

villages are located in Ambon island), also from Saparua island such as Haria, 

Itawaka, and Ulath villages. Married men usually settled in Soya, otherwise married 

women went out to follow their husband. Even though there is no special condition 

that this pattern should be extended in certain clans or sub-clans (repeating particular 

alliances), these people usually feel proud if they have got someone from outside as 

wife or husband. In conversation with some parents, I found that the parents prefer 
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their children to marry someone from outside the village, especially their son. Despite 

the fact that marriage inter clan or inter sub-clan is not prohibited, but probably the 

above desire intends to demonstrate the capability of someone, especially man to 

bring woman from outside as a wife into his sub-clan. 

The performance of the relationship between Soya husband and wife in the public 

arena, seems to be not very demonstrative especially in showing their affection. They 

mostly call each other by their first name, while endearing terms such as "darling" or 

"honey" are not used. This is different if they are at home, specifically in the middle of 

their children. They usually call each other as "ma" or "pa" which are constitute 

abbreviation from "mama" and "papa". This is intended to show to their children, 

what exactly the children should call them and how to keep the children respect and 

obedient toward the parents. 

With regard to the parents and children relationship, parents usually call their children 

simply by their first names or nicknames. The children are expected to have 

commitment to respect and obedience towards their parents. This is because they have 

received food, clothes and shelter from their parents. Thus, the children will get 

punished if they show their disrespect or are headstrong towards their parents. If the 

children can execute what their parents expect, then it will be an indicator that the 

children have given their respect and loyalty to the parents. As well as when visitors 

come, the children are supposed to disappear from the scene and keep silent. That is 

why, often we could find that children are forced to conform to parents' expectation 
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by intimidation. By doing that, the parents think that they give good knowledge and 

show correct manners to their children, only because according to them, they know 

everything regarding ethics and morality better than their children; and also because 

they want their children to become good children in the ftrture. In other words, 

anything done outside of the usual, and in disregard to parental will or wish, can be 

harmful for the children. 

If a couple has more than one child, then the oldest one always gets extra attention 

from the parents compared to the others, especially if the oldest child is a son. This 

does not mean that a daughter as an oldest child for example, does not get attention 

from her parents and her brother or sister, but it is already institutionalised in the Soya 

social structure that the parents will give their greater attention to the oldest son 

whether he is a first or second even third child in the family. This fact is related to the 

social structure which is based on the patrilineal system, and has it consequences for 

the responsibility that is held by the oldest son. Generally, the children are expected to 

help and support the parents in their old age. Especially for the oldest son, he is 

regarded as a candidate to replace his father when he dies. Thus in this situation, the 

oldest son takes responsibility for looking after the family when his father dies, as a 

provider and also protector. In relation to this, the parents always teach their children 

that the younger children should give a respect to the older; meanwhile the older have 

to love the younger. 
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In order to construct the household structure in Soya village, I have data which is 

based on census that was conducted over 53 (45.7 per cent from the total number of 

families - 116 ) families in the main village. The result of that census is expected to be 

valuable in relation to demonstrating some aspect of family life such as the perception 

of parents toward their children and the perception regarding kinship relationships. 

As a peasant society, the household, indeed is regarded as a production unit by the 

Soya villagers, from the fact that it contains certain resources, specifically human 

resources such as the labour force and the ownership of land transmitted from 

generation to generation. This means that children have important meaning for the 

household interest. Thus, if a household has many children, it will be considered good 

because it has relation to human resources and land inheritance. Actually this point of 

view is commonly found in almost all Moluccan villages and is rooted in a conception 

that more children equals more prosperity. 

Based on data which are shown in the table 8 below, in fact, most of the Soya families 

have live in their own house as a nuclear family (67.92 per cent), and also with a small 

number of family members (54.72 per cent). Most of them are young couples who 

have 1 or 2 children. 
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Table 8. Distribution of Household By Size And By Types of Families. 

Distribution of Distribution of Household 
Household By Size  By Types of Families 

Number of Number Type Number 
Members In of of of 
Household Families  Families Families  

1 - 4 29 54.72 Nuclear 36 67.92 
5- 8 20 37.73 
9 - 12 4 7.55 Extended 17 32.08 
Total 53 100.00 Total 53 100.00 

Source of Data: Census, December 1993 - January 1994. 

On the other hand, there are 17 (32.08 per cent) families who live together as an 

extended family. This means that, in one house, we still find two or more nuclear 

families living together. That is why, it is not surprising that the above table shows 

that there are 4 (7.55 per cent) families which have between 9 - 12 persons in the one 

house. 

Derived from the above account, then, it seems that there is a new development in 

perception from the young couples towards their children. If in the past the household 

usually needs many children, then presently the young couples prefer to get less than 4 

children. This is mainly because firstly, they are aware that must be very hard to feed 

their children with insufficient income; and secondly, most of their land has already 

been sold off. This fact implies that they aware that more sons also means less land to 

be inherited by each son. If in the past the children constituted an investment in order 

to ensure sufficient labour for the family in the future, then because of both problems 

above, the parents always encourage their children to go to school. They (the parents) 

expect that their children can look after them (and whole family) when the children 



have finished their school and get a better job. This constitutes an insurance for the 

family in the future. 

Even though presently most of the Soya households have a small size, basically, the 

modal type of family is "extended" in form. For them, physical separation or 

geographical distance does not affect their kinship relationship and obligations. This is 

because socialisation in the Soya family is built on the awareness of otherness, of a 

power beyond the family domain, of beings that can inflict evil or bring prosperity to 

their lives. From the household, the Soya child notices a network of relationships with 

his family such as grandfather/grandmother, uncle, aunt, cousin, etc. 

The above changes in size and type of family actually can be said to constitute a 

significant turning point for the recent structure of Soya's family arrangements. 

Basically, these are related to some changes in several aspects which had happened 

before, namely, changes in settlement patterns (see : Chapter 2), changes in the land 

ownership system, changes in the function of household (see : Chapter 3 and Chapter 

7), and are also related to the family planning issue which has been promoted 

incessantly by government (see : Chapter 7). 

As I have described, the settlement pattern in Soya had shifted from soa to Unit and 

Sektor which were created by the church. This means that the soa is not considered 

by the Soya people as their patrilocal unit anymore, and yet the facts show that most 

people, especially the young married people have built their houses outside their soa 
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site and live in a nuclear family with a limited number of family members. This is 

supported by the fact that most of their land has been sold and its consequences upon 

the function of household (mata rumah) in which the household cannot be regarded as 

the true production unit anymore. As well, there is the family planning issue which 

usually encourages people to have small numbers of children. All these facts seems to 

me as an explanation of the recent family structure, albeit, the modal type of family is, 

as I have said, "extended" in form. 
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Chapter 5 

FURTHER ASPECTS OF THE BELIEF SYSTEM 

AND RITUAL PRACTICE 

5.1. The Belief System In Relation To Birth And Death. 

An important aspect of the belief system which is related to birth is called batu 

lcaka(7) or literally "eldest stone". The term kaka (md : kakak) actually refers to the 

placenta which in Soya (and Ambon island generally) is commonly called kaka(lc). 

If a mother has given birth in the hospital, after the child is born, the placenta will 

usually be cleaned by the nurse and put in a clean piece of coconut shell or tin which 

is covered by a plate. The placenta will be brought back to her house in order to be 

buried by the biang or "midwife" (or by someone who knows well the process for 

doing it). Otherwise, if a mother has given birth in her own house, the placenta also 

will be put into a similar container by the midwife, who then will bury it. The 

procedure usually begins in the early evening around six o'clock. 

Several steps which are usually implemented in the process can be set out as follows 

1. A hole will be dug, usually in the bedroom or kitchen (but it should be located far 

from the fireplace). 
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The midwife will angka(t) hatE or "pray to God", and after that the placenta will 

be put into the hole then earth tossed down, heaping it into the hole. 

The midwife then places a flat stone on the spot, and she will also put jasmine and 

a hard resin (damar) in the form of a circle, similar to the setting of numbers on a 

watch. The number of jasmine flowers and pieces of hard resin depending on the 

sex of the child; nine each for a son and seven each for a daughter. 

Afterwards, a coin (money, no matter how much it is) will be placed in the centre 

point of the stone as a vow. 

When the sunset is coming (matE-matE gelap), the midwife will go to burn the hard 

resin. This should be executed repeatedly every day till all the pieces of hard resin 

are finished. 

Finally, on the last day, after the last hard resin has been burned, then the midwife 

prays. When she has finished, she will take the coin which is located in the centre 

point of the stone. This coin is intended as a vow which will be given to the 

church on Sunday during the service time. This step usually, called kunci batu or 

literally means "lock the stone". 

Considering the above accounts, it seems they consider that the disposal of the 

placenta to be extremely important. This is because the placenta is regarded as 

kaka(k) or "older brother or sister" who is protecting and give the breath of life to the 

embryo. They do believe that if the placenta is not treated with care, it will cause the 

baby to fall ill or influence the character of the baby while the baby is growing older. 
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Even if a women gives birth in the hospital, after she has returned to her house, her 

husband will ask the midwife to look after her for 40 days. As a reward, the midwife 

will receive money or something such as kebaya cloth. Usually the midwife accepts 

payment at a rate depending on the sex of the child. If the child is a male, the price is 

Rp. 35.000 (around $A.24), while if the child is a female, the price is Rp. 30.000 

(around $A.20). The payment is mostly given to the midwife after she has finished the 

kunci batu. 

For cutting the umbilical cord of the child, the midwife uses sterile scissors. This is 

different to the past where the tool that was used was a bamboo knife (or also a knife 

made from sago bark), called tinat. Before the cord is cut, the bamboo knife should be 

dropped into hot water. This is intended to make the knife sterile. The process for 

cutting the cord can be described as follows : there are two substances called kuming 

maE and abu kayu or "sawdust" (usually lapi-lapi wood). These will be mixed 

together, to become what is called ta'aor. The ta'aor then is smeared onto the knife's 

surface and onto the umbilical cord about 7 deEm or "knuckles" from the centre of the 

navel. After the navel has been cut off, the same substances should be smeared again 

on the wound. According to my informants, Soya people believe that if the range is 

less than 7 deim or more, it will cause the shape of the navel to become deficient, in 

local terms this is called pusar gong. The cord which is already cut off will usually be 

kept by the parents because it can be used anytime to treat the child if he (or she) falls 
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Although I could not find anyone who could give a clear explanation about the 

meaning of the numbers seven and nine, I think that both numbers actually have 

significant meaning. The nine might be related to patasiwa (pata = group, siwa = 

nine) or literally "group of nine"), and indicates that the Soya people originally came 

from S cram45; it also probably constitutes a symbol of the male. Meanwhile, I am not 

quite sure about the seven, but probably it is a symbol for female and has its meaning 

in Javanese numerical symbols. In relation to this, there is a ceremony in Javanese 

tradition called, Mitoni. This ceremony is directed to a woman seven months pregnant 

with her first baby. In this ceremony, besides the woman having to change her kebaya 

cloth, called jarik seven times, there will also be a meal available in seven portions. 

Considering this fact, I think, both numbers might be related to the ancient story of 

when Pati Mahu married a Javanese woman (the Soya people have been in contact 

with the Javanese in the past : see Ethno-historical Background in Chapter 2). The 

numbers - seven and nine could also be found in the Saminalang46  ceremony, where 

seven is directed to the women and nine is addressed to the men. 

On the other hand, the death ceremony has among the officiate roles someone called a 

paidadu. The paidadu is a title of the person who held the job of showing where a 

45  There are two social groupings called patasiwa (pata = group, siwa (sembilan) = nine or "group of 
nine"); and patalima (pata = group; lima = five or "group of five") which are commonly found in 
Seram. 

46  People in Soya still know the term Saminalang, but they do not understand well what the 
Saminalang is. They just said that this ceremony had related to the status of the eldest son in a 
family. This ceremony is usually held in the form of a banquet (holy communion in the adat term), 
where all women who are involved will get their food (which consists of sago, canary, and garfish) 
in seven portions; while the men get their share in nine portions. 
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grave should be, and giving his guidance to everyone who is involved in digging the 

grave, he also has rights to appoint people to make the coffin. 

This position is usually appointed by the village government or an association, called 

Muha bet. This association is created to take care of anything which relates to 

funerals, such as buying the planks to make the coffin, black cloths to cover the 

coffin, and also giving some money to assist the grieving family. The muhabet can 

fund all the above things through a donation from every member of the village and 

supporters. In Soya, there are three muhabet associations which are divided in accord 

with the number of Sektor (the church classification area). 

Before the grave is dug, the paidadu will measure a site for the grave in the form of a 

quadrangle. Then, he will take a handful of earth from the centre point of the site, 

called pusa tanah or literally "land navel", then put it in a safety place. After the grave 

has been dug, the paidadu then takes the pusa tanah, comes down into the grave and 

spreads it inside the grave. Next, he takes a stem of gadihu (Codiaeum Variegatum) 

which is used as a broom then sweeps around the grave three times. This is intended 

to sweep away the footprints and souls of the people who have been involved in the 

digging activity. While doing this job, he will say that "it is not our place, this place is 

owned by the corpse". Although the digging activity is over, the paidadu usually will 

stay in the grave and wait for the corpse47. 

47  According to the Soya people, in Soya, it is not really necessary to guard the grave carefully. This 
is different to other villages such as Rutong or Leahari. After the digging activity is over, some 
people need to guard the grave, because they are afraid that someone will come after and put 
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Before the corpse is carried to the grave, a Christian ceremony will be held in the 

mourning house. After that, some people will carry the corpse using a litter made 

from bamboo to the grave. Before the corpse is put into the grave, the priest will lead 

another ceremony, a little one, called kebaktian makburet. After the dirt is heaped 

over the corpse, someone will move forward and on behalf of the grieving family, he 

then says that they are grateful for all the help from everyone and invites them to 

return to the house of the deceased in order to participate in another ceremony, called 

kebaktian syukur or "service of gratitude". A day after, the family of the corpse will 

return to the grave in order to make it tidy, this is called ruhung kubur. 

In the past, the service of gratitude was usually held on the third day after the funeral, 

commonly called ketiga malam or "the third night", and also after 40 days when it is 

called empat puluh han. From the fourth day to the fortieth day, usually all members 

of the mourning family wear dark colored clothes as a sign that they are still in 

grieving, called tunju(k) (h)ita(m)ng or literally "show the black". 

In relation to this belief system, something needs to be mentioned here : if a married 

woman (or man) dies, her husband (or his wife) has an obligation to prepare a piring 

kepala or "head plate" in order to give to her (or his) mother's clan. This plate will be 

accepted by the eldest son of the clan who usually dwells in the rumah tua. This is 

somebody else's name on the grave. They believe that this will cause the person to be overtaken by 
death. 
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intended to keep the source lineage - pohon(g) kayu (pohon(g) = tree; kayu = 

wood/timber) where she (he) came from. This custom is found not only in Soya 

village itself, but also in several villages which are located on Leitimor peninsula. 

According to my informants, in the past, the piring (dinner plate) kepala (head) that 

should be given to the mother's clan was an ex dinner plate of the deceased. Even 

though this custom has still been practiced by the Soya people, but recently, if 

someone dies, the family prefers to buy a new plate in order to be delivered to the 

mother's clan. Regardless whether the plate was a new or an old one, the important 

thing for these people is that the plate contained a symbolic meaning which binds a 

family with its mother's clan. Unfortunately, there is nobody in Soya that I could find 

who has a deeper understanding and a better knowledge about what exactly was the 

meaning of piring kepala. 

Derived from the above fact then, if we recall the aim of the piring kepala itself, I am 

quite sure that this truth has a connection to the earlier social structure which is based 

on recognition of the matrilineal relationship. It is not surprising because apparently 

the social structure of Moluccan society in the past, generally, was created based 

upon double system (de Jong's term) or double-unilateral system (van Wouden's 

term) in which patriliny and matriliny elements exist together (see : de Jong, 1937; van 

Wouden, 1968). The shift from matriliny to patriliny on the island of Ambon and in 

the surrounding areas, according to Kennedy (1955) and Cooley (1962), is possibly 

due to the influences of Islam and Christianity (see : Pannel, 1990). 
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5.2. The Belief System In Relation To Visiting Sacred Places. 

The belief system in relation to visiting sacred places is commonly called panggil 

sumangan or literally "call the soul". This is intended to protect the children, 

especially when they come for the first time to a place which is regarded as a sacred 

place or place which has its guards in the form of supernatural creatures (usually in 

the forest or in the spring water). 

When children and their parents go to the place which is regarded as a sacred place, 

and then want to go home, the parents will shout their name (even though they are 

close to them at that moment) and ask them to go home together with them. If the 

parents forget to do that, they have two ways to redeem the situation. Firstly, when 

they reach house, they also have to shout the same thing. The shout contains several 

words as follows: 

Kure ee ee ee ...... 
(child's name) marl pulang ee ee ee! 

(come on go home) 

Secondly, they can bring a stone from that sacred place, and then put it beneath the 

pillow when their child goes to sleep. 

Soya people believe that, if they do not take this precaution, then their children will 

have trouble sleeping at night and may even fall ill. According to my informants, most 
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of the children know about this. So, when they go to the sacred place alone, they can 

take the precaution by themselves. 

5.3. The Belief System In Relation To Building A New House. 

Building a new house in Soya village usually begins with a little ceremony in order to 

make the house foundation, called batu pengalasan or "foundation stone (basal 

stone)". This stone constitutes the first stone of the house foundation which according 

to Soya people, should be treated with care. 

Usually, before someone places the first stone, he will go to find an elderly person 

who is regarded as knowing about kotika or "good time" in order to get information 

about exactly the best time and date. Then, at sunset close to the date, he (and his 

wife if present) will pray to God together with the stone and natzar or "vow" in his 

current house. The vow is usually in the form of a coin (no matter how much it is) and 

is placed on the plate which is covered by a handkerchief 

The ceremony will begin at the time in accord with the kotika. This ceremony is lead 

by a priest (or a member of congregation committee), and will be attended by the 

house owner and his family. After the ceremony is over, the owner then puts the stone 

into a hole; and this is followed by putting the vow in the centre point of that stone. 

By using a trowel, he will takes cement three times and put it into the hole also. The 
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first one is directed to God the Father, secondly to Jesus Christ, and the third is 

addressed to the Holy Spirit. 

In order to finish the whole foundation, he may get help from serikat or masohi work 

groups (for an explanation about the serikat and masohi systems, see the section 

regarding the Land And Kinship System). This manpower mobilisation system can 

also be used for making a menara rumah or "house framework". When the 

framework is ready, he will go to the old people in order to ask about the kotika with 

regard to implanting the first pole in the ground, called tiang yang tua or literally the 

"eldest pole". 

On the night before the appointed date, he and his family will matawana or "stay up 

and talk all night" in order to look after the house framework , specifically for the 

eldest pole. This activity is very important to them, because they are always afraid that 

somebody will put something like "black magic" under the eldest pole in order to 

make them suffer later. 

Before the ceremony begins, the house owner will put the vow in the form of coin 

(however much it is) in a handkerchief and twist it around the eldest pole. This 

ceremony is also lead by a priest or a member of the congregation committee. 

When the ceremony is over, the owner (and his wife if present) will take the pole 

(helped by some people) and then implant that pole in the ground. This pole usually is 
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placed at the east side of the house site. After that, he takes back the handkerchief 

which contains the vow inside it. This vow will be brought by them to church at the 

service time on Sunday. The leader of the work group then takes over in order to 

continue the next job. 

When they are making the house framework, the worker will suggest (only to remind 

them, because usually they know already) that the front door not be placed in a direct 

line with the back door. According to them, if the doors are in a direct line, then their 

luck will come in through the front door and go out through the back door. Similarly 

with the position of lumber; the lumber is also not allowed to be placed so as to 

intersect with the top point of every door. They contend that it is just like a crossbeam 

that will cause all the members of the family to feel themselves pressed upon with 

something heavy (the crossbeam). They believe that, if the position of the lumber is 

like that, then many of the family members will fall ill. 

When the house is ready to be occupied by the owner, then he and his family will hold 

a thanksgiving service lead by the priest, and it is intended only to demonstrate his 

gratitude to God. This service use to be attended by close family, close friends, and 

also the work group. Money collection which given by all participants in this service is 

saved by the owner, and will be brought by them to church at the service time on 

Sunday. Finally, after the service is finished, those guests will be served with meal. 
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Chapter 6 

CONTEMPORARY RITUALS IN SOYA 

6.1. Village Cleansing Ceremony. 

The Village Cleansing Ceremony constitutes a traditional ritual which is usually 

executed by Soya villagers annually in December48. Although this ceremony consists 

of 12 elements or parts, according to customary law elders, all the elements have a 

close relation one to the other. These elements can be mentioned as follows 

Rapat saniri besar or "the meeting of the extended saniri" (saniri literally means 

the village council). 

Pica negeri or "smash the village". 

Cuci negeri or "clean the village". 

Matawana or "stay up and talk all night". 

Naik ke gunung Sirimau or "ascending of the Sirimau mountain". 

Turun gunung Sirimau or "descending of the Sirimau mountain". 

Penjemputan di Rulimena or "pick up in Rulimena" (Rulimena is a place name 

where teung of Soplanit clan is situated). 

Cuci Baeleo or "Clean up the Baeleo" (Baeleo is a traditional meeting place). 

48  Based on the data which was recorded by Roder (1939), then probably we may say that the Soya 
people in the past chose December, because they believed that when a west wind is blowing, the 
soul of their ancestors will come from the west, the place where the dead were thought to dwell. 
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Kunjungan ke mata air or "visit the spring water" (source of water). 

Upacara kain gandong or "kinship cloth ceremony". 

Pesta negeri or "village party". 

Cuci air or "clean up the spring water". 

6.1.1. The Meeting of The Extended Saniri. 

This meeting is usually held on the 1 of December, and is attended by adult men and 

women who come from the adat clans, members of the village council, the priest, and 

the school teachers. The presence of the priest and the school teachers, actually 

reflects a manifestation of cooperation between the village government, the church 

and the educational institution which is commonly called tiga tungku or "three hearth 

(tripod)". 

The meeting usually takes place at the Balai Desa or Balai Saniri (modern village 

meeting place), and is guided by the Raja. This meeting is intended to allow people to 

talk about various problems which relate to village interests or personal affairs. 

The meeting agenda can be summarised as follows: 

Opening by the Raja. 

Traditional prayer, called pasawari. 

Christian prayer, lead by the priest. 
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Accounting report. 

Notification of the village council decisions. 

Reading of letters from village members. 

Discussion about various problems. 

Selling at auction of garden areas owned by the village government, called Dusun 

Kelapa. 

Prayer lead by the priest. 

Principally, the agenda already set out above constitutes a standard one, because it 

always happens annually without significant changes. 

Before pasawari, the Chief of the Adat Clan will blow a Iculibia or "large sea shell" 

three times. This is intended to call the souls of their ancestors to be involved in the 

meeting, and ask for the immediate attention of the participants. After that, the Chief 

of the Adat Clans will pray in the traditional way, called pasawari. It is directed 

towards the "unseen one(s)" who are believed to be a part of the community and have 

power to influence its welfare. When he is finished, the priest then takes over and 

prays to God in terms of Christian practice. The pasawari49  which is uttered by the 

Chief of the Adat Clans in indigenous language is: 

Kapua Upu Ilah Kahuresi Lebeh hanua 
kedua Maha Tuhan kami Isa Almasih 
ketiga Rohul Kudus 
Upu Ama Upu Wisawosi 
Upu Latu Selemau Agam Raden Mas Sultan Labu Inang Mojopahit 
Upu Latu Yisayehu, 

49  It is hard to translate the pasawari through word by word into the Indonesian language for two 
reasons. Firstly, because the Soya people do not use their native language anymore; and secondly, 
I could not find people who can give me a clear explanation about the pasawari. The people who I 
met, just offered a broad interpretation of the pasawari. 
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Guru Latu Yisayehu 
Lopa aman pamaan kupahareu mesang-mesang mahina-mahina 
malona-malona hei amang hena hena pau amang hena-hena. Kene anak 
maheru yang sekarang berdiri di dalam Balai Saniri besar kalo-kalo ya 
sasou pasala pamanisa Ou Sasou manisa ampun Ilah-Ilah, karena inilah 
bukan barang areha amanhia urung sakakenu menyembah berhala-
berhala bukan sekali-kali, hanyalah sebab hau enamaang ia am keamina 
kuguru haji hulubalang de Wanna depreneat hau aman Latu Yisayehu. 
Anak maheru minta juga dari Ilah Kahuresi Lebeh hanua, geser segala 
penyakit-penyakit dari mi negeri supaya jangan mi negeri menimpa 
mara bahaya. Anak maheru minta juga dan Ilah Kahuresi Lebeh hanua 
beserta Upu Ama Wisawosi Upu Latu Selemau, lopa musim-musim 
seperti durian, cengkeh, pala, manggustan, langsa dan lain-lain 
sebagainya, supaya jangan negeri mi tinggal dalam kelaparan. Hunu 
handeu ninulai halemuli hau neat penu-penu Wala Werhalou Tunisou 
teung ee Wala Unuwai Rulimena sasamasa Paisina teung ee Sou Hitu 
juga teung ee. Kami semua punya selamat. 

The first seven of lines above constitute regards which are directed to the Trinitarian 

formula of Christianity : God the Father (Kapua Upu llah Kahuresi Lebeh Hanua), 

Jesus Christ (Tuhan kami Isa Almasih), and the Holy Spirit (Rohul Kudus), the 

ancestors (Upu Ama Upu Wisawosi); the noble person - Upu Latu Selemeau5°  (Upu 

Latu Selemau Agam Raden Mas Sultan Labu Inang Mojopahit); the Raja (Upu Latu 

Yisayehu); and the priest (Guru Latu Yisayehu). 

In addition, the Adat Chief on behalf of the village members, has called himself kene 

anak maheru that being standing in the village meeting place (yang sekarang berdiri 

di dalam balai saniri besar), asking for forgiveness from their ancestors/gods (ilah-

ilah) if he said something wrong in this pasawari (kalo-kalo ya sasou pasala 

° Upu Latu Selemau is regarded as the first Raja of Soya. Upu is the honorific for an elder; Latu is 
the indigenous term for ruler or Raja; Selemau is the ancestor name. He has two titles : Piring 
Pahlawan or Piring Pekanusa, and Agam Raden Mas Sultan Labu Inang Majopahit. The last one 
title is seem to have closely related to Mojopahit kingdom in Java (1293-1527). 
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pamanisa), because besides he does not know well the indigenous language anymore 

(us sasou manisa)5' also because the Raja (Latu Visayehu) has held a religious 

ceremony already (hau enamaang la am keamina kuguru hap). 

Furthermore, he also ask from God the Father (anak maheru minta juga dari Ilah 

Kahuresi Lebeh hanua) in order that all diseases and disasters do not fall upon them 

(geser sega/a penyakit-penyakit ckzri ml negeri supaya jangan mi negeri menimpa 

mara bahctya). He ask from God the Father and the Latu Selemau in order that they 

can get blessing for their harvests, so that the people do not cry and wail (lopa 

musim-musim seperti durian, cengkeh pa/a, manggustan, langscx dan lain-lain 

sebagamnya, supayajangan negeri ml tinggal dalam kelaparan). 

In the accounting or justification report, the Raja as the ruler on behalf of the village 

government gives a speech in relation to the village finances, and also about all 

projects that have been implemented during the last year. 

Furthermore, decisions of the village council concerning various things based upon 

proposals coming from society members will be declared by the secretary of the 

village government. Usually, the people of Soya in their letters, ask for the agreement 

of the village council in order that they can get one or more farm sites. This will be 

51  This statement should be considered as an important one, because in fact, the indigenous language 
which is obvious in the pasawari is already mixed with Malay. 
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followed by reading recent letters which make new proposals, which the village 

government will answer the next year. 

In discussion about various problems, the participants will give oral suggestions about 

everything that they have been facing. The village council then gives its advice in 

order to solve the problems. 

Before this meeting is closed through a prayer that will be given by the priest, the 

auction of Dusun Kelapa is implemented. The auction is not related to the land, but 

only for all the harvested crops which are located on that site. Anyone who wins the 

auction, gets rights/permission from the village government to cultivate it. 

The meeting of the extended saniri is usually executed from morning till evening, and 

is suspended only for lunch, when all participants return to their homes and will be 

back again when the Adat Chief (or someone who has his permission), strikes a tfa or 

"traditional drum". This is a sign for all people to come back to the Balai Saniri as 

soon as possible. 

6.1.2. Smashing The Village. 

A week after the meeting, preceding the cleaning of the village the next day, the Chief 

of Adat Clans and his Kapitan or the "war commander" who comes from the 
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Pesulima clan will go to the place in Rulimena52  where the teung Paisina (this teung 

is owned by the Pesulima clan) is located in order to tabaos titah or "declare the royal 

word/command" in indigenous language as follows53  

Oh ........Upu Sopo Hiu 
Ama Latu Yisayehu 
Titah hen......... 
Upu Latu kom Upuh Ama Ya. 
Sai nanoka, oskiwa, utu keharua. 
Ingat oras nena, ai masikoa 
ku sidi-sidiku masing-masing ihar kihar 
ingat kubete gereja seperti biasa. 

The elementary students, jujar054, and mungare55  also have obligation to give their 

contribution such as several pieces of firewood and water in order to prepare food 

during the adat ceremony. These offerings will be gathered at the house of the Raja. 

From the teung Paisina, the Adat Chief and his companion go to the place where 

teung Soa Mu/u56  is located, then they go to Tunisou57  and Seruang (place name) in 

order to declare the same command. 

52  Rulimena is a yard where teung of Soplanit clan, also called Rulimena, is located. The teung 
Paisina is just situated in this yard, about 10 metres from the teung Rulimena. 

53  This Utah contains a command from the Raja to his people, along with a sanction that will be 
given to anyone who avoids participating. Ai masikoa literally means "if you avoid participating, 
you will be hit". 

All adult young girls, called jujaro. 
15  All adult young men, called munga.re. 
56  Teung Soa Mulu is owned by Ririmase clan. This clan moved out from the village a long time ago, 

and this teung is given to Rehatta clan, because the Rehatta clan is also related to the Ririmase 
clan (see : Chapter : 3). 

Tumsou is a place name where the teung of Soa Pera is located. This place is also a settlement of 
the Rehatta clan. 
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Furthermore, at 03.00 am, the smashing of the village will be executed by the Adat 

Chief (and his wife if present). Before he leaves his house, he (and his wife) have to 

pray to God or anglca(t) hati, then go to Baeleo Samasuru58, carrying a parang, and 

kuming ma159  where incense (dupa/kemenyaan) is situated just inside. After he 

reaches the centre point of the Baeleo, then he will cut a pinch of grass as a sign or 

wa1a6°  that the activities regarding the cleaning up of the village can be started when 

the daybreak comes. The time which was mentioned above, actually constitutes a 

convention which applied formerly. This time is regarded as a kotika or "good time" 

for that purpose, because they believe that they will be able to meet the souls of their 

ancestors at that place at the same moment. So, the ancestors (tete(k) nene(k) 

moyang) are asked to give their blessing and become witnesses for the whole series of 

events of the adat ceremony. 

6.1.3. Cleaning Up The Village. 

At the appointed time, the Adat Chief (or Marinyu adat or other Kepala Soa if 

present, and by permission of the Adat Chief) will strike a tifa (traditional drum) in 

order to call all society members. 

58  Baeleo Samasuru is a name of the traditional meeting place, and is regarded as a sacred place for 
the Soya villagers. This baeleo constitutes a unique one compared to other Baeleo which 
commonly can be found in other villages, because it is not created in the form of a traditional 
house, but its merely consists of a flat area. Baeleo in other villages (Central Moluccas), generally, 
contain symbolic meaning which reflects a micro-cosm of the village social life, represented by 
each pole which is situated in the Baeleo. 

59  A stem which covers the coconut flower. 
60  Wala (sign) activity also can be seen when they make a new kebun (garden). See: Chapter 3 
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Generally, the participants consist of adult men and women including the anak negeri 

or "village sons" who have been living in Ambon city. Usually the anak negeri are not 

specifically informed by the village government before the meeting, because they 

know already when the activity will be held. Normally, the men will bring a parang, 

while the women bring a sapu lidi or "broom of split coconut midribs". Using the 

parang, the men will cut away the undergrowth, called pameri at several places 

beginning from the grave, then the school, the balai saniri and the church up to the 

place called Hatuela6' or literally the "big stone"; the women will also sweep off the 

same places using the broom. The activities will stop on the first day when they gain 

the Hatuela. They do not know why they cannot pass by the hatuela, but according to 

them, it is a tradition which is passed down from generation to generation. 

On the second day, the activities will start again beginning from the Hatuela headed 

for the Baeleo Samasuru up to the furthest point of the Baeleo, but they have to leave 

behind a pinch of grass in the front of Batu StorE62  or "speaking stone" which also is 

located in the yard of the Baeleo. When evening is coming, the adult men (most of 

them are the young people) who intend to ascend the Sirimau mountain the next day, 

will come to the Tunisou in order to stay up and talk all night (matawana). By 

contrast, on the third day, the adult men who do not ascend the Sirimau mountain will 

6  The Hatuela is located on the edge of the main road, direct to Sirimau mountain about 150 metres 
from the church. According to the Soya people, in the past, if the village cleansing ceremony was 
held, and they needed plates, they will get it from the stone through a pasawari by the Chief of 
Adat Clan. In other words, the stone will produces plates through a miraculous manner. 

62  The Batu Stori is usually used by the Raja or the Chief of the Adat Clan to give their speeches in 
indigenous language. This stone in the past was called Peterana. 
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come to continue the second day works in relation to building a sabua63  in the Baeleo, 

and also clean up a pinch of grass which was left by them the day before. This pinch 

of grass should be cleared up by the members of Soa Pera, except for the Tamtelahitu 

clan (for frirther information about the Soa Pera, see : Social Classification Based On 

Adat in Chapter 2). There is no exact information why the Tamtelahitu clan do not 

become involved in this activity. According to my view, probably it relates to their 

teung which is located in the Baeleo and is considered to be the big one compared to 

the other teung. Thus, this has caused them to be regarded just as guards in order to 

watch and ensure that the activity can goes smoothly. The activity concerning 

cleaning up the grass which is conducted by the members of Soa Pera as I have 

mentioned above, is actually intended to show that cleaning up the village which is 

started by the Chief of Adat Clans who comes from Soa Pera (see : Smashing The 

Village), then the members of Soa Pera have their obligation to close the activity 

through cleaning up the grass in the front of the Batu Stori. 

In relation to the outsiders who have been living in the Soya region such as the 

Butonese and also people from Tepa (southeast Moluccas), they too have been 

involved in these activities over three days. In relation to this, according to adat rule, 

the outsiders will be considered as members of the Soa Masing and they are allowed 

to participate in some of the series of ceremonies such as Kinship Cloth Ceremony, 

The Village Party, and Cleaning Up The Spring Water. The Butonese and people 

63  Sabua is in the form of small house made from bamboo for its poles, and coconut leaves for its 
walls. 
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from Tepa, and even members of Soa Masing in general are not allowed to be 

involved in some other series, because those series are restricted only for the members 

of Soa Pera (see below). 

6.1.4. Matawana or "Staying Up And Talking All Night". 

This activity is usually held in the Tunisou64, beginning from 10 pm, and is intended to 

prepare everything in relation to ascending Sirimau mountain in the early morning 

next day. The adult men who are permitted to come for matawana are only clan 

members of Soa Pera which consists of Rehatta clan, Pesulima clan, Tamtelahitu clan, 

and Huwaa clan. The other soa, Erang and Masing are not permitted (for further 

information regarding Soa Erang and Soa Masing, see : Social Classification Based 

On Adat in Chapter 2). 

During the matawana activity, several people usually strike the tifa (traditional drum) 

and gong in order to cheer people up, while the other people can sit, talk and drink 

sopi (traditional liquor). Besides sopi, the participants at that night's activities will be 

served also with tea, coffee, and cakes which are made from glutinous rice". The 

participants will be encouraged to eat as much as they can, because when they reach 

64  According to my informant, the matawana transferred from Samurele (in the past) to the Turnsou 
at the time when the Pati Mahu was a ruler (1836 - 1846). 

65  Most of food and cakes during the adat ceremony should be made from glutinous rice. According 
to Soya people, this has been their custom from generation to generation. I think, it needs to be 
reconsidered as a result of changing process over time, because actually they did not recognise 
glutinous rice in the past, unless they substituted tubercrops such as cassava, taro, or sweet potato. 
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the top of the Sirimau mountain, they are not allowed to eat anything, only to drink 

liquor or smoke. 

Around 15 minutes before they go to the Sirimau mountain, the Chief of the Adat 

Clans (and members of the village council if present) will give their advice to the 

participants. The contents of advice is usually a wish that all participants can do their 

duty with full responsibility. At the time when I was doing my fieldwork and followed 

the matawana activity, the Adat Chief in his speech said that, if they do this duty very 

well, then God and their ancestors will give blessing for their jobs and all harvests. He 

also added that, from his experience, their harvests in the last few years had 

decreased, because all of them had not executed their duty seriously66  

Furthermore, one of the participants who is regarded as the eldest will blow the 

kulibia three times as a sign that they will start ascending Sirimau mountain, followed 

by the sound of tifa. When the time shows 03.00 am, all participants begins walking. 

The Chief of the Adat Clan and his Kapitan who holds a short lance (tombak) in his 

fist lead the group. They bring sopi, wine (anggur orang tua), betel vine, areca nut, 

tobacco jawa (Java), lime for chewing with betel leaves go up to the mountain; all of 

these are placed in a kind of earthen cooking pot (belanga) made of brass. They also 

bring the Indonesian flag - merah putt/i and the traditional flag, called bendera tanah67  

or literally "land flag" which is made from pato1a68  cloth. 

66  This statement contains significant meaning, because it indicates that the Soya people still believe 
in a possible intervention of their ancestors over their harvests annually. 

67  According to my informant, formerly, this flag was a kind of shawl which usually is twisted 
around the waist. It is owned by a kapitan (war commander) from Huwaa clan, named Sander. 
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According to my informant, the number of participants were different everytime this 

activity was held, but usually around 20 - 25 participants. This is because, there is no 

obligation for each member of the Soa Pera to ascend Sirimau mountain, rather it 

depends on their willingness and their sense of belonging. 

6.1.5. Ascending Sirimau Mountain. 

When they reach the place called Batu Pesan or Hatukuil (sometimes called Batu 

Pasar) or literally "message stone", they will stop there for around 3 minutes. The 

Adat Chief then puts several rolls of 51r1masa69  on the top of the stone, followed by 

the sound of kulibia and tifa. Facing the stone, the adat chief as a leader of the group 

then talks to the stone which is regarded as a guardian and a messenger as well. He 

will ask for permission and hope that their request will be extended to Upu Latu 

Selemau on the top of the Sirimau mountain, that the group wants to go up to the 

mountain. The distance from the stone to the top of Sirimau mountain is about 300 

metres. 

But, some people denied that information when I talked to them, including the head of the Soa 
Erang. 

68  Patola cloth is a woven cloth colored like the dorsum of a diamond-back rattlesnake. Patola is an 
indigenous term, meaning "the colour of a snake". 

69  Sirimasa is a tobacco which is rolled in a thy sheet of banana leaf (large green banana), and is tied 
with yarn (in the past, they used a fibrous part of the banana stem, called gohu). 
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The tifa and the gong are still sounded while they keep on walking up to the 

mountain. After they set foot on the top of the mountain, the Adat Chief will say 

somba Upu Latu Selemau .... (our regards, Upu Latu Selemau ....) then the group 

might be allowed to enter the mountain yard70. Afterwards, they put the earthen 

cooking pot, the liquor and the wine on the stone called batu pamali or literally the 

"taboo stone". This stone7' is regarded as a throne of the Upu Latu Selemau formerly. 

Both flags then are tied to the two bamboos, where on the top point of each bamboo 

is placed by the different coloured gadihu. The yellow one is put on the top of the 

bamboo on which the Indonesian flag is tied; while the dark brown one is put on the 

other bamboo. Both bamboos then are implanted facing Ambon bay, the Indonesian 

flag in the right hand of the throne and the bendera tanah in the left hand of the 

throne. 

Two things need to be added here, firstly, there are two stones which are located side 

by side, around 3.50 metres behind the batu pamali. These stones are regarded as the 

seats of the guards or Kapitan of Upu Latu Selemau. Secondly, a famous large water 

jar72  is also located around 17.22 metres from the batu pamali. 

° the yard is about 216 square meters 
71  this stone is around 1.96 metres wide, and is fenced with gadihu trees (Codiaeum Variegatum) in 

an enclosure which is around 3.16 metres in diameter. 
72  The large water jar is commonly called Tempayan Sirimau. The Soya people believes that this jar 

is never empty even during the hot season. It is 29 cm high, but only about 14 cm appeared above 
ground level. The diameter is 14 cm, while the diameter of its mouth is 48 cm. This tempayan is 
usually covered by a plate which has diameter about 21 cm. 
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While at the summit, all participants especially the young men will be given advice and 

directions regarding further implementation of the adat ceremony which will be held 

when they go down the mountain. According to the Adat Chief, while on the peak, 

they are allowed to take a little bit of rest, but sleeping is not permitted. 

At the appointed time around 04.30 am, all members of the group go down to the 

foot of the mountain in order to clean up the main trail up the mountain, called 

pameri. According to them, they have to choose that time in order to avoid an 

encounter with other people doing their work. After finishing the pameri, they can sit 

and talk over various things about their adat and its problems till the time comes for 

going down. 

6.1.6. Descending Sirimau Mountain. 

Around 04.00 pm, they strike the tifa as a sign that they will soon go down the 

mountain. The response of the sound of tifa will be heard from the main village as a 

sign that the mata ma73  in Rulimena have been waiting for them. They then reply 

again by tifa and kulibia. The Adat Chief and the members of village council then wear 

their adat clothes which consist of borc174  and saputangan adat (lenso badasi) or 

"adat handkerchief (necktie handkerchief)". 

Facing to the batu pamali, then the Adat Chief conveys his pasawari as follows 

73  Mata ma is a title which is addressed to the married women. 
14  Borci is a kind of black long shirt (down to the knee). 
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Kapua Upu Ilah Kahuresi Lebeh Hanua 
Kedua Maha Tuhan kami Isa Almasih 
Ketiga Roh Kudus 
Upu Ama Upu Wisawosi 
Upu Latu Selemau Agam Raden Mas Sultan Labu Inang Mojopahit 

jangan tinggalkan kami turun sendiri, bangun pada saat mi akan 
menyaksikan upacara mi, karena setiap tahun kami akan melakukan mi 
acara peringatan daripada datuk-datuk kami. Daripada saat mi juga 
beta minta dari Upu Wisawosi Upu Latu Selemau turun bersama-sama 
dengan kita ke tempat upacara. 
Kapua Upu Ilah Kahuresi Lebeh Hanua 
kedua Tuhan kami Isa Almasih 
ketiga Rohul Kudus 
Upu Ama Upu Wisawosi 
Upu Latu Selemau Agam Raden Mas Sultan Labu Inang mojopahit. 
Upu Latu Yisayehu 
Guru Latu Yisayehu. 
Upu Ama sembahan kupaharehu. 
Mesang-mesang mahina-mahina malona-malona hai amang hena-hena 
pau amang hena-hena. Kene anak maheru yang sekarang ada badiri di 
dalam istana Latu Selemau. Kalo-kalo sasou pasala pamanisa oh sasou 
manisa ampong ilah-ilah karena inilah bukan barang areha amanhia 
urung sakakenu menyembah berhala-berhala bukanlah sekali-kali, 
hanyalah sebab hau eneman ia am keamina ka guru haji kahulu balang 
de wanna deparneat hau aman Latu Yisayehu. Kene anak maheru 
minta dari Ilah Kahuresi Lebeh Hanua beserta Upu Ama Upu 
Wisawosi, geser segala penyakit-penyakit dari mi negeni supaya negeri 
mi jangan menimpa kesusahan. Kembali anak maheru minta dari Ilah 
Kahuresi Lebeh Hanua beserta Upu Ama Upu Wisawosi Upu Latu 
Selemau kalo boleh lopa musim-musim seperti durian, cengkeh, pala, 
Iangsa, manggustan dan lain-lain sebagainya maruhung-maruhung 
supaya negeri mi jangan tinggal dalam kelaparan.Hunu handeu 
memulait halemuli hau neat penu-penu Wala Werhalou Tunisou teung 
ee Wala Unuwei Rulimena sasamasa Paisina teung ee kami semua 
punya selamat, terima kasih. 

The above pasawari is basically has similar meaning to the pasawari which was 

conveyed by the Adat Chief when the meeting of the extended sanini was conducted 

(see : section 6.1.1). A little difference appears only in the few opening sentences 

which were uttered by the Adat Chief in mixed Indonesian and Ambonese Malay 
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languages. Those sentences, in essence, contained statements that the Soya people 

will execute the ceremony every year in memory of their ancestors (.. karena setiap 

tahun kami akan melaku/can ml acara peringatan daripada clatuk-datuk kami); then, 

they asked their ancestors and the noble person (the first Raja of Soya), namely, Upu 

Latu Selemau to accompany them to go down together in order to be involved in the 

next series of ceremonies that will be held later (Daripada saat ml juga beta minta 

dari Upu Wisawosi Upu Latu Selemau turun bersama-sama dengan kita Ice tempat 

upacara). 

6.1.7. Pick Up In Rulimena. 

When the Adat Chief has finished speaking, the tifa and the gong are sounded again, 

and they begin walking down the mountain. When they reach the Rulimena (the place 

where the teung of Soplanit clan is located, just in the front of their rumah tua), they 

will be received by the Head of Soa Erang and his group. Still facing each other, 

someone who comes from Soa Pera, called biduan or "singer" starts to sing in an 

indigenous language, called suhat, followed by all members of the groups as follows75  

Ole leke kona maso maso meleng 
Upu Latu maso meleng 
somba malam bae Upu Latu Selemau 
maru maru mena wasasale huwa amu 
amu lotang horomati jupu jama 

This song indicates that the Upu Latu Selemau is coming down together with the group from the 
mountain, and will be received by the soa erang. That is why they give their regards to the Upu 
Latu Selemau (somba ma/am bae Upu Latu Selemau). 
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somba malam bae Bapa Koma Mara Nusa 
sohi sala hua sohi sala mutabaku 

When this song is finished, the Adat Chief as the leader of the group says to the Head 

of Soa Erang : somba ma/am bae Bapa Koma Mara Nusa (our regards, good 

evening, Bapa Koma Mara Nusa  76), and is replied to by the Head of Soa Erang in 

order to invite them to enter the yard of the Rulimena as follows77  

Tabea 
Upu Wisawosi Upu Ama Upu Latu Yisayehu Upu Mara Eli 
Maru maru mena maru mena letengo metengo mutabaku 
silahkan masuk 

After that, handshakes are exchanged among the members of the two groups; while 

the mata ma from the Soa Erang serve the members of the Soa Pera with sopi, wine, 

areca nut, and cigarettes. Afterwards, they go to the Baeleo Samasuru continually 

singing a traditional song: 

Ole leke kona 
somba malam bae Bapa Koma Mara Nusa 
Bapa Koma suka Upu Latu tolu lua 
tita Rulimena hulawai Samasuru 
Rulimena teung ee Paisina teung ee 
somba malam bae Bapa Pesi Mara Eli 
jupu jama mata berjanji jupu jama 
berjanji sou78 ...... mera rulang eee 
Paisina teung ee maso maso Sou Pele 
Sou Pele teung ee Sou Hitu teung ee 

76  Bapa Koma Mara Nusa are titles of the chief of soa erang and his wife. Bapa (Upu) Koma is 
directed to the chief; Mara Nusa is directed to his wife. Koma and Nusa indicate the clan which 
they come from. 
This is an expression of welcome which is addressed especially to their ancestors (Upu Wisawosi 
Upu Ama), and the first Raja of Soya - Upu Latu Selemau (Upu Latu Yisayehu). IvIaru mena 
literally means "come in to Rulimena". 

Berjanji sou literally means "promise to be one". 
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The teung name which is embodied in the above traditional song, should be mentioned 

exactly at the time when they pass by the place where the teung is located. For 

instance, when they pass by the teung Paisina, then the name of this teung should be 

mentioned at the exact moment. Generally, this song contains regards to the head of 

Soa Erang (ManE Koma) and his wife (Mara Nusa), also inform them that the group 

must carry out the order of Rulimena and Samasuru (tita Rulimena huluwal 

Samasuru) in order to declare "promise to be one". 

Reaching the entry point of the Baeleo (made from coconut leaves), the mata ma from 

Soa Pera then meet them, and one of the mata ma who is regarded as the eldest will 

say: 

Malam bae 
Upu Ama Upu Wisawosi Upu Latu Selemau 
Silahkan masuk 

(Good evening, ladies and gentlemen, the ancestors, and Upu Latu Selemau, please 

come in) then answered by the Adat Chief with: 

Somba malam bae 
Upu Upu Mata ma 
Mata ma tolulua. 

(Our regards, good evening, ladies and gentlemen). 

When the Adat Chief has finished his words, the same mata ma then shouts "tifa". 

This is a sign that the tifa and the gong should be struck again. After all the members 
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of the two groups are inside in the baeleo yard, the tifa and the gong will be stopped, 

and all of them take a little bit of rest for an hour. This is intended to give a chance for 

the people who have just come down from the mountain to go home, have some food 

and change their clothes. 

6.1.8. Cleaning Up The Baeleo. 

When they have come back from their house to the Baeleo, then the members of the 

village council and the mata ma from Soa Pera and Soa Erang will go to the Raja's 

house in order to pick him up together with his wife called Mama Nyora, the priest, 

the teachers, and other invited people. 

In the house of the Raja, the group will be received by the Raja and his family. They 

are invited to enter the house, and the new mata ma79  will be introduced to the Raja. 

The Raja then gives some duties to them such as taking hold of sopi, wine, or 

cigarettes. After that, the group together with the Raja and his wife leave the house 

go to the Baeleo. Arriving at the entry point of the Baeleo, the Raja then says : Ibu 

(madam) mata ma, the mata ma then replies: 

Somba malam bae 
Upu Latu Yisayehu (the title of Raja) 
Guru Latu Yisayehu (the title of priest) 
Beserta para rombongan 
Silahkan masuk 

New mata ma are married women who are involved in the adat ceremony for the first time. 
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(Our regards, Raja - Upu Latu Yisayehu; Pendeta or "priest" - Guru Latu Yisayehu; 

and the group (rombongan), please come in). 

When the Raja and the group enter the Baeleo, the mata ma then shouts "tifa". The 

tifa and the gong are sounded and all mata ma with the stem of gadihu in their hand, 

perform the cakalele dance. The Raja and the invited members will take their place in 

the sabua. After the dance is finished, they continue to clean up the baeleo. 

At the sound of the tifa and the gong, the mata ma from Soa Pera (except for those 

from the Tamtelahitu clan) will clean up the Baeleo with a broom which is held in 

their fist; the Tamtelahitu clan members will take away the trash. The status of the 

Tamtelahitu clan is called keha80. The next agenda item is the secretary of village 

government who usually announces the list of donations which have been given by 

supporters. The donation usually consists of liquor, wine, cigarettes, and money. 

During the adat ceremony which was held in 1992, there was a special agenda item in 

relation to inaugurating the new Adat Chief, because the old one had died three years 

before. According to the Raja, he has to wait for three years before inaugurating the 

new one, because he wants to make sure that the candidate is completely ready to do 

his job. In fact, the new Adat Chief is a son of the old one, who then assumed the 

status of his father. 

80 There were no people who could give a clear explanation regarding this status. But, several years 
ago when the adat ceremony was being held, there was a dispute because of this status, because 
one of the mata ma from the Tamtelahitu clan avoided doing this job. According to her (actually 
her husband), this status causes the Tamtelahitu clan to be regarded just like a messenger. 
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The inauguration can be described as follows : accompanied by the Chief of Soa Pera 

and the Chief of Soa Erang, the Adat Chief expressed his pledge that he would give 

his loyalty to the Republic of Indonesia, and promised to do his job as a member of 

the village council. After this pledge, the Raja then put a lenso badasi around his neck, 

and also put a cloth belt around his waist. That means, formally, that the adat chief 

has been given his duties and responsibilities. 

In addition, The Raja will give his speech in relation to the implementation of the adat 

ceremony, followed by the priest and also the Chief of Soa Erang. This they all will do 

in turns. In the 1992 ceremony, the Raja in his speech, apparently did realise that the 

adat ceremony which takes place annually has already changed. So that is why he 

appealed for all Soya villagers to preserve their adat especially for the future 

generations. According to him, this ceremony is useful for them in order to keep their 

unity as one village society. He also emphasised that this ceremony is not intended to 

revere the gods or idols, but only to show that they are grateful to God. The Chief of 

Soa Erang and the priest also said something similar to the Raja even though in 

different ways. The main point for The priest is that the adat ceremony should be 

placed at the appropriate position. Thus, the values which are contained in the various 

parts of the adat ceremony should be understood as something which is related to 

ethics and moral values. This, in turn, will make the adat ceremony an asset, 

supporting the national development planning specifically that element concerning 

character building. 
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After the above speeches, the Adat Chief also will make his speech in front of the 

Batu Stori. Accompanied by the Raja, the Chief of Soa Pera and the Chief of Soa 

Erang, the Adat Chief then stands up facing the stone and Sirimau mountain, preceded 

by the sounding of kulibia three times. The speech in indigenous language commonly 

called kapata  81, as follows 

Kapua Upu Ilah Kahuresi Lebeh Hanua 
Kedua Maha Tuhan kami Isa Almasih 
Ketiga Rohul Kudus 
Upu Ama Upu Wisawosi 
Upu Latu Selemau Agam Raden Mas Sultan Labu Inang Mojopahit 
Upu Latu Yisayehu 
Guru Latu Yisayehu 
Lopa aman pamaan kupahareu mesang-mesang mahina-mahina 
malona-malona hei amang hena-hena pau amang hena-hena. Kene anak 
maheru yang sekarang berdiri di dalam ke Tujuh Teung Lapuang Ilak 
Makakuang Haumalamang, kalo-kalo ya sasou pasala pamanisa Ou 
sasou manisa ampun Ilah-Ilah, karena inilah bukan barang areha 
amanhia urung sakakenu menyembah berhala-berhala bukan sekali-kali, 
hanyalah sebab hau enamaang ia am keamina kuguru haji hulubalang 
de Wanna depreneat hau aman Latu Yisayehu. Anak maheru minta 
juga dari Ilah Kahuresi Lebeh Hanua, geser segala penyakit-penyakit 
dari mi negeri supaya jangan mi negeri menimpa mara bahaya. Anak 
maheru minta juga dari Ilah Kahuresi Lebeh Hanua beserta Upu Ama 
Wisawosi Upu Latu Selemau, lopa musim-musim seperti durian, 
cengkeh, pala, manggustan, langsa dan lain-lain sebagainya, supaya 
jangan negeri mi tinggal dalam kelaparan. Hunu handeu ninulai 
halemuli hau neat penu-penu Wala Werhalou Tunisou teung ee Wala 
Unuwai Rulimena sasamasa Paisina teung ee Sou Hitu juga teung ee. 
Kami semua punya selamat. 

When the above speech is over, the biduan (singer) will start to sing an indigenous 

song (suhat) and will be followed by all participants: 

81  The contents of kapata sometimes is not different to pasawari. According to my informant, the 
term kapata refers to speech, while the term pasawari refers to prayer in traditional form. The 
contents of the above kapata looks similar to the pasawari which I have explained formerly. 
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Ole leke kona sioh sayang ee 
hairang ee herang ee 
hairang ee herang ee hola nito warana 
Latu Selemau yana ee malona hiu 
hawa liu ee yupu sohi lawa liu 
nunu yela payo, umalete Selemau 
Selemau nipa pele, wayanea lahakela 
yupu yama mata, bere janji yupu yama 
bere janji sou, merah rulang ee 
hala tupa mahu, ula Wai Samasuru 
yunang pasale Samasuru, yupu yunang 
pasal ee Lauralang ee, ole bangsi ura 
ralio, lao ralang ralang ee 
mata ma tolu, ula Wai Werhalou 
tita Samasuru, ula Wai Werhalou 
Wai Werhalou neka kala, ada puti puti 

At the same time, the new mata ma will serve the participants with sopi, wine, areca 

nut, and cigarettes. 

If we pay attention to the above indigenous song, generally it contains praise which is 

directed to Upu Latu Selemau who makes Soa Pera and Soa Erang become one as 

Soya society. It also embodies an order to visit the spring water called Wai Werhalou 

in order to get blessing especially for the married women (mata ma). 

6.1.9. Visiting The Spring Water (Source of Water). 

After the above song is finished, the participants are divided into two groups in 

accord with their soa : Soa Pera and Soa Erang (the other soa - Soa Masing will be 

joined into Soa Erang). With the sounds of the tifa and the gong, each group then 
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walks down to their spring water which is located on the valley floor. The Soa Pera 

group goes to the spring water called Wai82  Werhalou, while the Soa Erang group go 

to the Wai Unuwei. 

Meanwhile the Raja, the priest, the school teachers, and one member of Soa Pera 

(usually the chief) will be invited by the Chief of Soa Erang to accompany him. They 

go to the Rulimena and are served with drinks and cakes. This service is usually 

executed in the open air, in the front of the place where the teung Rulimena is located. 

From here, the Raja and other people will return to the Raja's house. 

When Soa Erang members reach their spring water and have a look at it for a 

moment, they walk back up to the Rulimena. In the Rulimena, they wait for Soa Pera 

that will pick them up with the kinship cloth. This is different to Soa Pera, because 

before they (the Soa Pera members) go to the Wai Werhalou, they will go first to the 

perigi raja83  or "the Raja well", called Wai Pinang. In this place, they will sing an 

indigenous song as follows: 

Ole leke kona 
maso maso mele 
mata ma maso mele 
Wai Werhalou, neka 
kala ada puti puti 

82  Wai literally means water. 
83  According to Soya people that, the well is named perigi raja (raja well) or commonly called Wai 

Pinang, because in the past, it was the well where the Raja got his water. 
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The above suhat is directed to the spirits who guards the perigi raja that the married 

women (mata ma) have been there and will go to Wai Werhalou. 

Afterwards, they go across the narrow trail headed for Wai Werhalou which is located 

just around 15 metres from the perigi raja. The Wai Werhalou is developed already 

and has become a tank made from cement. In this place, they will sing the suhat 

(indigenous song) as follows: 

Ole leke kona 
yupu yama mata, bere janji yupu yama 
bere janji sou, mera rulang ee 
tita Werhalou, ula Wai Tunisou 

This suhat is basically directed to the "guard" of the Wai Werhalou in which it 

contains confirmation concerning their will or their promise to be one as an order of 

Werhalou. 

At the same time, the sopi, wine, and cigarettes will be distributed among the 

participants especially the men; while the women, specifically the new mata ma, will 

take water from the tank for drinking and washing their faces. According to them, this 

is performed in order to get blessing from their ancestors so that they can obtain a lot 

of children in the next generation. When the song is over, they then head for the 

Tunisou through a narrow trail, where the kinship cloth has been waiting for them. 
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6.1.10. Kinship Cloth Ceremony. 

When the Soa Pera reaches the Tunisou, they will be received by people who also 

come from the same soa, where two mata ma who are the eldest, hold a long white 

cloth which forms the shape of a "U". This cloth is regarded as the kinship cloth. 

Afterwards, they stand up face to face, then they will sing an indigenous song as 

follows: 

Ole leke kona 
maso maso mele, mata ma maso mele 
somba malam bae, Bapa Hitu Mara Eli 
somba malam bae, Bapa Hata Mara Luu 
somba malam bae, Bapa Hata Mara Suli 
teung ee teung nelua lihu lihu lahat 
jadi tepa tolu yunang lahat ee ole 
Tunisou yapa yunang lahat ee 
yupu yama mata, bere janji yupu yama 
bere janji sou, mera rulang ee 
maru maru mena, wasa sale hua amu 
amu latang ee, horomati yupu yama 
somba malam bae, bapa Hata Mara Latu 
sohi sala hua, sohi sala mutabaku 

Essentially, the above suhat only informs the people who come to pick up the group 

from spring water that the married women have already been there and are ready to 

enter the kinship cloth. 

Something needs to be explained here about the 1992 ceremony, when they were 

singing the above song, they were still standing outside the cloth till they spoke the 

words : teung ee teung nelua lihu etc, then they walked inside the kinship cloth. The 
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several words before, actually contain some regards84  to the Chief of Soa Pera 

(ManE/B apa Hitu) and his wife (Mara Eli), the owner of the house which is located in 

the right hand side close to the kinship cloth, that is Rehatta family - Bapa Hata and 

his wife (Mara Luu), also to his son and his wife - Bapa Hata and Mara Suli. On the 

other hand, they did not give their regards to the woman who dwelled in the house on 

the left side, because she was an unmarried women (jujaro). 

After they are all inside the cloth, the two ends of the cloth are united by both mata 

ma and form a circle shape. Then they walk in a circle, called balele three times, then 

the ends of the cloth will be opened again, and they start walking to pick up the 

members of Soa Erang in Rulimena passing by the Raja's house and the church. At 

the same time, they will sing the indigenous song as follows: 

Ole leke kona 
somba malam bae, Bapa Hata Mara Latu 
tita Tunisou, ula Wai Rulimena 
nena bure yupu yama, ada nena bure 
nena bure yupu yama, ada nena bure 
teung ee teung nelua lihut lahat 
jadi tepa tolu Yunang lahat ee ole 
Tunisou, yapa yunang lahat ee 
Pelatiti teung ee, maso-maso Sou Mulu 
Hauwari teung ee, Saukori juga teung ee 
Saulana teung ee, Samurele juga teung ee 
Soupele teung ee, Souhitu juga teung ee 
somba malam bae, Bapa Pesi Mara Luu 
somba malam bae, Bapa Pesi Mara Eli 
Paisina teung ee, maso-maso Rulimena 
yupu yama mata, bere janji yupu yama 
bere janji sou, mera rulang ee 
teung ee teung nelua lihut, lihut lahat 

84  The regards which are contained the term of address can be changed anytime depending on to 
whom they want to give their regards, even though in an indigenous language. 
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jadi tepa tolu yunang lahat ee ole 
Tunisou, yapa yunang lahat ee 
maru maru mena, wasa sale hua amu 
amu latang ee, horomati yupu yama 
sohi sala hua, soli sala mutabaku 

Somba ma/am bae Bapa Hata Mara Latu which is embodied in the above song, is 

directed to giving their regards to the Raja and his wife; while nena bure is a native 

term which refers to the church; as well as the names of teung which should be 

mentioned at the time when they pass by the appropriate teung; while several regards 

are directed to the owners of the particular house which they are passing by. 

The above song is not allowed to be finished before they arrive in Rulimena and take 

the members of the Soa Erang inside the kinship cloth. It means that they have to 

reach the Rulimena at the time when they say the words maso-maso Rulimena, 

because these words are literally means "enter the Rulimena". As well as when they 

are sing bere janji sou, all members of the soa erang should be inside the kinship 

cloth, because those words literally mean "promise to become one". From my point of 

view, the janji sou was actually related to some former event which happened in Soya. 

This is enacted as an attempt to preserve unity in terms of genealogical understanding; 

as a manifestation of unity between upper Soya and Lower Soya; and the janji sou 

could also be regarded as recalling the fact that all clans with their own language were 

united and formed the village, called Soya (see: Chapter 2). 



Soon after the Soa Erang members join them inside the cloth, the two ends of the 

cloth will be united by the same mata ma as earlier and thereby form the circle again. 

Then, the balele will be executed three times, and after that song is finished, the ends 

of the cloth will be opened again. Then, they will stop for a moment in order to drink 

liquor or wine, eat the areca nut, or have a smoke. 

Another indigenous song will be sung by them when they start to leave the Rulimena 

headed for the Raja house. That song is: 

Ole leke kona 
somba malam bae, Bapa Koma Mara Nusa 
Bapa Koma suka, mata ma tolu lua 
Rulimena teung ee, Paisina teung ee 
Saupele teung ee, Souhitu juga teung ee 
Samurele teung ee, Saulana teung ee 
Sou mulu teung ee, Pelatiti juga teung ee 
teung ee teung nelua lihut, lihut lahat jadi tepa tolu 
yunang lahat ee, ole Tunisou yapa yunang lahat ee 
nena bure yupu yama, ada nena bure 
nena bure yupu yama, ada nena bure 
yupu yama mata, bere janji yupu yama 
bere janji sou, mera rulang ee 
somba malam bae, Bapa Latu Yisayehu 
Bapa Latu suka, mata ma tolu lua 

This suhat embraces regards to the head of Soa Erang (Bapa Koma) and his wife 

(Mara Nusa) that they will leaving that place (Rulimena). Furthermore, the teung 

names which are embodied in this song, should be mentioned exactly at the time when 

they pass by the place where each teung is located. As well "nena bure" that should be 

mentioned when they pass by the church, because this term literally means "church". 

When they mention the words somba malam bae, Bapa Latu Ylsayehu, they are 
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already facing the Raja. In the house of the Raja, they will be received by the Raja 

himself and his family. After the song is over, the kinship cloth will be folded, and all 

members of both soa then shake the Raja and his family by the hand. In this place, 

they then will be served tea or coffee and cakes. Usually the kinship cloth ceremony is 

finished around 08.00 - 09.00 pm. 

6.1.11. The Village Party. 

The village party takes place regularly in the Ba/al Desa or Ba/al Saniri Besar 

(modern village meeting place), and is usually started when the kinship cloth 

ceremony is finished. Generally, this party is held till the following morning around 

05.00 - 6.30 am. It is intended to give a chance for people to take a little bit of rest 

before they go down to clean the spring water. 

All village members usually come to attend the party, and they will also engage in 

modern dancing. The old people then return to their houses around 12.00 - 01.00 am, 

while the young people will continue the party till the next morning. 

6.1.12. Cleaning Up The Spring Water (Source of Water). 

The cleaning up of the spring water is usually held around 11.00 am on the next day. 

All members from Soa Pera and Soa Erang will go down first to the Wai Werhalou, 
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then clean it up. After that, they will go to the other spring water - Wai Unuwei to do 

the same job. 

In the both places, there is no special ceremony in relation to that task; but if someone 

gets splashed with water, he may not become angry. This presumably constitutes a 

convention. Afterwards, using a parang, the men will cut away the undergrowth 

which is situated around the well and also along the narrow trail leading to the spring 

water, while the women, using brooms and dippers, then clean up the tank. During 

working hours, they will strike the tifa and at the same time sing pantun85  songs in 

order to cheer up the people. In this activity, the new mata ma should be present. In 

my opinion, this is mainly because they are required to show their loyalty towards the 

ancestors, and it may also be associated with "fertility" (see : the section of Visit The 

Spring Water). Outsiders who have been living in the Soya region, are also permitted 

to attend this activity. 

Something needs to be mentioned here that, there is one more ceremony which 

usually takes place on 31 January annually, called pesta kunci Januari or literally 

means "January lock party". The party is conducted in order to conclude various 

festivities begun from Christmas and the New Year. This is because the Soya villagers 

85  Pantun is traditional poetry, each verse of which consists of two to four couplets. The first and the 
second suggest the third and the fourth by sound or other similarity. 
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usually hold the Christmas and the New Year celebrations over a month which they 

commonly call badendang86. 

According to the Soya people, in the past, the young people usually walked out in the 

night and looked for some tubercrops and fruits in order to prepare meals for the 

party. When someone then realised something was lost, he knew that it had been 

taken by the young people for the party. Thus, he just kept his mouth shut and 

allowed his property to be taken away. 

Recently, the party has been handled by a committee. In order to support the party, 

the committee then asks for donation from every village member or sympathiser. 

Thus, the party will be funded by the donations. 

Compared to what was recorded by Roder in the past, the whole above description 

regarding the adat ceremony looks quite different. According to him, in the past, the 

adat ceremony was usually held over 5 days, and when night was approaching on the 

first day, the initiator called Upu Ne lead the young people to the Samurele87. In this 

place, they wore a traditional cloth called c1daku881  and their body was painted black. 

On the other hand, old men and women should stay at home. 

86  Badendang is a kind of dance by walking from door to door with a tifa and singing in the Ambon 
Malay language. Usually, when they visit someone's house, they will be served liquor or wine and 
cakes. 

87  Samurele is a name of a teung which is located close to Baeleo Samasuru (according to several 
people, this teung is actually still located in the yard of the baeleo). 

88  Cidaku is a black trunk. In ancient times, the cidaku is usually made from the bark of a tree. 
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The Upu Ne would then go to the dragon place which is located on the top of Sirimau 

mountain in order to inform the dragon that the young people will be there soon. The 

next night, the young people came to the dragon place, and the dragon then 

swallowed them for 5 days. Thus, during these 5 days, they do not eat and drink. On 

the fifth day, they will be vomited out by the dragon, when at the same time they will 

also be given a tattoo which forms the shape of a triangle on their forehead, chest, or 

stomach, depending on which boat (teung) they came from. All the young people who 

have got the tattoo are then called pasawali. 

On the fifth day afternoon, the old men and the women will clean up the village and 

the Samurele as well. Meanwhile, at that time, the Raja and his wife, Huwaa and 

Pesulima will go to the taboo stone (batu pamali) which is located on the top of 

Sirimau mountain. The Raja then looks to the west in order to call the soul of the 

Latu Selemau and his wife, named Veri ma. The Huwaa and the Pesulima then pay 

homage to the Raja and his wife who are regarded as the incarnations of the Latu 

Selemau and Veri ma. After the young people have come out from the dragon place 

and met the Raja group, they all then return to the Samurele where their families had 

been waiting while singing an indigenous language song. 

After they reach the Samurele, the Raja will take his seat. While looking straight to 

the Sirimau mountain, he then tells a story regarding their ancestors. When the story is 

over, all participants then stand up and two women from the Raja's clan will wind a 
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cloth around them. This is intended to show that they have become members of one 

boat in the village (Roder, 1939 : 104 - 105). 

If we compare the above historical record with the recent implementation of the 

annual ceremony, we can notice a significant difference between the two activities. In 

this context, unfortunately, I could not find anyone who can supply a complete story 

of what Roder was speaking about. A brief story which was given by my informant 

(he was the one of the oldest people in Soya at that time) just mentioned that in the 

past, the young people who ascend the Sirimau mountain will be swallowed by dragon 

and after that they will receive a tattoo. However, if the story which was recorded by 

Roder was correct, then the ceremony seems to me as an initiation ceremony for 

young people to become full members of the community. Actually the essence of this 

notion can be found in the recent type of ceremony as well, even though in a different 

manner and manifestation. As I have mentioned formerly, the young people will be 

given advice and directions concerning further implementation of the adat ceremony 

when they get down from the mountain. This can be regarded as the way in which the 

young people learn to behave appropriately in ceremony as well as in community life. 
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6.2. Brotherhood Relationship (Pela) In Its New Form. 

Pela is a form of brotherhood relationship between two or more villages, which bond 

was established by the ancestors under particular circumstances; thus, each village 

actually possesses their own history regarding the pela. 

In Maluku, especially in Central Maluku, we can find three basic kinds of pela. They 

are : pela tempat sirih or "betel box pela", pela adik kakak or "younger brother - 

older brother pela", and the other called, variously as pela keras or "hard pela", pela 

batu karang or "coral rock pela", pela darah or "blood pela" These can be 

distinguished from each other in terms of the intensity of the bond and the severity of 

the mutual obligations and sanctions which attach thereto. 

Soya has its pela with Kusu-Kusu and Seri89, called pela darah or "blood pela". There 

are no longer many people who know the story which tells how the pela relationship 

between those villages was formed. According to my informant, in the past, Kusu-

Kusu and Seri constituted domain areas of Soya. A war then occurred, because they 

wanted to release themselves from Soya. So, they made an agreement in the form of 

pela, because the war had killed many people. Afterwards, they met each other in 

Kayu Putih at the place called kolam darah or literally means "blood pool". Thus, this 

89  Kusu-Kusu and Sen are called kampung. They constitute domain areas of Unmessing village. 
Definitely, the Unmessing village embraces four kampung, Kusu-Kusu, Seri, Mahia, and Turn. 
There is no information why the Mahia and Tuni are not included into the pela relationship. It is 
probably because both villages became a part of Unmessing village after the pela relationship was 
created. 
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relationship was symbolised through the "blood of a cat" which was available in the 

pooi, and each leader of the group drank from the pool. Finally, Kusu-Kusu and Sen 

formed a new village called Urimessing, which literally means "the new kampung" 

Recently, the pela relationship between Soya, Kusu-Kusu and Seri has ceased 

operating. This is because they never carry out the ceremony called bikin(g) panas 

pela or literally means "warming up the pe1a90 " 

In later developments, it seems that something has already changed, because there is a 

new pela relationship which was created by the Soya villagers and the Catholic young 

generation, called angka(t) pela, on 14 February 1992. This relationship is based on 

the history of the missionary journey of the Catholic priest - Franciscus Xavier. In 

order to execute this ceremony, the young generation from both sides created an 

organising committee. This is because, besides the angka(t) pela ceremony, there was 

another activity which was held previously, called napak Was or "long march". This 

napak tilas was undertaken along the road from Hative Besar village to Soya village 

which was presumed to be the route passed by the priest in the past. 

A year after, 1993, they also held a ceremony, called bikin(g) panas pela along with 

various number of activities such as the long march, renovation of the statue of 

Franciscus Xavier in Soya, cleaning up the environment of Ambon city, and the peak 

of the ceremony "bikin(g) panas pela" on 14 of February. 

90  This ceremony actually is intended to reaffirm the pela relationship between the villages. 
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The bikin(g) panas pela began with the congregation service in the church which was 

lead by the priests from the Catholic and the Protestant churches; the Catholic priest 

lead the liturgy, while the Protestant priest delivered a sermon. After the service was 

over, the Raja, the head of GPM synod, the head of the bishopric, and the Secretary 

of Ambon local government then give their speeches in turns. 

Furthermore, a ma/can patita or literally "eat together" was held preceded by drinking 

sopi by two young men on behalf of the Soya people and the Catholic younger 

generation. This constitutes a symbol of reaffirmation regarding their pela 

relationship. According to the village government members, this ceremony is planned 

to be held every year regularly. 

Essentially, the above pela relationship constitutes a new ("modern") form of pela that 

has occurred for the first time in Moluccas, especially in the Central Moluccas. Of 

course, in the short time of its existence we cannot identifi the influence of the new 

forms of pela over the social structure of Soya people, but in the future it may lead to 

some significant changes. 

In light of the above explanation concerning the whole series of ceremonies, we may 

draw a significant conclusion that those ceremonies, especially the Village Cleansing 

Ceremony are considered by these people as an important sequence. This is chiefly 

because, this ceremonial complex besides enabling them to preserve their relationship 
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with their ancestors, is also considered to be useful in order to maintain unity in the 

society, and more importantly, this ceremony has become a basis to legitimise the 

existence of the adat system in overall aspects of people's life through which they 

usually proudly claimed that desa kami adalah desa adat or "our village is an adat 

village". 

However, if we pay attention more carefully, actually we could notice that significant 

changes had happened and the people who were involved in the ceremony, especially 

the young people, usually did not conduct their responsibility seriously. That is why 

they were reminded by the Adat Chief to carry out their duty seriously. In my view, 

this is an important point which indicates the perception of the Soya people toward 

this ceremony. Thus, even though the essence of the implementation of this ceremony, 

as I have mentioned above, is still recalled by them, but practically they have shown 

their unappreciative treatment of the ceremony. I contend that changes in perception 

and behaviour of these people happened because of the influences of Christianity (see 

Chapter 7). The same influences can also be found in the new form of "brotherhood 

relationship" or pela in which the Protestant and Catholic taking part together. From 

my standpoint, this is another facet of an attempt by the church to rationalise social 

values which are embodied in the adat system in order to keep people away from 

veneration toward their ancestors. 
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Chapter 7 

SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION IN SOYA 

In Chapter 11 have outlined that, if we wish to talk about social transformation in 

Soya village, it is necessary to see that it is directly connected to the role of Ambon 

city as the centre of social, cultural, economic, and political activities. Thus, 

development which has occurred in Ambon city has also had its considerable effect on 

various aspects of social life in Soya. This is mainly because the geographical position 

of Soya is so close to the city, and because land which was owned by the original 

Soya people (especially in the past) embraces most of the land of the contemporary 

Ambon city region. Despite later developments, this connection still constitutes an 

inseparable relationship partly because Soya village itself has already become a part of 

the Ambon city region and has been given the status of desa or "village". 

Actually, the influence of development in Ambon city over Soya village began when 

the people first came into contact with foreign peoples; especially with people from 

the Northern Moluccas, and with the Portuguese and the Dutch. From historical 

records, we can conclude that before Soya people were in contact with the 

Portuguese and the Dutch, they were already influenced by the people who came from 

the Northern Moluccas. This fact is related, amongst other things, to the modes of 

social classification that appear in Soya village in the form, for example, of the term 
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soa91, as I have described in the Chapter 2 formerly. The Portuguese did not have any 

effect on this system of classification. Only when the Dutch came was it changed to a 

system which was termed wyck. However, the change was superficial and the 

essential system remained in place in practice even after the name change. 

The Portuguese landed in Ambon island for the first time in 1522. They set foot 

initially on the Hitu peninsula and then built a small fort there. The presence of the 

Portuguese, of course, was connected to the status of Ambon and Seram islands as 

spice producers. In a later development, they then moved to the site of Ambon and 

built a fort which was finished in 1575. This move constituted a source of dispute 

between the Portuguese and the Soya people. Soya was involved in war against the 

Portuguese because the Raja of Soya did not want to give his permission for the fort 

development which is located within his traditional authority area. The people of Soya 

lost the war and were ordered by the Portuguese to support the building of the fort. 

That is why most of the Soya people were transferred to the place which was located 

close the fort and which became Soya Bawah (lower Soya) or, as it is commonly 

known, Belakang Soya (behind Soya). This fort was made by the Portuguese a centre, 

not just for political purposes, but also to control their economic interest, especially 

the trade in spices. The roles of Ambon as political and economic centre were 

continued by the Dutch after they took over the fort from the Portuguese. 

Furthermore, the strong influence of the Portuguese (and the Dutch later on) over the 

91  Soa is a term which comes from the Northern Moluccas region. For further information 
concerning the influence of Ternate and Tidore kingdoms at the end of the 15th and early 16th 
centuries, see Leonard Y. Andaya, 1993. 
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villages surrounding the city, especially Soya village, still can be found up until the 

present day. It appears especially through the roles of the church. The Christian 

doctrine which was introduced for the first time by the famous Portuguese missionary, 

Francis Xavier, had a major impact over the collective values especially in relation to 

their belief system. Andaya wrote 

Leading figure in this process was father Francis Xavier, whose reports 
from Maluku describe large-scale baptism after only the most cursory 
of instructions in the faith and without the customary rites and trial 
period. Xavier justified his methods to his superiors by citing biblical 
authority that "He who believes and is baptized will be saved". After 
each baptism Xavier presented the new convert with a Christian name 
and a set of European clothes to mark the new life (Andaya, 1993 
36). 

This constituted a starting point of the influence of the Christian doctrine into the adat 

system. Indeed, as it developed later, there were several adat ceremonies such as 

(H)ahor192  and Saminalang93  which were deleted because both the ceremonies were 

regarded inappropriate with the Christian values. 

Furthermore, the changes over the ftinction of mata rumah and soa was begun in 

early 1622; specifically when the Dutch realised that both Ambon and Seram islands 

were clandestine producers of spices, especially of cloves for the international 

market94. In those circumstances, it was impossible to maintain high prices. So, in 

92  (H)ahori was a final phase of marriage adat in Soya by which the bride was officially introduced 
into the clan of her husband (See: Chapter 4). 

93  Even though people in Soya still remember the term Saminalang, but they have forgotten what 
exactly the saminalang is. They just mentioned that this ceremony was based on adat and had 
related to the status of the eldest son in a family. 

94  At that time, the main producer of cloves was the island of Ambon; nutmeg and mace were 
produced on the island of Banda (see : Eric R. Wolf, 1982 : 238). 
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1625, the first of the annual hongi tochten (punitive expedition) took place, made up 

of 60 to 70 armed native vessels. This expedition was intended to destroy clove trees 

on Seram island in order that Ambon could be the only clove producer for the world 

market. This policy then produced an impact on the function of the mata rumah and 

soa which became systems of manpower mobilisation in order to support this 

expedition. This happened because mata rumah and soa constituted the local 

organisations which were made responsible for providing and controlling the men sent 

to assist. The pattern was repeated in many villages in the Lease islands, as the local 

rajas and leaders were coopted by the Dutch. This was, of course, a classic example 

of the adaptation of a local cultural form for a new purpose by the colonial power. 

(For more explanation about mata rumah and soa as local cultural organisations in 

their traditional form, see Chapter 2 : 2.5). 

In addition, this policy of centralising trade in spices in the town caused Ambon city 

to become a small city with well-developed merchant sector by the middle of the 17th 

century. However, when textiles, tea, sugar and coffee plantations (commercial 

agricultural enterprises) were established on Java, these products (especially textiles) 

then overtook spices in the East India Company's profit column. Java later dominated 

the archipelago's economy, and because of this and competition from other spice 

centres, the economy of Ambon city declined at the end of 18th century. 

The role of Ambon city as a centre of political, economic, and social (especially in 

term of the roles of church) activities in the past, indeed always had a significant 
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impact on its peripheral areas, including Soya village. Because in ancient times the 

village owned lands which covered most of the Ambon city region, its status must be 

considered as an important one in the unfolding history of the city itself. Recognition 

of the special status of the village, for example, could be seen in the colonial 

Ambonraad or "Ambon council", where the Raja of Soya became an automatic 

member, representing villages which were located in the Leitimor peninsula. 

Although recently the original Soya people have continued to try to preserve their 

traditions, and are still undertaking certain ceremonies in relation to the religious 

system, yet the facts show that significant changes have occurred in their social 

structure, in particular during the last three decades. In relation to the changes that 

have happened, some major factors which have had a strong influence over Soya 

society need to be mentioned here. They are : the availability of transportation and 

communication facilities; the presence of outsiders and their roles in the social, 

economic and political life; the roles of church as an "agent of social transformation"; 

and the presence of the new form of village government system. 

Essentially, the impacts of the above factors can also be found in other far distant 

societies. Mitchell (1973), for example, demonstrated that transportation facilities 

constitute an important factor in order to support urban-rural mobility in Zambia. The 

same issue is also discussed by Mandelbaum (1978), in his article "Social Organisation 

and Planned Culture Change In India". He shows that the result of development 
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programs in the fields of transportation and communication, in fact, have had 

consequences on village caste relations. 

Almost similar to what has been experienced by the Soya people through the 

availability of transportation facilities which coimect Soya village with Ambon city, 

Mantra (1981) also reported that the availability of transportation facilities had 

increased the degree of mobility from Piring and Kadirojo to Yogyakarta especially 

after 1970. As a consequence, according to him, many civil servants and students can 

commute daily to their places of work or schooling in Yogyakarta. He wrote: 

Nowdays, mini buses penetrate deeply into remote villages throughout 
Yogyakarta special region to transport passengers and goods between 
villages, towns, and cities (Ida Bagus Mantra, 1981 : 53). 

The relationship between the town and the surrounding hinterland is fundamentally 

changed and people are able to move between the rural and the urban context with 

much greater ease and frequency. Naturally, it is not only people, but also ideas and 

the perceptions of the world which may be moved quickly between the two worlds 

once communication improves. 

It is a similar situation with regard to other communication facilities such as 

television. Chu, Alfian and Schramm (1991), showed that the spread of television into 

almost every house in most villages, in turn, significantly affects the perception and 

attitude of society toward the meaning of national development in its various aspects. 

In the Indonesian context, there is tight control by the government of local televisions 

stations. This means that the picture of the nation and the future which the 
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government wishes to portray is presented without contradiction at a local level. 

However, the increasing presence of satellite dishes and the access to international 

programmes of many different origins, means that alternative messages are 

increasingly available to residents of even relatively remote islands such as Ambon. It 

is not yet fuily clear what impact these changes may have upon people's attitudes and 

actions in the future. 

Furthermore, despite the fact that the presence of European people in Zambia, as 

discussed in Southall's book (1973), was in many ways different to what took place in 

Soya, first under the colonial governments and later under the Indonesian 

government, nevertheless in essence, it actually results in the same thing which is to 

cause the life of indigenous inhabitants to change drastically and irreversibly. In the 

Soya case for example, it can be seen in the roles of outsiders as the power holders 

with a capacity to alter the lives of local inhabitants, especially in the social and 

economic aspects of life. Warren documents similar transformations in local 

organisation in Bali with the implementation of national regulations regarding the 

governance of villages and towns. (see Warren, C in Alexander (ed), 1989; and 1995). 

She also indicates that there has been resistance at the local level when villagers 

perceive that the government is not acting in a way to improve their lives (1989 : 51), 

even to the extent of large scale demonstrations. Mostly, however, she shows how the 

villagers were forced to adapt their traditional practices to cope with the changes 

imposed by the state, even when they had developed their own system which served 

them very well in their own estimation. In Java too, Guinness (Alexander (ed), 1989) 
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and Jellinek (1991) both demonstrate the ultimate penetration of the external world 

into the "Kampung" through the government and a growing capitalist economy. This 

occurred despite earlier resistance or indiference. 

On the political stage generally, what had been happening in India, seems to be similar 

to what took place in Soya village, in Bali and Java in recent times. Mahapatra 

(1986), has propounded the view that the new political system called Panchayati 

Raj95  was not universally accepted by the Santal people in India, because the system 

was new and strange to the tribal world. The impact of the Panchayati Raj system is 

also reported by Mandelbaum. In the same article cited above, Mandelbaum points 

out: 

Governmental agencies, of both the central and the state 
administrations, have attempted to encourage the growth of a new 
social organization in the village which would be able to cope with 
modern problems and could make the transition from the old order to 
some new procedure. Legislation has been passed in some provinces 
and funds provided to enable village council, panchayats, to be formed 
and to function (Mandelbaum, 1978 : 19). 

As I have indicated, the decree Number 5/1979 was intended to establish uniformity in 

village administration for the entire nation of Indonesia; and this system actually, it 

can be said, adopted the model of the Javanese territorial type village, with a few 

modifications. This fact allowed the villages of Java to continue functioning much as 

they did in the past. However, the situation was different for the great majority (if not 

95  A system of political decentralisation of authority which was introduced in Mayurbhanj disthct in 
the early 1950s. It consisted of two primary institutions : Panchayats and Panchayats Samitis. 
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all) of the villages in all the other islands of Indonesia which had to be reorganised and 

restructured (Soemardjan and Breazeale, 1993). Modification in the selection process 

and term of office of village officials, which also happened in the case of Soya for 

example (see Chapter 2 : 2.3.1), according to Soemardjan and Breazeale, imply two 

fundamental changes in village administration: 

The first is the social unit that constitutes the electorate. The old 
system recognises the nuclear family as the voting unit, whereas the 
new system makes the individual adult (anyone age 18 years or older) 
the legal voter. In this regard, the Law Number 5/1979 dissociates 
itself from the family-based social system (kekeluargaan), which is one 
of the principal elements in the state's basic ideology (Pancasila) and in 
the 1945 constitution (the legal and political pillar of the Republic of 
Indonesia). The second change is the elimination of an important 
institutional mechanism that existed in the old electoral system-that is, 
building long-term local leadership under the guidance of a wise old 
leader who holds office for life. Under the 1979 law, a new village 
head may take office every eight years (Soemardjan and Breazeale,. 
1993 : 13). 

Some impacts of reorganisation at the village government level in Bali communities 

were also reported by Warren (1995). To some extent, her report seems to document 

a similar set of conditions regarding the state's penetration into the adat government 

system to those occurring in Soya. In relation to the process and mechanisms for 

selecting the village officials, for instance, she points out that the dinas (hamlet) head 

actually used to be elected for a 5 year term of office as had been previous practice, 

but now that head is appointed by superordinate authorities (camat or "subdistrict 

head") for an indefinite period. According to her, this happened because there is no 

representative framework available under the new legislation at hamlet level. 

Similarly, the impact on the administrative region of Sanur-Bali, resulted after the 
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introduction of the new legislation of 1979, in Sanur changing from a traditional 

village into three separate administrative villages. One of these was officially 

designated a kelurahan (urban area). This is a similar process to that which was also 

happening in Soya (see information in the last paragraph of section 7.2.B). The other 

two became independent villages, administratively separated from their former single 

social unit. I have already noted the concerns of Soya people with regard to the break 

up of their traditional village forms. 

Even though the new legislation of 1979 has impacted significantly on the traditional 

village political institution, we find that, in fact, the adat system is actually still 

operating in certain respects. In regard to participation in decision making in Bali for 

instance, similarly to what has been happening in Soya, Warren found that the 

implementation of the new administrative village, generally lacks any real foundation 

in local social life. This is because the decision making process usually operated 

through monthly meetings (sangkepan) as a customary feature of local politics in the 

past. This provided the foundation for political and communal life. In a similar way, a 

general meeting used to be held annually in Soya, serving a similar function (see 

Chapter 6). 

My research in Soya broadly supports the conclusions drawn by Soemardjan and 

Breazeale, and also by Warren except that as I have shown, the older leaders continue 

to struggle to maintain their traditional roles by ensuring that they are the only 

acceptable candidates for official positions. 
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The role of the church as an "agent of social transformation" as it was experienced by 

the Soya villagers (and Ambon people in general), seems to be broadly similar to what 

is described as having happened in Rarotonga and Aitutaki villages, both located in 

Cook islands - South Pacific region. Beaglehole (1957), has pointed out that at the 

time of the coming of the white man to the Cook islands, the people of Rarotonga and 

Aitutaki were typical Polynesians living a life that conformed in all essential respects 

to a general Polynesian culture. But, at the beginning of the 19th century both 

Rarotonga and Aitutaki were visited by traders and very soon after missionaries came 

to settle in the islands, aboriginal culture was rather roughly disturbed, its equilibrium 

upset. People then learned new ways of doing things and new ways of believing and 

thinking about things. The process of social change was initiated which in one aspect 

or another of the culture has been going on ever since. My research suggests that the 

influence of the Church since the Portuguese first arrived has been extremely 

significant in shaping the processes of change in Soya. Even in the context of the 

expanded role of the Indonesian state into the village, the Church remains one of the 

dominant agencies organising people's lives and perceptions of themselves. 

7.1. The Impact of Transportation And Communication Facilities. 

Since the new socio-political order took over national leadership in Indonesia, they 

immediately took the initiative to implement development programs for all parts of 
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Indonesia. This was begun when the first-five year development plan (Pelita I - 

Pembangunan Lima Tahun I) was implemented in 1969. As a new country that had 

just proclaimed its national independence (1945), and because of economic 

deterioration during the old sociopolitical order96, it can be understood that the 

development which was executed through Pelita I could not have its impact directly 

on the entire Indonesian society. This can also be related to the great population of 

Indonesia which was spread through 13,667 islands. 

When the second-five year development plan (Pelita II) was enacted in 1974, there 

seemed to occur a change. For Soya village society, this was begun by renovation of 

the road from Ambon city to Soya (this road was made by the Japanese for the first 

time, but then damaged). Because the distance between Ambon city and Soya village 

is very small, as a result of the road renovation, Soya village now can be reached 

easily, especially by using motor vehicles. It takes around 15 minutes from the heart 

of Ambon city. The availability of transportation facilities then brought about some 

important changes relating to the demographic situation, economic activities and 

modern health practices. 

Furthermore, the successful development of the transportation facilities was then 

followed by the installation of electricity which came to this region at the end of 

1970's. Electricity could be said to be another factor which has significantly 

96  According to Far Eastern Economic Review 1968 Yearbook, deterioration of the economy was at 
its worst level in 1966 when the inflation rate was 714 per cent (see : Chu, Affian and Schrarnin, 
1991). 
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influenced some habits of the Soya people to be changed. The utilising of previous 

style of lantern called lampu gas (high-pressure kerosene lantern) or lampu teplok 

(kerosene lantern) for instance, have now been changed to electric lamps. In relation 

to this, 96 per cent of houses in Soya village use electric lamps currently. As well their 

earlier habit of listening to the radio which used battery power has altered. Now, 

people in Soya prefer to listen to a stereo set or television more than to the radio. 

According to my observation, there is an indication that the above things have already 

become a symbol of socio-economic status. I often heard from people about someone 

who had just bought a new stereo set or television. The priority which people give to 

these purchases above others shows that the electrical goods are considered specially 

valuable things in the eyes of Soya people and are a mark of improved socio-

economic standing. Jellinek (1991) describes a similar process in a Jakarta kampung 

prior to 1981. 

7.1.1. The Transportation And Demographic Aspect. 

The population (in Soya village as a whole) was substantially increased as a 

consequence of the availability of transportation. This is especially so in its domain 

areas such as Kayu Putih and Karang Panjang (Puleh and Waihoka), which are some 

distance away from the main village. The total number of outsiders who came to live 

in the domain areas became even bigger than the total number of people who lived in 

the main village itself (see : Table 2). From the angle of occupation (see : Table 3), 

research showed that most of the outsiders are office workers (government and 

private), especially those people who live in Kayu Putih. Meanwhile, Soya people 
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themselves still constitute a society predominantly made up of peasants. These facts 

actually can be understood as a direct consequence of the development process in 

Ambon city, especially in regard to the availability of various jobs and the 

development of educational institutions in the city. These things constitute "pull 

factors" which attract people from many parts of the Moluccas and from other places 

in Indonesia to come and live in the Soya area which is now considered close to the 

city. As noted, Soya itself now even constitutes a part of Ambon city in terms of 

government administrative regions. 

Once more, what has been experienced by Soya people, seems to have many 

similarities with what took place in other parts of the world such as in the 

Cochabamba Valley and the Santa Cruz region of Bolivia. Referring to Hennesy 

(1968), Heilbom (1979 : 264) demonstrated that the outsiders have increased in those 

regions especially after the opening of the new highway. This is in turn, caused new 

social groupings to appear which were based on ethnicity. In Soya too, there have 

been changes which have brought people of different ethnic origins into close 

proximity, sometimes in conflict situations. We will discuss this further below. 

The consequent demographic and ecological changes, then, have an important effect 

on various aspects of Soya social life such as the land ownership system and the 

presence of types of land (in term of tanah or dusun) rent. Presently, for instance, the 

land that is located in Batu Bulan, Karang Panjang and Kayu Putih, land which was 

formerly owned by some of the clans in Soya, has either already been sold off or is 
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rented to the outsiders for housing development. Considering the geographical 

situation of Kayu Putih, for example, which is located well up on the hill and which 

has seen significant improvement of the people's housing, high demand can be said to 

have caused development space to become very restricted already. 

Land which is leased to the outsiders, especially to the people usually simply called 

Butonese, could consist of tanah for housing or as dusun (orchards) which contain 

annual crops or tubercrops. The tanah for housing is usually leased by the Butonese 

from the owner for a couple of years, and they are not allowed to build a permanent 

house on the land. In addition, the dusun which are also rented by the Butonese, are 

only related to the particular crops such as pohon kelapa (coconut trees), cengkeh 

(clove), pala (nutmeg), or durian. In this case, the owner will be paid only for one or 

two seasons. Thus, if the harvest season is coming, the owner will have no rights to 

take the harvest, but will cede it to the tenant. 

Besides the commercial land rent relationship, we can find also another institutional 

system that might be said to be based on "patron-client" relations or "share cropping". 

Thus, the Butonese are given rights to keep the land and cultivate it and, when the 

harvest is gathered, the Butonese has an obligation to give a proportion of the harvest 

to the owner. Although the Butonese could be given certain rights either through the 

land rent institution or "patron-client" system, they are not allowed to plant annual 

crops. This actually constitutes a deliberate strategy of Soya people, because they do 

not want to face any dispute in the future. In other words, if they give rights to the 
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Butonese to cultivate only tubercrops, they believe that they can order the Butonese 

at anytime to get out from their dusun. The problem will be different if the owner 

gives the Butonese rights to cultivate annual crops, which would have to wait for the 

harvest. 

Looking again at the consequences of the improved availability of transportation, this 

facility does not actually bring many opportunities directly to the Soya people with 

regard to seeking jobs in the city, especially for the younger people. This problem 

should be understood primarily in relation to the standard of their education. 

Although I did not get statistical data regarding the above background (this data was 

not available from the village authorities), derived from the fact that the transportation 

facility became available just twenty years ago and based on my interviews with older 

people, I suspect that before the availability of transportation, Soya residents in 

general only could obtain education up to Elementary School level. Only a few people 

graduated from Lower Secondary School and Upper Secondary School. When I 

talked to two informants who were elderly people, one a graduate from Lower 

Secondary School and the other a graduate from Upper Secondary School, they could 

mention only a few names of companions when they were at school. 

Additionally, now that the transportation facility is available, most of the younger 

people can go easily to school in Ambon city. But, after they have finished Upper 

Secondary School, most of those interviewed said that they did not want to continue 

studying at University, because they would prefer to seek a job. However, the 
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problem is that Soya younger people, in general, cannot obtain jobs in the city. This 

fact is related to economic development and the job opportunities which are available 

in the city of Ambon and is the fact that the population is rising so fast. According to 

data which is published by the Ambon local government, economic development in 

Ambon city region during Pelita IV-1984/1989 (Fourth-Five Year Development Plan) 

was 4.99 per cent per year growth on average. On the one hand, it had an impact on 

the absorption of manpower that is always rising in conjunction with the expansion of 

the population; and on the other hand, the demands for manpower are still very 

restricted. According to the Department of Employment of the Ambon local 

government, the employment market in accord with demands during 1984/1989 can 

be shown as follows: 

Table 9. Employment Market, 1984/1989. 

Activities 1984/85 1985/86 1986/87 1987/88 1988/89 
Registered 3413 3601 3709 3068 4142 
Requested 885 563 740 549 549 
Realisation 833 477 508 509 594 

Source of data: Ambon local government. 

The above data, of course, does not embrace the people who are still looking for jobs 

but have not registered themselves. This is the "disguised" or "hidden" 

unemployment. In the first year of Pelita V (1989) for example, there were 130,500 

registered manpower units, and it is being estimated that this will reach 145,890 

manpower units in the last year of Pelita V - 1994 (It is an "officially registered" 

estimation; this does not include all potential job seekers). Thus considering this 

situation, we might say that it is not easy for the younger Soya people to get a job in 

the city, even less if they want to get ajob as a civil servant. 
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The difference in occupation in the village between the outsiders and the Soya people 

(which can be said still to be predominantly a peasant society) as is revealed in 

previous Table 3, does not mean that the outsiders are more wealthy or prosperous 

than the Soya people just because most of them are city workers. If we use the type of 

house as an indicator to measure the prosperity of those people for example, in Soya, 

we could find 95 per cent people's housing are permanent or commonly called rumah 

ba1u97  (literally "stone house"); while in the domain areas especially in Batu Bulan and 

both Karang Panjang areas, we still find that most of the houses which are located 

there consist of those classified as "semi permanent98  " and "hut99  ". Furthermore, in 

relation to house development in Soya, we should note that the Soya people generally 

do not build the complete house at one time, because they have no cash. Their major 

income generally depends on selling sopi (traditional liquor/distilled palm wine) or 

sageru (palm toddy) and the fruit season especially durian. Thus, when they have got 

money, they will go to buy a few construction materials. This will happen for a couple 

of seasons until finally they can fix their house up. 

The main construction materials consist of brick, timber, and cement. The roof is usually covered 
by zinc. 

98  Made from stone mixed with cement up from foundation to half the height of the house. Its 
combined with planks for the remainder wall. The roof is covered by zinc or leaves of the sago tree 
called atap. 

99  The whole house is made from leaves of the sago tree. But, it could also be combined with plank 
for the half wall down to the earth. 
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7.1.2. The Transportation And Economic Activities. 

Although during the 1970's, public transportation was not available yet, Soya 

producers could bring their harvest to the Ambon market by foot along an asphalt 

road. This can be compared to former times when they had to pass over some 

temporary bridges and a damaged road. More importantly, a few years later, the 

public bus was already available even though only as far as the Kayu Putih area (the 

distance between Kayu Putih and Soya is about 1 kilometre up a steep hill). This fact 

of course, was very helpful, because all the people who lived in the hill villages such 

as Ema, Naku, Hatalai, Kilang, and Soya itself,  usually carried their harvest on their 

shoulders or p1/cu! (for men), or on their heads or keku (for women) and went from 

door to door in Ambon city or walked to Ambon market to sell their harvest. Thus, 

when the bus was available in Kayu Putih, those people just needed to walk there and 

then used the bus to go to the city. 

In later developments, the availability of transportation encouraged some businessmen 

to do pioneering work in order to provide public buses to and from Soya village. 

Finally, transport to and from Soya is able to be obtained easily nowadays. Presently, 

there are about 7 public buses, minibus in form, which have the capacity to 

accommodate between 12 and 20 passengers (this total excludes some buses which 

operate only as far as Kayu Putih). The buses are owned by Soya people who live in 

Ambon city, and Chinese (who now hold Indonesian nationality) who live in Kayu 
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Putih. The buses normally start to operate from 5.30 am and continue working till 

11.00 pm. Usually when it is the harvest season, especially the durian season, the 

buses will be operated for longer periods than the above time range. This is intended 

to serve Soya people who want to bring their commodities to Ambon market. If there 

are many durian available which are intended to be sold, the owners can hire the bus, 

or sometimes more than two owners put their money together and charter the bus to 

drive them to the market. 

Once the Soya people got the facility to go easily to the market, it changed their 

habits with regard to their marketing system. As I have mentioned before, Soya 

people have two kinds of marketing strategy in order to sell their product. Firstly, a 

real market in terms of a special or certain place where the sellers and buyers meet 

together; and secondly, a market which is created by them by walking from door to 

door. The second pattern is not being conducted anymore since the availability of 

public transportation to and from Soya village. The crucial questions that need to be 

answered are, why has this habit changed ? Does the transportation facility constitute 

a main factor that has changed their habits ? Are they sure that they can get certain 

customers in the Ambon market, compared to if they sell their product door to door? 

Basically the door to door system has its own strength in relation to getting a number 

of certain customers. By the door to door system, they actually have the possibility of 

gaining a good price, and potentially, their product can be sold out quickly (customers 

do not need to go to market), compared to if they must sell their product in the 
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market and have to face a risk in terms of price competition. When this question was 

raised, according to the sellers, besides reporting that they felt tired from walking and 

carrying their product on shoulders or on the head, they were also sure that their 

product possessed its own market. Therefore, they did not take competition with 

other sellers into account. In my direct observation at the Ambon market when they 

were there to sell durian, it seems to me that they have had a particular market. I saw 

many customers come over and ask about durian from Soya. With regard to this, from 

the distant past up to present days, generally durian from hill villages such as Soya, 

Hatalai and Ema are very famous in Ambon city. This fact causes many durian sellers 

in Ambon city often to represent their durian as coming from the above hill villages, 

when, in fact, it does not. 

7.1.3. The Transportation And Modern Health Practices. 

Furthermore, the availability of transport facilities has also changed customs relating 

to health and medical treatment as practised by the Soya people. In the past, before 

the public bus became available, Soya people rarely brought a medical patient or 

women who are about to give birth to hospital. They preferred to use a traditional 

healer in order to solve their problem. Recently, this habit has already changed so that 

a medical patient will be carried to a doctor or hospital using public transportation, as 

well women who want to give birth. Besides Soya people being able to reach Ambon 

city easily for medical reasons, there is actually a Pusat Kesehatan Masyara/cat 

(Puskesmas) or "Community Health Centre" which is located in the Kayu Putih area. 
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Usually, Soya people come to the Puskesmas only for an examination of slight illness 

such as a cough or cold. But if necessary, especially in emergency situations, by using 

public transportation, they also can get a first aid from the Puskesmas before they go 

to the hospital or doctor in Ambon. 

7.1.4. Television And Its Impact: Changes In 
Attitude, Behaviour, And Percepfion. 

In Soya, not every house had installed television. For people who did not have the 

television, they mostly went to neighbouring houses and watched it there. Once a set 

is switched on, it usually remains on till the end of the late programs, no matter how 

uninteresting the programs are, or till all company has gone. Turning off the set at will 

is considered socially inappropriate. From my point of view, this attitude has its root 

deeply in the social value called malu hatE or literally being "ashamed". Thus, for Soya 

people (Ambon people in general), a guest is always regarded as a "master" who 

should be treated properly. If they do not treat their guest properly, they fear that the 

guest will consider them to be orang yang seng ta(h)u aturan or "shameless". 

There are three television stations that can be received by Soya people : TelevisE 

Pendidikan Indonesia (TPI), Rajawali Citra TelevisE Indonesia (RCTI); and TelevisE 

Republik Indonesia (TVRI). TPI and RCTI constitute commercial stations, owned by 

a private company; meanwhile TVRI constitutes television which is under the direct 

control of the government. The television programs regularly begin at 9.30 am local 
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time and continue until about 02.00 am the next day. Because the TPI is intended to 

broadcast educational matters especially for elementary, lower secondary and upper 

secondary students, its programs, as a national broadcast, always begin at 9.30 am 

and finish at 04.00 pm (people who have parabolic antenna can receive TPI for the 

evening programs. These are entertainment programs). At the same time, it will be 

replaced by TVRI-local station-Ambon until 07.00 pm, then its followed by TVRI 

national programs. This is different to RCTI, which usually begins at 9.30 am and 

lasts until 02.00 am the next day. 

Although all Indonesian television stations should comply with three specific policies 

which have been declared by the national government, namely, the promotion of 

national unity and integration, the promotion of national development, and the 

promotion of political stability; in fact, each of the above stations has their own 

approach to bringing about the specific policy. TVRI for example, contains programs 

which are primarily directed to demonstrate the result of development programs 

throughout Indonesia. TPI is, of course, focused on a special field, education. On the 

other hand, RCTI seems to be in a unique situation, because there are plenty of 

straight entertainment programs which are broadcast via this station. 

Before the RCTI spread their national programs, of course, Soya people did not have 

many choices in trying to find interesting programs that they wanted to see. But, after 

the RCTI came on the air, Soya people have the option to decide which is the station 

that they prefer to switch on : TPI or RCTI, or between TVRI and RCTI. In fact, 
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since the arrival of RCTI, Soya people prefer to watch this station compared to the 

other stations. Even when I was there, I found several people had bought new 

television sets just to fiulflhl their desire to catch the RCTI broadcast; as well as other 

people who already had television, but who bought a new antenna in order to 

facilitate them receiving the RCTI broadcast. However, there is one national program 

which is broadcast by TVRI (and all commercial television stations who are required 

to merge for this time) which most Soya people do like to see, this is Dunia Dalam 

Berita or "World News". This program contains news concerning everything that is 

happening in the rest of the world. The news that always attracts their attention is 

conflict between Israel and Palestine or the United States and another Islamic country. 

Additionally, the television announcer sometimes presents news about other conflicts 

such as the United States against Iraq. In their eyes, the conflict is always seen as a 

conflict between Christianity (Protestant) and Islam. This is, in turn, informs their 

feelings of solidarity towards the United States and Israel which are curiously both 

regarded as Christian countries, opposed to the militant muslim countries. If they had 

watched television (world news) on the previous night and there was news about the 

above conflict, they usually discussed the issue on the following day. 

This misconception of the Israeli situation actually shows that they have received only 

partial information, without an adequate selection process, in terms of how to 

separate the "clash of ideology, and economic-political interest" among those 

countries. In other words, the factors which formed the background of the conflicts 

cited above, were actually not as they were imagined by the people of Soya to be. 
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What they knew was only related to their own backgrounds as Christians in a Muslim 

dominated country. The United States and Israel are constituted as a part of their life 

viewed through this opposition. In other words, they give their solidarity toward the 

United States or Israel, just because they believe that they have a similar religion to 

those countries and like them are confronted with the potential for Muslim 

domination. 

With the presence of television, the pattern of information-seeking in Soya village has 

also changed. As I have mentioned previously, Soya people prefer to watch television 

more than to listen to radio. This does not mean that they never listened to the radio 

anymore, but they sometimes just turned on the radio in the morning (before 

television time) especially to listen to the news. When the television broadcast time 

arrives, they generally prefer to turn on the television. Thus, some programs on the 

radio which contain information related to their life as a village society, such as those 

concerning agricultural technology, are never heard by them anymore (Before RCTI 

comes on the air, they prefer to watch the same things on TVRI). Moreover, even 

when in the past they watched TVR.I, including programs regarding agricultural 

technology, I did not find that they had any impact on their agriculture activities or 

productive economic behaviour. In this village, I did not even find Bimas or literally 

the "Mass Guidance Movement". The Bimas movement is known as a nation-wide 

organisation to promote rural development at the village level. Its chief function is to 

propagate modern agriculture technologies by showing the farmers how to use 

chemical fertilisers, insecticides, and new seeds in term of agricultural development in 
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general, and to provide support for rice growing in particular. In relation to this, I 

contend that Soya producers do not fit into the preferred pattern of agricultural 

adoption, because they have no special intention to develop their business. In other 

words, even though the importance of the agricultural market ideally could be realised 

as chance to distribute and sell their products, and although agricultural employment 

can be regarded as one possible solution for the unemployment situation in the Ambon 

region, nevertheless Soya people prefer to conduct their economic activities without a 

desire to develop their business through the accumulation of capital. In order to 

satisfy the relatively limited needs of their lifestyle, they only rely on fruit trees where 

most of these trees are inherited from their parents, or tap the sugar palm tree, or if 

they have a kebun, they just plant it with cassava, taro or sweet potato sufficient for 

their daily life. Thus, this kebun is not intended primarily as a commercial business. 

Also in the past, they were predominantly clove farmers rather than rice growers. 

That is why they are less interested in new agricultural programs offered by television, 

especially the TVRI. They consider the investment required to develop a greater cash 

cropping system would be too great to be worth the effort. This is mainly because 

they would have to open new gardens at some considerable distance from the village 

and would thus have to spend a lot of time and energy travelling as well as in 

cultivating. They prefer to stay close to the village and work the land available there. 

It is mostly the Butonese incomers who develop the new gardens further away under 

licence from the Soya people. 
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Besides the availability of the transportation facility being a factor that supports Soya 

people in obtaining modern health practices, these better practices are also strongly 

affected by the presence of television programs (especially TVRI). At the time when 

TVRT constituted the only station that could be received by the Soya people, indeed, 

all programs became familiar to them, including various messages from the 

government, particularly the Departemen Kesehatan or "Department of Health". 

Through the messages, this department encourages people how to live healthily and 

also introduces them to the idea of utilising Puskesmas. As well, the family planning 

issue is frequently dealt with, because this issue is considered by government to be an 

fundamentally important one. The government is very insistent in its efforts to launch 

the program through mass media, including television. In relation to this, (the facts 

shows that) most of the Soya people, especially the young couples, have between 2 or 

3 children on average. This truth could be identified through the distribution of 

household by size (Table 8), where 54.72 per cent of families has between 1 and 4 

members in their household. Thus generally speaking, the television has also 

contributed to the adoption of family planning. 

Furthermore, despite all television stations using Bahasa Indonesia or the national 

"Indonesian language" to conduct their programs, this does not really influence the 

local language (Ambonese Malay) which is used by Soya people every day, especially 

in daily conversation amongst themselves. However, on other occasions, during 

services in the church or in people's houses, the priest or someone who has been 

appointed to lead the service usually uses the Indonesian language. Thus, actually in 
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this context, it is not the TVRI or any other television station but the role of church 

which should also be noted as a primary "tool" to socialise people into use of the 

Indonesian language. This derives from an early decision by the Dutch to use formal 

Malay, also. In relation to this, the Indonesian language is also used by Soya people 

spontaneously on occasions, primarily when they talk to unknown guests or 

government officials who come to visit their village. But sometimes, it depends on the 

topic of conversation itself which language is employed, because I found that if 

conversation is directed to normal or everyday topics, they may reply in Ambonese 

Malay even when addressed in Indonesian. I found the same fact when I attended the 

meeting of LIVID where people who were involved in this meeting talked in a mixture 

of the Indonesian and Ambonese Malay languages. 

In addition to normal antenna, we can find one parabolic antenna in the main village 

(compared to Kayu Putih, where there are more than 4 parabolic antenna). These 

antenna give people in the village access directly to many programmes relayed by 

sattelite and therefore significantly broaden the amount of information available. 

However, the most interesting thing regarding the presence of the antenna in the main 

village from the point of view of many of the villagers is that the antenna is always 

regarded as a source of problems concerning television reception for people in its 

surrounding area. This is because most of the people, before the antenna was installed 

in Soya (the main village), had good reception. So, they complain that they have 

become dissatisfied concerning the reception because of the antenna. In a later 

development, experience showed that although the antenna was still installed there, 
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people in the surrounding area stopped having trouble with their television reception. 

This suggests that village society in general, and Soya society particularly, often has a 

tendency to accept something new with initial suspicion, even more so if the presence 

of the new thing coincides with an unexpected incident. Thus, without thinking twice, 

people identified the new thing as the source of trouble. This is consistent with a 

general mistrust of what comes from outside, at least in the early days of experiencing 

it. 

The other communication instrument that has appeared in the Soya region (Soya Atas 

and Kayu Putih) recently is the telephone. Although this instrument is not installed yet 

in the main village, the cables are already there. In Kayu Putih, besides a public 

telephone (pay phone) which is situated there, generally, most of the Kayu Putih 

people have their own telephone. Derived from this fact, I suspect that if one day 

Soya people possess their own telephone in their houses, it will bring change in 

personal interaction aspects of their lives. Because in this context, if they intend to 

contact somebody for certain purposes, they used to walk to somebody's house and 

communicate what they want. But, if they get telephones in the future, the physical 

meeting between the two people will probably decrease. 

As a basically peasant society, the traditional status of sons in the family or clan 

environment is an important one, because it is related to the land inheritance system 

and to the mobilisation of human resources. As a peasant society which relies on a 

patrilineal system, land composed most of a family's wealth that is passed down 
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through the son's lineage. Besides that, the son also constitutes the manpower which 

is expected to cultivate the land. Changes then appear when they have to face some 

facts such as : most of the family land or clan land is already sold to outsiders, a 

modern transportation now exists, and incessant television programs regarding 

education are being received. These factors cause the parents increasingly to prefer to 

send their children to school, and to hope that the children can get a good job in the 

future. Based on the result of interviews, I found most of the parents do not now 

expect their children to be farmers in the future. According to them, this is because 

the "peasant world" does not promise a better life for their children in the future. 

From this point of view, we can find significant changes in orientation over the 

economic value of a child as a future investment in terms of not just bringing security 

to himself but also for family (especially the nuclear family) life. 

In light of the above description, we might conclude that the transportation and 

communication facilities have already become a part of Soya people's life. It seems to 

me that they really enjoy the facilities which are regarded as assisting them in many 

aspects of their life. They do not need to carry their products on their shoulders or on 

their head anymore, and they can also enjoy the television programs when they come 

back from work. I contend that, the only major thing that needs to be followed up in 

the future is the impact of the presence of commercial television (RCTI and TPI) 

which is related to the question : does the television stimulate consumption of 

advertised products which are promoted by the television? This question needs to be 
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As a consequence of the presence of the outsiders in the domain areas, they then play 

roles in various aspects of social life. In economic terms, the outsiders are primarily 

represented by the Butonese who have been looking after land owned by the original 

Soya people, or who may become middle men representing the economic interest of 

Chinese merchants especially with regard to trading in spices (clove and 

nutmeg).There is also a Chinese who lives in Kayu Putih who has a business driving 

public transport and who also owns a small shop. 

Generally, the lands that are being rented to the Butonese are located far from the 

main village. Soya people as the owners only go to visit their land occasionally; 

meanwhile the Butonese as tenants go to visit the owner in order to give them their 

share when the harvest season has come. In addition, the Butonese who have been 

given rights to look after the land, are often asked also to cut down firewood for the 

owner. In the past, they were also trading in spices. When the clove and nutmeg 

prices were high in the local market, there were several Butonese acting as middle 

men who could be found in the main village. However, since the prices have gone 

down, there only remain three people in this trade including one who comes from the 

neighbouring village, Ema. These people always wait for the seller beneath a lychee 

tree which is situated at the bus terminal in Soya village. Thus, the Soya people who 

have several kilograms of cloves, nutmeg or mace for instance, can sell to those 

middle men directly. The role of the Butonese as buyers also appears in the 

transaction of sageru or "palm toddy" and sopi or "distilled palm wine". In this case, 

several producers of the sageru and sopi have a permanent contract with the 
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Butonese. The Butonese usually come to Soya every two or three days to collect the 

order, and the producers will be paid at that time or at the next deal, depending on a 

"gentlemen's agreement" between them. 

The social roles of the outsiders in community interaction, especially for the people 

who live in Kayu Putih might be said to occur only in particular in relation to church 

organisation. It does not appear for other domain areas, because of two reasons 

firstly, in those areas the congregation are under the coordination of the rival 

congregations of Bethania Church and Imanuel Church; secondly, there are only a 

few special persons who live in the other areas (excluding the Kayu Putih area) who 

are appointed as LMD (village council) member or LKMD (village social activities 

group) member according to national government system. 

On the political stage, the roles of the outsiders seems to be limited. This is because, 

Soya people in the main village still consider themselves as an adat village, and also 

because the village government system, practically, is running as though based on the 

adat system. Although the presence of the outsiders can be seen in the body of LMD 

or LKMD, the total number of the outsiders in both bodies are smaller than the total 

number of Soya original people. This fact means that, whereas the existence of the 

outsiders in the bodies can lead to them trying to force their ideas for instance, by 

using a sentiment of "in group solidarity", the original people of Soya village actually 

still have the power to protect their interests. 
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7.2.B. The Perception of The Original Soya 
People Toward The Outsiders. 

The outsiders in the Soya domain areas (and some in the main village) usually are 

called by the original people "orang-orang dagang" or literally means "merchant 

men". This title then gives indication of a background attitude of the original people 

where they seems to have self confdence when they face trouble with the outsiders. I 

have found in their daily conversation with regard to certain problems for instance, 

they mostly said that : ah, dong orang dagang saja kok, jadE mau apa ? (ah, they are 

just merchant men, so what do they want ?). This statement, in essence, contains an 

attitude of the Soya people where they want to declare that they have rights to do 

everything over the village and its domain areas, as the original land owners. 

The Soya original people always look to the outsiders, particularly to those people 

who live in the Kayu Putih area with a suspicious feeling. This feeling could be 

identified through church activities which were implemented by the outsiders in Kayu 

Putih. The development of a parish house and the planning for rehabilitating the 

branch Church in Kayu Putih for example, were regarded by the original Soya people 

as an indication that the outsiders who lived in the Kayu Putih area want to release 

themselves and attempt to form a new congregation. The original people are worried 

because if this happens then probably it will be followed by an attempt to create a new 

Kelurahan which is administratively separate from the Soya village government. They 

have developed this feeling, because both places are located close to each other and 

also because they had already had the experience in the past when Batu Meja, its 
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domain area, released itself from them, and finally, Karang Panjang Waihoka became 

a new Kelurahan apart from Soya village. Furthermore, according to my informants, 

in the last couple of years when the congregation meeting was held, there was an idea 

to divide Soya congregation into two parts - Soya itself and the Kayu Putih. This 

issue was launched by the outsiders who live in Kayu Putih and who were participants 

in the meeting. Eventually, a dispute situation appeared to surface because most of the 

participants did not agree with that idea. This experience then caused Soya's original 

people, especially those who were involved in the meeting the next time, to be aware 

and they prepared themselves in order to fight against any attempt to reintroduce that 

kind of issue. 

The suspicious feeling that I have pointed out, actually can be understood if we try to 

conceive the background of Soya society, and its relation to the development process 

recently. In village society, generally, we find a degree of social life which is coloured 

by homogeneity and solid kinship relationship between villagers. This was the case in 

Soya society. But, when this village became open, easy to reach, and the presence of 

the outsiders who had lived relatively close to them became real, then they got a 

feeling that they were facing a power from outside which was regarded as a disturbing 

force toward the harmony of their social life. 

So, in my opinion, actually they are not afraid of the people of Kayu Putih, but what 

they do worry about is the intervention of the Ambon local government in determining 

the administrative status of the Kayu Putih. Taking the new Kelurahan in Karang 
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Panjang Waihoka for example; this Kelurahan was declared on 22 August 1993, and 

there was no argument demonstrated by the Soya people at the time, even during the 

preparation period. Thus, it seems to me that the Soya people do realise that they 

have no power to reject any changes that are ordered by the Ambon local 

government. This is because, the Ambon local government usually used the main 

reason that "it is all in the interest of development". So, the Soya people did not dare 

to show their objection, because they would be considered as people that have no 

intention to support the nationally sanctioned development programs. Looking back 

at the above perception, I finally contend that the suspicious feeling that is shown by 

the Soya people constitutes a reaction to cover their real desire to preserve their own 

land, which they now perceive to be disappearing at an alarming rate. 

7.3. The Role of Adat And Its Recent Changes In Social Life. 

Adat, in essence, constitutes "custom" which is implemented from generation to 

generation. This custom is actually made up of value systems which are trusted by 

society and which keep their social and political life in relative harmony; that is, 

between humans and their environment, between humans and their ancestors, and 

between humans and their creator (the God). 

As an "opened society", one now directly exposed to manifold outside influences, 

Soya people, indeed, cannot avoid various forces that change their primary values as 
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these existed in their adat system. From the various "agents of social transformation", 

then the roles of church should be illuminated by special attention, if we recall its 

dominant roles in Soya social life, including its effect on the adat system. 

7.3.1. The Church As An "Agent of Social Transformation". 

The strong influence of the Christians on the adat system in Soya recently, can be 

identified in the form of the celebration of a regular adat ceremony which usually 

takes place annually. In this ceremony, the church will be represented by the priest 

who leads a prayer in the Christian way when the meeting of the extended saniri is 

being held, and then he also gives a speech representing the church institution in the 

Baeleo. Moreover, change also occurs in pasawari (pray in traditional way) that now 

besides being directed to the ancestors, is also addressed to the Trinitarian formula of 

Christianity: God the Father, Jesus Christ, and the Holy Spirit102  (see: Chapter 6). 

Considering the above facts, I suspect that the Christian missionaries in the past did 

not want to modify the pasawari dramatically or even to prohibit or remove the annual 

ceremony, only in order to avoid any dispute in social life. This may be because if they 

had done so, probably their lives would have been in danger. Thus, we might say that, 

it constituted a strategy of those missionaries to put the Christian doctrine into the 

02 Besides the Trinitarian formula of Christianity being added into the pasawari, I think that was the 
beginning as well for the transformation of traditional language to Ambon Malay language which 
is used in pasawari recently (see : Chapter 6). For further information about language as an 
European imperialist legacy, see : John Isbister, 1993. 
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adat system with minimal risk. This can be understood if we consider the situation 

which the missionaries perceived that they faced the first occasion. In Xavier's letter, 

written from Ambon on 10 May 1546 and directed to his confteres in Europe, for 

example, he enclosed with the letter a supplement where he added a detailed account 

of the land and its people. To quote some of the supplement in his letter, it began as 

follows: 

The people of these islands are very barbaric and full of treachery. 
They are more brown than black, an extremely unpleasant people. 
There are islands in these parts in which they eat each other; this 
happens when they are making war against each other and kill each 
other in battle, and not in another maimer. These people are so 
barbaric that there are islands where one neighbor asks another (when 
he wishes to have a great feast) for the loan of his father if he is very 
old so that he may be eaten, promising him that he will give him his 
own father when he is old and he wishes to have a banquet 
(Schurhammer, 1980). 

Presently, because the Trinitarian formula is already incorporated in the pasawari, 

then it could be regarded as a form of legitimacy which is given by the church, so that 

adat in this context is considered not to contradict the Christian values. This fact is 

actually a dilemma, because on the other hand, the church has an interest in 

countering any traditional ceremonies which are related to the souls of ancestors. The 

interesting question is, why is the above ceremony still tolerated by the church to the 

present day whereas in fact, there is a practice related to what might be termed "idols" 

embodied in the ceremony ? In my view this happens, firstly, because the values 

which are embodied in the ceremony are already justified with regard to the Christian 

doctrine, that is as a "preparation" to receive the "Christmas Child", because 
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coincidentally this ceremony is always undertaken in December; and secondly, 

because this ceremony has already become an asset as a tourism object. Also Soya 

society itself still feels proud about the performances of the ceremony, because for 

them, it constitutes a manifestation of their attempt to maintain the adat system. But 

on the other hand, as the result of the justification of the ceremony's purpose, Soya 

society, in general, does not consider the ceremony anymore as something that should 

be executed with care. By using information based on some research formerly'°3  and 

comparing it to the recent performances of the traditional ceremony, we can find out 

that there are many former rules that are never followed by participants of the 

ceremony anymore. In the past for example, the location of matawana (staying up and 

talking all night) was in Samurele (this is a name of a teung and is located close to the 

recent Baeleo), but now it has been transferred to Tunisou (name of the teung of Soa 

Pera, located near the Raja's house). In addition, there have been changes in the 

traditional clothes. In the past, the participant wore a traditional cloth called cidaku, 

but recently they have changed it to borci (a kind of black long shirt-down to the 

knee). Specifically in relation to the change of the cloth, although I have no data on 

"why they changed their cloth", I suspect that it might be related to the influence of 

missionaries. According to Andaya (1993), as I have quoted formerly, Xavier gave 

them Christian names and European clothes in order to mark a "new life". Taking a 

similar case from Rarotonga (South Pacific region) for instance, there was the 

missionary insistence that the people should wear "decent" clothing. This is because 

the aboriginal clothing had consisted of a waist band or maro for men, and a grass kilt 

103 See J. Roder, 1939; Cooley, 1962. 
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or skirt for women. The missionary then introduced gowns and insisted on women 

dressing from neck-to-ankle, while men should wear trousers, shirt and a coat 

(Beaglehole, 1957). 

As suggested recently, the "cleansing ceremony discussed above has become a 

tourism object, and this actually indicates an important change in the perception of 

Soya people towards their adat system. This fact relates to the development of the 

tourism program introduced by the provincial government which is intended to attract 

tourists especially from overseas. Although the people did not get any reward in the 

form of money for their performance in the ceremony, from their point of view, the 

performance itself has already become a form of recognition for their adat on the part 

of the government. 

The perception of Soya society towards their adat in terms of daily usage, especially 

in relation to the treatment their teung, seems to suggest that they are not respected 

anymore. According to my informants, in the past, the stones (teung) were given 

respect by the society and they even felt afraid to approach the place where the stones 

were located. Nowadays, most people put their laundered clothes or other things on 

the stones to dry them without fear. Furthermore, in relation to the development of a 

clean water tank in 1993, I found that many of construction materials such as cast iron 

and brick were placed on one of the sacred stones called batu besar (hatu = batu 

(md) = stone; ela = besar (md) = big). On the other hand, there are certain sacred 

places which are feared by a small number of society members. In relation to the 
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development of the above clean water tank for instance, there was a bitter dispute 

regarding where they must build a tank in order to supply water to the lowland area. 

In the beginning, the workers had a plan to build the tank in the baeleo area, because 

that place was considered situated suitably high. Because the area of the baeleo was 

regarded as a sacred place, several workers who were original Soya people felt afraid 

to dig it up; while most of the society gave their support and agreed with the plan to 

dig up the place. The people who were in accord then suggested that they call the 

priest and ask him for a prayer at the place. This was intended to cause the 

supernatural power of the place to be lost. However, as the result of the dispute, they 

finally agreed to move the tank to another place. 

The desire to call the priest as I have cited above, actually constitutes an interesting 

phenomenon to be considered. This is because, it indicates that most of the people 

considered that the power of God through the priest could help them to avoid any risk 

from an act against their past usage of honouring the sacred place. It also 

demonstrates that the effect of adat, which is related to the power held by their 

ancestors, had already decreased (even almost disappeared) and had been replaced by 

the power of God through the priest and his church. 

Another thing that has already changed is the habit of calling orang/tukang barobat 

(md : dukun) or "traditional healer" if there is a needy patient. Recently, Soya people 

prefer to bring the patient to a doctor or hospital, and besides, they always ask the 

priest or member of the congregation committee to pray for the patient. But, this fact 
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seems to differ with other cases such as when suffering from a loss. Some cases which 

were reported to me by my informants indicate that, several people actually still 

believe in the traditional healer. According to my informants, there is a Butonese man 

who is regarded as a traditional healer and who possesses an ability to find a missing 

object. He is a Moslem, but he does his "work" using the "Holy Bible". Considering 

the Christian conviction of the society, I think that they believe in the traditional 

healer just because he is using the Holy Bible. Thus in conclusion, we might say that, 

the perception of people towards their adat system has changed. The attitude of 

contemporary society is concentrated more on values which have been introduced by 

Christianity and its proponents. 

As noted in the section regarding social classification above, Soya society is arranged 

spatially and socially according to Sekior and Unit areas that were created by the 

church. Even the present village government has no desire to develop a new one 

based on national regulations, because it wishes to avoid dualism in leadership. Thus 

the village government always uses the church system of classification to support their 

interests. It seems that this fact then gives effect to the existence of informal 

leadership such as the status members of the congregation committee being an 

honourable and influential one. As "tools" of the church who live in a particular sektor 

or unit, the members of the conmiittee often do their job as informal leaders. Almost 

all people who have private or family problems come to the member and ask to have a 

prayer said. This leadership is nearly similar to the status and role of the leader of a 
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clan, called Upu and the leader of soa, called Kepala Soa in the past, where every 

problem that appears in the clan or soa is solved by them. 

In addition to the attempt to propagate various levels of information relating the 

village development program or educational matters, the formal leader of the village 

always uses the service in the church or in the people's houses to disseminate 

information. Compared to the past situation, the village government now usually gives 

their information to the people via the head of the soa (Kepala Soa), or through the 

sound of a tfa (traditional drum), or the government asks a Marinyu (messenger) to 

pass on the information by walking around the Soya and shouting (tabaos). 

Basically, from the Portuguese period and through the rule of the Dutch, we can 

recognise their interest with regard to the existence of the church and its leading role 

in the social structure. Apart from the real mission of the church, to ensure the 

presence of the religion through their missionaries, they used it to extend their 

influence over the local community. Thus, they can control the society through the 

hands of missionaries. The strategy of coloniser on the one hand, and the church 

(missionaries) on the other hand, actually can be seen in the interior of the church. In 

other words, the interior of the church can give us an important insight regarding the 

strategy employed in order that the church and its mission could be received by the 

local community. 
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For traditional societies in the central Moluccas, the Baeleo has a special meaning; it 

is not just a place for meeting purpose or other adat activities, but also constitutes a 

microcosm of the village. This is because all clans have their obligation to contribute a 

pole which is used as part of the construction the Baeleo. Thus, the total number of 

clans in a village can be identified from the total number of poles in the Baeleo, where 

each pole will be positioned in the Baeleo according to the status of clan. The essence 

of this concept seems similar to the design of the interior of the church, although they 

are different in form. In relation to the Baeleo in Soya, something which needs to be 

emphasised is that it has different form compared to other forms of Baeleo which are 

commonly found in Central Moluccas. If in Central Moluccas, the Baeleo is built in 

the form of a "traditional house", then in Soya, what they call the Baeleo only 

constitutes a field where most of their teung stones are located. Thus, these teung can 

be regarded as poles and also represents a microcosm of the village in terms of its 

group structure. 

We find inside the Soya church that the Raja, the members of the village council, and 

the members of the congregation committee have their own special place in the form 

of a long bench separated from other congregation members. Each bench is set at a 

different height. The highest one is the bench for the Raja, it is followed by the bench 

of the village council, and the bench of the congregation committee. Compared to the 

Raja's bench, the pulpit of the priest looks to be higher. The critical question is, why 

the interior of the church should be designed like that, whereas, one of the Christian 

doctrines points out that all people possess a similar status in the eyes of God? 
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According to my opinion, the situation outlined above constituted a deliberate change 

which was designed by the coloniser and the missionaries in order to maintain the 

picture of the village as a microcosm as we could found in the form of Baeleo 

formerly. In other words, they adopt a certain value which was contained in the 

Baeleo concept, then used it to build a "Christian Baeleo" that is normally called 

church. It was a direct substitute for the former centre of religion and adat. 

Compared to conditions in the past, the role of the priest in the church seems to me 

almost similar to the role of the Upu. In ancient times, all members of the clan usually 

came together in the place where their teung were located. The leader (Upu) then 

talked to them from a high place (in Soya we can still find a high place for giving a 

speech called Batu Stori which is located in the Baeleo). Thus, if in the past, the Upu 

was regarded as a personification of the ancestors, nowadays, the priest is regarded as 

a servant of the God. It means that, the priest in recent days has already taken over 

the role of the Upu in terms of the role of adviser for all the people. Because of this 

fact, it is no surprise, if people give their respect to the priest and his congregation 

conmittee more than to the formal official leader in the village. 
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7.3.2. The Impact of The Christian Doctrine 
And The "Money Economy". 

As a peasant society, land for the Soya people must contain an important meaning. 

Besides the land constituting an asset in terms of its ftmction as a production tool, it is 

also related to their ancestors. Thus in short, the land possesses a strong relationship 

to their livelihood and to their ancestors. This view is supported by a background 

concept of gunung-tanah or literally "mountain-land" that colours the thoughts of the 

Soya village community (see : Chapter 1). So, because the land constitutes an 

ancestral inheritance and is regarded as the basis of living, therefore the land needs to 

be preserved and used appropriately. Since the land is regarded as sacred by the Soya 

village community (ancestral inheritance) and also crucially related to the system of 

livelihood, then ancestral rituals have an important meaning for the villagers. This 

relationship can be seen mainly in one regular ceremony, namely, the Village 

Cleansing Ceremony which is undertaken annually (see: Chapter 6). 

Since the Soya inhabitants were in contact with foreign peoples, and are now facing a 

significant effect from innovative patterns introduced by external forces, then their 

status might appear to be merely just to receive passively various new ideas. Despite 

the fact that they keep trying to preserve their adat, in fact, the adat itself does not 

appear to possess the power to maintain its primary values against the "intruder" 

forces from outside. If Soya people still exist today and seem to have a relatively 

harmonious life, it is only because they are always trying to keep balance between the 
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"weakness" of the adat values on the one hand, and the external forces on the other 

hand. An indication of this could be seen through various justifications of their adat 

practices and other reasons especially given by formal leaders in the village to clarifj 

problems which appear to surround development programs introduced by local and 

national government. The crucial question is : how do they interpret and then adopt 

innovative things and new ideas into their practice social life ? Referring to the former 

discussion regarding some factors which are considered as prime factors in the social 

changes in Soya, especially in the main village, then we must look into the manner in 

which people attempted to conceive the changed process and adjust themselves to any 

number of developments in their lives. 

Furthermore, it is necessary to explain the influence of the "money economy" on the 

concept of gunung-tanah. As I have concluded, this concept actually still contains an 

important meaning for the Soya people who still rely for their whole life on land. But, 

in conjunction with development processes which are experienced by these people, 

especially after the independence of Indonesia, money has become a significant 

exchange tool in economic activities. All primary, secondary, and even tertiary needs 

can only be obtained by using money. However, it is not really easy for Soya people 

to flulfil their needs if they only depend on income from selling their harvest. Then the 

presence of the outsiders who need a space for their housing, could be said to 

constitute a good opportunity for the people of Soya to obtain cash. In a later 

development, they sold off their land without thinking about its origin as ancestral 

inheritance. In this case, we should take the influence of Christian doctrine into 
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account. They dared to sell off their land, not just because they needed money, but 

more important than this, because the psychological relationship between them and 

the ancestors was disturbed by the doctrine. Thus, in this context, the money economy 

and the Christian doctrine constitute primary factors which changed the perception of 

Soya people toward the triangular relationship between them, land, and their 

ancestors. 

7.4. Contemporary Patterns of Social Life. 

No village can function in a vacuum. Physically and ecologically, the 
village has always been a part of the larger landscape, the human and 
the physical world surrounding it. Political and economic change, 
social evolution, beliefs and values in the world surrounding the village 
influence it, and help it to acquire a new identity. The village, however, 
remains within fairly definite frontiers, with its particular traditional 
institutions (Mahapatra, 1986 : 25). 

Derived from the above statement, Soya as a peasant village which is located close to 

the city of Ambon (even in the form of government administration, it constitutes part 

of Ambon city region), cannot avoid influences from the "world" surrounding it, 

primarily from Ambon city. That is why, Soya village now has already become an 

opened society. Thus, the position of this village could be said as a "rural-urban 

village". An awareness of this position, we can find in the life style of the Soya people 

in certain aspects, which is not really different compared to people who live in Ambon 

city and claim themselves to be Ambon city inhabitants. 
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Derived from the total number of the population which is shown in Table 1, we can 

see that the population in the Soya administration area as a whole, has expanded by 

close to 100 per cent over 10 years (1980/1981-1992/1993). Soya itself, according to 

the census in 1992/1993 was composed of 880 people (18.24 per cent of the total 

Soya village population, including domain areas), with 116 being the total number of 

families. From the above population data, we can notice that the total number of 

outsiders who live in the Soya domain areas is now bigger than the Soya population 

itself They are spread in four domain areas as follows : Kayu Putih area, 949 people 

(19.67 per cent); Aspol (Police complex)/Batu Bulan area, 931 people (19.31 per 

cent); Karang Panjang Puleh area, 1209 people (25.06 per cent)  104; and Karang 

Panjang Waihoka area, 855 people (17.72 per cent) (see : Table 2). But, the 

interesting thing is that most of the outsiders live in a centralised situation and create 

their social grouping in accord with ethnic identity, except for those people who live 

in Kayu Putih and Asrama Polisi (Police Complex). Almost 100 per cent of the 

Butonese, for instance, live in Batu Bulan, while most of the people who originally 

came from the Southeast Moluccas live in both Karang Panjang areas. In view of the 

above distribution, we can suggest that the domain areas of Soya are regarded by the 

outsiders as an alternative to living space in the city itself This is mainly because most 

of them have work as servants, entrepreneurs, skilled labourers, and public servants in 

Ambon city as is shown in the Table 3 formerly. Thus, by living close to the city in 

conjunction with a good transportation facility, they can easily reach the place where 

04  This constitutes data before Karang Panjang Puleh was divided into two parts, the new Kelurahan 
which is located under the control of the Ambon local govermnent and the other part is still under 
the Soya village government. 
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they work; and for people who are married, its also facilitates their wife going to 

Ambon market or their children going to school. 

Although there are some original Soya villagers who today are happy working as 

clerical workers (civil and private) in Ambon city, Soya society (main village) 

essentially still relies on the land. Subsistence farming produces the basic foods such 

as cassava, sweet potato, and taro in order to satisfy daily needs; while cash farming 

produces the fruits that are sold to buy additional, but also necessary foods (rice, fish, 

and cooking spices), clothing, kerosene, soap and all the other small objects used in 

their daily life. Besides that, in order to build houses and to fulfil their kinship 

obligations, some cash will be saved in the bank. This will also be used in order to 

conduct any other ceremony which is connected to confirmation, birthday or another 

special occasion. The principal cash crops raised are durian and salak (plus clove and 

nutmeg especially in the past). The crops are staples that bring in a regular annual 

income, but they are somewhat uncertain, being largely dependent on the season. 

Therefore, sometimes they get a big income in one season, but sometimes they receive 

less than their income from the last season. 

In Soya, significant motives include not only the immediate needs for food, clothing 

and shelter, but also the need to fulfil ceremonial and kinship obligations with gifts of 

food and property. As noted in the earlier section, in annual traditional ceremonies or 

in the marriage system, for example, each head of the family who comes from the 

same clan has to contribute something in the form of food or other things in order to 
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support the ritual. Similarly the social controls that ensure that work once started is 

completed include such morally felt obligations as the responsibility to return goods 

and services to help members of one's kin group or other people. In cooperative work 

groups such as serikat'°5  and masohi'°6  for instance, we can find Out (the way of) how 

members of one's kin group or other people showed their concern to help each other 

as I have described previously in Chapter 3. Both types of cooperative work group 

then might be seen as a reciprocal service exchange which can be found in Soya 

village until the present. 

Besides reciprocal service exchange, we could find also a kind of reciprocal exchange 

in the form of tubercrops such as cassava, taro, sweet potato, banana, or other 

tubercrops which are produced by Soya people. But, this exchange of goods seems to 

be conducted only between close family members or close family friends. If somebody 

has collected his tubercrop for instance, he will give a bit for his parents (and parents 

in law), or to his brother/sister who is considered as close to him, or to his close 

friend. The next time, he will be given also some tubercrop. The gift for parents from 

both sides is an important one, because if somebody shared his tubercrop only with 

one side, it would cause a jealous reaction from the other side. Thus, the equilibrium 

of the system in this context should be treated with care in order to maintain 

105 Serikat is a system of cooperative man power mobilisation. The number of participants in serikat 
are limited, and each member has an obligation to the others in the group. Thus, this system can 
mostly be arranged regularly to ensure each member gets his share of the labor of the group as a 
whole (see: Chapter 3). 

106 Masohi also constitutes a system of man power mobilisation. This system has no limit in the 
number of participants who may be involved in the cooperative work and it is only related to 
incidental purposes (see: Chapter 3). 
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relationships between the parents (in law) and the son (in law). If somebody has 

received something from his parents, it is directed to their daughter in law and their 

grandchild, kasth ml untuk bini deng anak-anak (cucu) or "give this to your wife and 

children (grandchild)", otherwise, if the gift is given by his parents in law, it is usually 

directed to the grandchild, ml untuk anak-anak (cucu) or "this is for children 

(grandchild)". This fact could be considered as a way in which the parents show their 

love toward the whole family, especially their son or daughter who has been married 

and lives away from them. Based on this fact, we can say that, it also reinforces the 

continuing relationship across generations. 

For Soya village society, especially among the young men, coming together in the 

place which is regarded as their meeting place is a common phenomenon. Usually they 

come to the place after they have finished dinner, sit there, smoke, drink sopi or other 

liquor and chat away with their fellows. Although sometimes there is a person who 

contributes money to buy cigarettes and drink, generally both things are bought 

through a pattern/system called badati or literally "collect money together". The 

subject of the chats variously, include "dreams" which are regarded to be connected 

to the number in the national lotto, and when the drink or cigarettes are gone, money 

will be collected again to buy what is needed. Otherwise, the married men, especially 

those who have their own television prefer to spend most of their time in the house 

with their family. This does not mean that they do not like to come together with the 

young fellows and have some drink out there, but generally they did know what the 

time was that they should be at home. 
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Despite the fact that the above practice still can be found in Soya village today, in 

general, as a result of the presence of television, the above form of social meeting 

seems to be less frequent comparing it to the time before television came to this 

village. Thus, television made the living room rather than the front porch the centre of 

evening social activity. People prefer to sit inside, around the television set, rather 

than on the porch talking with the neighbours. Considering this situation, we caimot 

avoid concluding that the presence of television does affect the frequency of social 

meetings or the pattern of social relationship among the people. This is because in a 

given week, the people of Soya have their schedule to attend the religious service. 

Thus, through this event, they can meet and talk to each other. That is why, it seems 

to me that their collective representation in term of a "togetherness" value still 

dominates their social life at least until recent days. 

The existence of the above collective value in the social structure of Soya people, indeed, 

does not mean that there is no conflict between the value itself with the new aspirations 

which have been formed through communication media (especially TV) and intensive 

contact with Ambon city. Taking the perception concerning the ideal size and type of 

family for example, we can see clearly how the meaning of a "togetherness" has 

transformed or has been redefined. In this context, the sense of a "togetherness" has 

actually been expanded in which the geographical distance is not regarded as a factor that 

can affect their kinship relationship (see: Chapter 4). 
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Generally, based on what I have described previously, we can also see the conflict between 

collective values as the basis of Soya's social structure on the one hand, and new 

aspirations on the other hand. As we have noticed that, the Soya people still claimed 

themselves to be an "adat" society. This means that, actually they also have recognised 

themselves as a peasant society. We can say so because, if we looking back at the material 

which presented in earlier Chapter 6, it is very clear that the content of the Village 

Cleansing Ceremony for instance, is also connected to their "peasant's world". Even 

though at a certain level, they may be able to call themselves a peasant society (see Table 

3) for several reasons, namely, their recent income generally comes from selling sopi, 

sageru, and fruits; they still rely on kebun's product to satisfy their daily life needs; and 

also they still have the remaining lands especially surrounding main village which are 

considered enough to feed their family, yet basically, there is an inconsistent pattern 

between their behaviour and "traditional moral norms". This is related to the fact that most 

of their land has been sold on the one side, and they want to be civil servants (or city 

workers in general) on the other side. From my point of view, this is a critical point of their 

life because, they have reduced their access to the lands, but on the contrary, they cannot 

obtain ajob in Ambon city. Probably the remaining lands, as I have suggested, could be a 

"safety valve" for a temporary period, but what will be happening for the next generation, 

I contend, will still be in question. 
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Chapter 8 

CONCLUSION 

Development, in terms of the "planned change" promoted by government which has so far 

been implemented in Indonesia, was begun after the independence of the nation, more 

specifically, after the new socio-political order took over national leadership in Indonesia. 

This development, of course, was intended to push forward economic activity and 

simultaneously to maintain political stability. Referring to my discussion in Chapter 1, 

development in Indonesia can be seen to be conducted primarily on the basis of the 

modernisation paradigm'°7  especially that deriving from Rostow's work (see : Kathryn M. 

Robinson, 1986; John Isbister, 1993 10
)• It was designed to create a new strategy and 

direction, or in other words, to find a lasting solution to the economic deterioration which 

was experienced during the old socio-political order. Although this general model has been 

applied in Indonesia since Pelita I (the first-five year development plan, started in 1969), 

nevertheless, we can find as well some elements of the "dependency" perspective in certain 

aspects of the state's development policies. In government documents such as GBHN 

(Broad Outlines of The Nation's Direction) for example, it is mentioned that in relation to 

107 Actually we can say this is so only to a certain extent, especially for the Indonesian case, because 
on the other hand, development in Indonesia as contained in Broad Outlines of The Nation's 
Direction (GBHN) is intended to create a national identity on the foundation of Indonesia's diverse 
cultural tradition. This is different to the modernisationists point of view that underdeveloped 
countries should modernise themselves in accord with Western "lifestyle" if they want to improve 
their standard of living. 

108 Isbister points out that people who see the world through the lenses of modernisation theory often 
think in terms of stages, through which all countries must pass on their journey to a high standard 
of living (p.39). 
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national development all Indonesian people should be treated as subject and object at once. 

As subject, all people are supposed to wish to participate in development activities; while 

as object, the result of all development programs has to be enjoyed by all Indonesian 

people. 

Even though the modernisation perspective is generally considered by underdeveloped 

countries (including Indonesia) as an ideal model primarily for recovering their national 

economic condition, this does not mean that there will be no problems raised through the 

implementation of this model. Some studies of development in the Southeast Asia region 

have showed that: 

Development policies are too often designed to meet immediate demands 
and are expected to achieve quick success, but in this process they (the 
policy makers'09) frequently fail to call on the experience and strength of 
traditional resources (MacAndrews & Chia Lin Sien, 1982 : 2). 

The above statement can be understood, especially if we recall the central tenet of the 

modernisation perspective that underdeveloped countries can improve their standard of 

living if they modernise themselves based on "modern" (i.e. Western) political and 

economic institutions. 

Although both the modernisation and dependency perspectives are implied by the 

Indonesian government's programs, it seems to me that most of its development policies 

are created based on the modernisation model. I contend that it is quite possible that the 

109 The italic is added by the writer of this thesis. 
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implementation of this model in Indonesia has been related to its attempt to achieve 

national integration. Thus, through modern political and economic institutions, the central 

government will hold power and would be able to control its periphery regions in order 

that economic development can be executed based on political stability. This fact actually 

can be understood because, to quote MacAndrews and Chia Lin Sien (1982 : 82 - 84), 

regional development planning in Indonesia is strongly influenced by certain factors, firstly, 

the archipelago nature of the country; secondly, the distribution of its population and 

national resources; thirdly, the enormous cultural diversity; and fourthly, the nature of its 

historical development and its political system (see : Chapter 1). 

Considering those factors, for the central government, political stability constituted an 

absolute requirement or condition for Indonesia's economic development. This implies 

that, it is impossible in its estimation for the central government to let each province decide 

its own preferences without direct coordination from them. Politically, it is a consequence 

of the determination of the government to pursue the idea of Indonesia as a unitary state as 

stated in its constitution. 

As a province which is located in Eastern Indonesia, the Moluccas is also included in any 

effect of the national development program. The main objective of national development is 

to improve the standard of living through modernisation and infrastructure development 

programs. Therefore, the city of Ambon, as capital of the Moluccas province, indeed has 

an important location in terms of its strategical position in this regard. 
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The city of Ambon was originally developed by colonisers as a centre of economic and 

political interest from the 16th century. This was a starting point for the Moluccan 

(Malu/cu) people in general, and particularly for Soya people to make contact with the 

capitalist system introduced by the coloniser through trading in spices. in this period, we 

could see very clearly how the periphery areas were exploited by its core. Several facts 

noted in historical records show that all clove farmers in the entire Central Moluccan 

(AvIalu/cu Tengah) islands were forced to sell their harvest to the coloniser, rather than to 

the Chinese or the Makassarese traders. All cloves were accommodated in Ambon as its 

transit point and then shipped to Europe through Java and Melaka (see : Anderson and 

Vorster (in Sandhu and Wheatley (eds)), 1983, Vol. I: 439; Eric R. Wolf; 1982 : 236). 

Although Soya people had a relationship with the coloniser which was based on the 

capitalist system, we could not find "pure capitalism" (in accord with a Western definition) 

present in this region as it had taken place in England, Prussia, or even America. 

Compared to the English for example, there was no class formation based on the capitalist 

system such as landlords, capitalist tenant farmers, or landless wage labourers that could 

be found in Soya at that time. Thus, although these people (through their clan) had land to 

be cultivated, they did not possess political power like landlords in England. Because of 

that, they were different as well to America in which agriculture, based on family farms, 

played a crucial role in the overall capitalist transformation of the United States later"°. In 

110 For further information, see Jan Breman & Sudipto Mundle (eds), 1991. 
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my view, the transformation to capitalism in Soya is essentially different because it is 

brought about by the intervention of the state (and the nation-state later on)" 

Besides that, Soya people had also experienced strong influences from Christianity at the 

same time. These influences, it could be said, emerged in conjunction with trading in spices 

which was appropriated and expanded by colonisers. Tutuarima in his article 

"Ecclesiastical Aspects", said: 

At the first bond with the Netherlands, also as regards religion and the 
church, was based on trade. The clergymen sent out from Netherlands 
were in the employ of a trading company (Tutuarima, 1960: 153). 

The strong influences of the Christians on the adat system and the social system in general 

still can be found in Soya until recent days, especially in the implementation of the regular 

"adat" ceremony which usually takes place annually (see: Chapter 6 and Chapter 7). 

In order to filly understand social transformation in Soya currently, all the above 

statements need to be mentioned because recent social structure constitutes a result of an 

ongoing process in which some former events of histoiy are involved. To quote the 

exogenists point of view: 

social change can only be analysed in terms of the influence which these 
histories exert upon each other, and not in terms of some inner workings 
of the development of a particular unit, taken in isolation. In other words, 
a given pattern of events must be analysed as the product of another 
pattern originating outside itself,  and intruding upon it (Smith, 1973: 159). 

"  1  Further information concerning transformation from state to nation-state, see Spybey (1992). 
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Thus, in accord with my main concern with social transformation in Soya village especially 

during the last three decades, it seems, from my point of view that, the particular form and 

specific experience of Soya people can only be understood in terms of the interaction of 

those exogenous processes with local processes. Thus, a given pattern of events then can 

be said to be a result of reproduction of social institutions which is formed by what 

Giddens calls "day-to-day social interaction". 

For a particular area like Soya village, especially in relation to the development of the 

village economy, development itself must mean many things. These people do hope that 

through various development programs, they can, primarily, improve their standard of 

living and then be able to obtain a "modern" life. In conjunction with this, of course, we 

cannot evade as well the intervention of the nation-state which is represented by 

governments (central, provincial and city). This is mainly because most of development 

programs, in fact, were determined and were funded by the above governments. To 

mention an example, the infra-structure of economic growth such as the transportation 

facilities was built by Ambon local government especially in order to push forward 

economic activities in this village. The availability of public transport since the 1970's, 

following the renovation of the road from Ambon city to Soya, then could be said to be an 

intentional effort by the government to stimulate the economic life of the Soya people. 

Thus, economic policies, in turn, could be seen or even be regarded as political decisions. 

In this context, the dependency theorists might appear to be right in a certain evaluation, 

because the Soya people seemingly have a position just as receiver or object. This fact 

could also be found in other parts of Indonesia such as Aceh, South Sulawesi, and 
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Yogyakarta provinces. Based on their research in those provinces, Selo Soemardjan and 

Kennon Breazeale concluded that: 

In the language of Indonesian development planning, the process of 
change is conceived as a process of modernization, with the government 
as the innovator and the people as the object of modernization 
(Soemardjan and Breazeale, 1993 : 197). 

Additionally, in relation to "rural-urban" mobility, the above transportation facility might 

be said to be an important factor. Through the public transportation, Soya people can keep 

in touch with modem health practices, facilitate their children going to school (secondary 

and high schools) in the city, and married women going to Ambon market (see: Chapter 

7). From a modernisation perspective, the above facts could be seen as a way in which 

Soya people can enjoy benefits through modern public transportation facilities. 

From another point of view, actually it is hard to say that the transportation facilities can 

help them to increase their economic productivity. This is because, their main source of 

income to obtain cash really depends upon the fruit season and, in several cases, they also 

rely on selling sopi and sageru; while tubercrops are only produced for sustaining their 

daily life, and not for selling. And above all, they still use traditional tools such as parang 

and mencadu as their main production tools. So, greater "integration" with the city has, as 

yet, had little real effect on the production process itself. 

In another case, I found that these people, apparently, did not realise that they have been 

facing modern capitalist power in which the market price will be determined by economic 
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laws. As I have explained, the Soya people do believe that their fruits, especially durian, 

are the best products compared to other producers. After the availability of public 

transportation, their traditional marketing system, namely, the "door to door" system is not 

being conducted anymore. Although they are not afraid of price competition in Ambon 

market, these people have no strong bargaining position to determine market price. The 

price is always determined by economic laws of supply and demand as usually happens in a 

capitalist system. However, it is true to say that new transport facilities have affected 

marketing or the process of distribution of their products. 

Furthermore, the economic productivity of this area could actually be developed by 

adopting such new agriculture technologies as suggested by the modernisation paradigm, 

but the problems are,firstly, they do not have enough land anymore since they have sold it 

to outsiders; secondly, most of the remaining lands embrace slopes of the hill down to the 

valley floor; thirdly, they prefer not to work far from the main village; and fourthly, there 

is no capital accumulation in accord with their economic activities. To put it another way, 

their "modern" situation has reduced their access to land as the means of production and 

the possible source of expanded wealth. 

Logically, based on a certain technology (if available), they could still develop their 

agricultural activities which are considered suitable to the condition of the remaining lands. 

But, the questions here are, why they still rely on their old type of agricultural technologies 

? (see: Chapter 3). Is there any particular factor involved ? In relation to this, I contend 

that an adoption of such new technologies by a particular society is not so simple as 
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imagined by modernisation theorists, because, it is closely related to the socio-cultural 

situation of the society itself. Thus, the transfer of technologies can be accepted by a 

society as long as it has a certain channel, and people have enough time to adjust 

themselves mentally and culturally. In Soya's case, as I have mentioned in the Chapter 7 

before, information-seeking in Soya village has shified in conjunction with the presence of 

television. Several programs on the radio which contain information related to their life as 

a village society such as agricultural technology, are never heard by them anymore. Even 

though they used to watch the same things on TJ'RI before the other stations, TPI or RCTI 

spread their national programs, yet, as 1 have emphasised, I did not find any impact on 

their agricultural activities or productive economic behaviour. More importantly, the 

crucial channel to encourage rural development which is based on agriculture, namely, 

Bimas (Mass Guidance Movement), is not available in this village (see: Chapter 7). As a 

consequence, these people then lost the above channels in order to get information 

concerning new agricultural technologies. Besides that, from my point of view, these 

people do not have the spirit of enterprise and competition in terms of special intention to 

develop their business, through which, according to modernisation paradigm, they would 

be able to improve their standard of living. Thus, in order to satisfy the needs of their 

lifestyle, they only rely on fruit trees where most of these trees are inherited from their 

parents, or tap the sugar palm tree, or if they have a kebun, this kebun is just available 

sufficient for their daily life, and it is not intended for commercial business. 

From my point of view, the fact that the people of Soya do not possess the kind of 

economic drive which is needed to develop their business, must be related to the structure 
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of colonialism which took place in this region formerly. The structure itself did not give an 

opportunity for the people to develop local economic activities because at that time, all 

economic activities had to be oriented and directed to serve the colonisers' interests. 

Contrary to what was believed by Weber in his book The Protestant Ethic and The Spirit 

of Capitalism (1976), then, regardless of whether the Soya people are Lutheran or 

Calvinist, the above fact should be seen as a result of day-to-day social interaction process 

between local economic activities (internal factor) on the one hand, and the economic 

interests of the colonisers (external pressure) on the other hand. In other words, the 

Protestantism (especially Calvinism) which was trusted by Weber as the main entity that 

formed the background of economical drives, in fact, cannot be proved to be sufficient at 

least for the above Soya's case. 

Besides the above condition which had restricted the possibilities of Soya people to 

develop their economic activities, there are two more factors that can also be considered 

to have influences on the economic life of these people. Firstly, the Soya people (and 

Ambon people in general), if they wish to leave the village agricultural economy, prefer to 

work as civil servants (clerical jobs) than work as a private entrepreneur (see : Chapter 4 

and Chapter 7). From my viewpoint, this fact can actually be regarded as a cultural 

inheritance from the Dutch colonial period. In the past, as recorded in historical 

documents, most Ambonese, especially the young people, were recruited by the Dutch 

into its civil and military services, while many others migrated to isolated areas of the 

province as missionaries. They took the opportunity offered by the Dutch, because they 
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had been experiencing an economic deterioration which was caused by the eradication 

policy. In relation to this, Chauvel points out: 

To explain this pattern of recruitment, we must return to the economic 
conditions in the Ambonese islands after the abolition of the spice 
monopoly in 1864. During the 1870s and 1880s, Ambonese producers 
enjoyed clove prices which were on average higher than the old monopoly 
price. However, in 1890, the price of clove on the world market crashed 
and remained depressed until after independence (Koloniaal Versiag 
1861-1900). It can be said that during the last decades of the nineteenth 
century, particularly after 1890, the difference in material standard of living 
and the opportunity for social mobility between negeri society in the 
Ambonese islands and what was offered by the KNIL increased 
considerably. Precisely at the time, the Dutch finally were able to recruit 
sufficient number of Ambonese (Chauvel, 1990: 16). 

To put it simply, the "Christian Ambonese community" constituted a readily available 

source of labour for the Dutch colonialist (Pannell, 1990 : 31). 

The above quotation explicitly shows that, the economic conditions have forced the 

Ambonese people to serve the Dutch colonial administration in order that they would be 

able to improve their standard of living, and also enable them to reach a respectfi.il social 

status. Culturally, this situation, in essence, still influences the recent mental attitude of 

most Ambonese and Soya people in particular. This is because, besides the fact that they 

feel proud being civil servants and get respectful social status, the job as civil servant also 

gives them an assurance through pension money when they retire. Secondly, the recent 

bureaucratic system, can be said to have a long track record especially in relation to 

making decisions. This in turn causes the system itseW to be unable to respond 

appropriately to rapid changes in economic circumstances. In this sense, it is hard to 

expect that people may be able to catch any economic opportunities and respond quickly if 
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all development programs should be sent via several stages only to get legitimation (see: 

Chapter 2 and below). 

In general, the laws of capitalism suggest that the accumulation of capital is crucial to 

sustain economic development. In the industrialisation era, according to classical theory, 

capital is always needed to push economic activities. In Soya's case, these people can 

obtain cash from selling lands and their agriculture products. But the problem is, they did 

not use the cash as capital (re-invest) to develop agricultural activities. Apparently, these 

people prefer to use money to satisfy their consumerism such as with a stereo set, 

television, sofa and other modern things; and also the money is saved and will be used 

celebrate some special occasions such as birthday, marriage, or confirmation, and even to 

build a modern house. Referring to Rostow's work, with respect to the people of Soya, it 

almost seems that the people have already jumped to the fifth stage "the age of high mass 

consumption", whereas in fact, they are still living in the second stage "the preconditions 

for take-off'. In other words, the accumulation of capital which is needed to encourage 

economic growth is used to buy other things. In this sense, they have acted as though they 

have already climbed to a certain standard of living in which they are enabled to buy such 

things that can be regarded as secondary or even tertiary needs. So, while capitalism 

moves forward rapidly in Indonesia as a whole, the people of Soya engage with that 

system largely as consumers but without becoming even small scale capitalist producers 

themselves, for the most part. 
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Almost similar to dependency theory, the relationship between city as a core and its 

peripheries is also indicated by Giddens (Spybey, 1992) through economic 

interdependence. In this case, generally, the peripheries used to be a "food basket" in order 

to fiiffil the needs of people in the core. On the contrary, what has been happening in Soya, 

in a certain aspect, is absolutely different to the above fact. As I have explained, the Soya 

people do not expand their food production for the market. Their products such as 

cassava, taro and edible tuber from kebun are just intended to support self consumption. 

Moreover, because those products have their certain cultivation and harvest seasons, the 

products themselves cannot be regarded as everyday food of the Soya people. This means, 

the needs of other food materials such as rice, fish, spices, and also some kinds of 

vegetables must be bought from Ambon market. Thus, from the Soya people's point of 

view, the city of Ambon itself constitutes not just a "storage container" in terms of 

knowledge, socio-economic, and political power, but also a "food basket" in this regard. 

As I have described previously, in the early form of capitalism, intervention of government 

(in the form of state) dominated economic and socio-cultural life of Soya people. Although 

in a different form, the intervention of government in terms of the nation-state still can be 

found recently. This is mainly as a consequence of the form of the modern nation-state 

itself. Different to other forms of Western nation-state which are based on liberal 

democracy, rhetorically at least, Indonesia might be said to have a unique form of nation-

state in which it is claimed is based on "Pancasila" democracy"2. In this view, democracy 

112 A brief definition about Pancasila democracy which is known generally by Indonesian people is, 
democracy guided by the wisdom of representative deliberation. 
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should be implemented with a sense of responsibility towards stability on the political stage 

in order that, through this condition, economic development can be maintained 

continuously. The system of Indonesian democracy, of course, has its implications for the 

system of government for the entire country of Indonesia, including the village government 

system. 

In the Chapter 2, I have explained how decisions concerning village development 

programs were made by the village council ([MD) and then should be transferred to the 

mayor's office through the camat in order to get legitimation before returning to the 

village government to be executed by Lembaga Ketahanan Masyarakat Desa (LKIvID). 

Considering this fact, from the angle of political decision making, once again, these people 

are treated as a receiver. This truth actually can be understood if we consider that all firnds 

for development programs, generally, come from the government. Besides that, the facts 

are also a manifestation of the controlling ftinction conducted by the camat and the mayor 

(walikota) toward the village government. Despite the fact that high level government 

seems to have close control over village government, the village government itself as an 

institution, especially in Soya, does not possess a strong influence in certain respects 

toward its people compared to that of the church. In mass mobilisation for instance, 

people prefer to work for the church development programs voluntarily rather than work 

for the village programs; or if the people have to work to bring about the village programs, 

the village officials will ask for help from members of congregation committee in order to 

arrange the work. Regardless the strong influences of the church upon society, I contend 

that this condition emerged also because there is an uncertainty situation regarding 
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implementation of the village government system since central government declared 

decree number 5/1979. In order to handle land problems for instance, the village 

government still relies on the adat system; while if the solution does not satisfy the people, 

the problems will be reported to police before it continues to the court. This shows the 

ambivalent behaviour of the village government, because if they want to stay consistent, 

they have to discover solutions based on adat. In addition, this also shows the fact that the 

Soya village government had been facing unavoidable pressures from Ambon local 

government through which the new village government system should be implemented 

without considering whether the adat system still applied or not. Parallel with this line of 

thinking, Soemardjan and Breazeale point out that: 

The law specifies that the administration in all villages should conform to 
the provisions included in the law and should therefore be uniformly 
organized. This law clearly stipulates that it deals strictly with 
administrative structure and duties and that it is in no way concerned with 
adat. By stressing this policy explicitly, the law draws a distinct line 
between administration and adat, ... (Soemardjan and Breazeale, 1993 
12). 

Following the above statement, I believe, as Soemardjan and Breazeale do, that the 

restructuring of village government system under decree Number 5/1979 has important 

implications for future social change. 

Although modernisation theorists stressed that political power has a strong influence on 

society, especially modern society, actually it does not work in all situations. In the above 

case for example, an uncertainty condition caused the village government institution to 

lose its power in face of the role played by its "rival" - the church. On the one hand, Soya 
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people are more familiar with their adat government system and they do understand how 

to solve their problems based on adat, but on the other hand, they are expected to receive 

and then execute the new government system while they know nothing about the new 

system. In this context, the people of Soya will be respectful towards the "compulsory" 

new government system only as long as they believe that this system is reliable enough to 

solve their problems, and they have no doubt about decisions made by the village 

government. 

Furthermore, we have noticed that the election of the village head (Kepala Desa) was held 

for the first time in 1986 (see : Chapter 2). Because this election was conducted based on 

the national regulations, then all adults who had been living in Soya village had the same 

rights to become a Kepala Desa. This fact, of course, is different to adat regulation in 

which a Raja used to be selected from his own clan, Bcmgsa Perintah. In relation to this, 

Spybey has pointed out that: 

In traditional society the individual's status is normally "ascribed" at birth 
and remains fixed whereas in the modem form it may be "achieved" 
through mechanism of "social mobility" (Spybey, 1992: 14). 

Because of the above differences, for Soya people, the pattern of succession to the top of 

the political stage in this village then has become an important issue recently. As the 

second election of the Kepala Desa approached the whisper campaign was still going on, 

whereas it was not common in a traditional society such as Soya to talk openly about 

succession (see: Chapter 2). 
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Even though the present modernisation had touched and spread to Ambon city and its 

"periphery" through national development and has resulted in various changes in the 

society, there still has continued to be a strong influence of the past in several aspects of its 

social He. In the economic aspect for instance, the development of Ambon city appears 

directed to becoming solely an administrative and trading city rather than an industrial city, 

almost similar to what took place in this region in the past (the Portuguese and the Dutch 

times). Similarly in Soya village; people in this village, from the past until recent time, 

remain predominantly a peasant population. In this sense, we can see "modern" life on the 

one side, especially in the city of Ambon which is marked by office workers (including in 

the provision of services) and "modern" facilities; and on the other side, we can find as 

well a "simple" life, primarily in the rural hinterland which is occupied by a peasant society 

with limited modern facilities. Referring to the classification of occupation which is 

mentioned by Short (1984), people in Ambon city might be said to have a tertiary type of 

occupation. Thus, in order to get job in the city, people are expected to have a certain skill 

and to have graduated from a certain level of education as well, at least from high school. 

This situation is different to Soya, because most people are farmers and in order to do their 

job, they do not need such criteria as are required for city people to obtain jobs in the city. 

That is why, although the status of Ambon city might be seen as a superiority of this city 

toward Soya village, in fact, it does not attract a significant number of Soya people to 

move down from their place and live in the city as believed by conventional economic 

theorists113. This is simply because, besides the fact that they do not generally have certain 

113 The conventional economic approach takes the unequal geographic distribution of the factors of 
production (labour, capital, natural resources, and land) as a given apriori and assumes that this 
will determine the unequal remuneration of these factors. Thus, labour will move from a region 
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skills which are needed by city workers, and that their village is located relatively close to 

the city of Ambon, more importantly, there are simply not enough jobs available in the city 

(see: Chapter 7). 

Socially, the sharp distinction between the two populations, actually was also created by 

the Soya people through the way they recognised or realised themselves. In daily 

conversation among people for instance, I often heard they said that "we are villagers ..." 

or "I am going down to the city ...". Through this expression, we can see how the Soya 

people create a self image of themselves. Thus, we may say that, although this village is 

situated, geographically, nearby Ambon city, mentally these people still consider 

themselves as villagers. This fact still can be found even after the bitumen road existed, and 

can be seen in both their local patterns of social organisation and their unique cultural 

performances. 

Derived from the above consideration and recalling the position of Soya village which is 

located close to Ambon city then, from a structuration perspective, the Soya people could 

be classified into what Giddens calls "class-divided society". According to Giddens, this 

type of society arises in conjunction with the city. And he used the title "class-divided 

society", because: 

people who live in the city experience a lifestyle and division of labour 
quite different from that experienced by people in the rural hinterland 
(Spybey, 1992 : 39). 

where it is abundant and capital scarce to a region where labour is scarce and capital abundant, 
assuming the factors of natural resources and land were equally distributed. 
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Following this line of thinking, administratively, despite the fact that Soya society is not 

separate from the Ambon city people in general, economically, Soya people as a peasant 

population have experienced a different division of labour comparing it to the city of 

Ambon and even, specifically, different to its domain areas, especially Kayu Putih. 

As we have to recognise, from the beginning, in conjunction with Western economic 

interest, they have introduced as well their culture to "local people". Spybey has described 

that transmission as follows: 

Economic institutions are based upon the capitalist exchange mechanism 
which was extended globally through the transmission of Western culture 
over five or six hundred years (Spybey, 1992 : 41). 

This means that, there will be an interaction between Western culture on the one hand 

(including the capitalist system that we have discussed previously), and local culture on the 

other hand. As is suggested by structuration theorists, this in turn, creates new social 

institutions through reproduction processes. In other words, the reproduction processes 

takes place through social interaction in which external forces and internal factors are both 

involved. Theoretically, this notion prevails as well in time and space. Thus, in relation to 

the impact of capitalism for example, we have discussed how Soya people have been 

significantly influenced by capitalism from its earliest form right up until recent days 

(modern capitalism), especially in the economic and political aspects of their social lives. 

However, this has occurred without significant expansion of their own productive 

capasities or transformation into other forms of capitalist entreprise. 
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On the social stage of Soya life recently, we have noticed that changes have already 

happened in the land ownership system, and this has significant implications for the kinship 

system. As I have revealed, there are two main factors which cause transformation in the 

land ownership system. Firstly, Soya lands are needed by the Ambon local government in 

order to bring about their development programs; secondly, the presence of the outsiders 

who have settled in Soya domain areas, included the Butonese who then became "business 

partners" of Soya people in a certain economic activity (this fact should also be regarded 

as a result of development programs). In this context, we can indicate the continuing role 

of Ambon city as a centre of socio-cultural, economic, and political activities (from the 

beginning until nowadays) upon its periphery such as Soya village. Land then, in a certain 

meaning, becomes a "commodity" in an expanding capitalist economy. Thus, as the result 

of the above change in land ownership system, we can find recently reproduction of 

institutions in a new form of land ownership system and its purposes for the entire Soya 

village. These are: land owned by an individual who purchased from the landlord, land 

that could be rented to the outsiders primarily for housing development, land that is leased 

to be cultivated by Butonese, and also another institutional system that might be said to be 

based on "patron-client" relation or "share cropping". 

Referring to my description in the earlier Chapter (3), we have noticed that lands in Soya 

are dominated by clans. Those lands are inherited from generation to generation, and 

therefore are related to their ancestors. Thus, actually from the land ownership system in 

Soya, we can indicate the structure of kinship as I have delineated in that Chapter. 

Furthermore, since the expansion of Ambon city region and the presence of outsiders, 
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most of their lands have been taken over by the government or have been bought by 

outsiders. This causes at least three impacts on kinship in accord with land ownership 

system, especially in datE lands as follows firstly, these people have lost a symbol of unity 

to maintain their lineage through the land ownership system. Thus, if formerly we could 

recognise easily each member of a clan and his status in the clan through mastery of lands, 

recently, it is a bit difficult to determine lineage of a clan by tracing it through remaining 

lands. This is because most clans have divided already the remaining lands between its 

members (Anak-Anak &xtl) with the result that the lands themselves cannot be regarded as 

"common" lands anymore. The Kepala Dali himseW then loses his roles, primarily to 

preserve the totality of lands as an ancestral inheritance. Secondly, the household is not 

regarded as the true production unit anymore because it has lost human resources as a 

direct labour force for its own land'  14. Thus, by the presence of land-rent and share 

cropping institutions, generally, the human resources have shifted to outsiders, namely, the 

Butonese. Thirdly, their traditional ceremonies which are related to kinship and land 

become a symbol (with reference to the past). Actually we can identify the classification of 

the kinship system (clans and sub-clans) through the Kinship Cloth Ceremony (see 

Chapter 6). This ceremony, essentially, is intended to keep a unity among all members of 

clans and sub-clans. This notion is based on an assumption that their lands will be blessed 

by the Creator and their ancestors as long as each member of clan and sub-clan always 

takes care of their lands (as ancestral inheritance) and pays respect to each other. So, after 

14  Despite the fact that their lands have been sold and their household cannot be regarded as the true 
production unit anymore, these people can still be said to be a peasant society for two reasons. 
Firstly, their recent income generally comes from selling sopi, sageru, and fruits; and also they 
still rely on the kebun's products to satisfy the needs of their daily life. Secondly, they still have the 
remaining land, especially surrounding the main village which is considered enough to feed their 
family. 
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they sold much of their land and divided the remaining land among members of the clan, 

the above ceremony then lost its important value in terms of the psychological relationship 

between them and their ancestors (see: Chapter 7). 

Furthermore, because of the fact that the household is not regarded as the true production 

unit anymore and in conjunction with the fact that most of land is already sold, regular 

transportation, and incessant TV programs regarding education, cause changes in 

orientation towards children as an economic investment in the future. If formerly a son 

was expected by his parents to be manpower to cultivate their land, recently he is expected 

to study, at least until he graduates from upper secondary school. The parents do not 

expect their children to be farmers in the future, but what they do expect is that their 

children can get a good job in the future (especially as a government servant if possible). 

However, we have seen that this aspiration is rarely achieved in the current economic 

circumstances. 

Another institution which has been playing important roles in the socio-cultural aspect of 

the Soya people is, the church. The loyalty of these people toward the church (as an 

institution) and their God can be identified through several regular occasions as I have 

delineated in Chapter 2. Compared to the village government institution, the church has its 

own channels to reach all people, especially in order to bring about its programs. These 

channels are : women's service institution, men's service institution, the youth generation 

of the Moluccas Protestant Church, Sunday school and evangelism, and household 

association service. Although these institutions are created mainly to support the service 
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system, in fact, they are also used as a bridge to communicate and organise the church 

programs, and even the village government officials always use those coordinating 

institutions to convey their aims. Thus, the church has a longer history than the 

government in terms of the provision of effective local level organisations. 

In addition, the fact that the recent social classification in Soya which is based on Sektor 

and Unit, was created by the church, caused the church itself to occupy an important 

position in social and political life of this village. As I have mentioned in the Chapter 2, the 

village government members are worried that if they create a new form of social 

classification which is based on the decree number 5/1979, a dual leadership in the infra-

structure of society will appear and potentially could threaten the unity of social life. 

Considering this fact, we may interpret that it is possible the village government does 

realise the powerful roles of the church in the social context of this village. In other words, 

the roles of the church have their roots deeply in the social structure compared to the roles 

of the village government itself. Even though the village government can create a new 

form through coercion, the stability of social and political life in Soya society might be 

disturbed. As I have suggested formerly, the traditional form of leadership in this village 

has lost some of its power especially after the implementation of the new village 

government system. 

On the other side of social platform, it seems to me that local identity of the Soya people 

has been in the process of transforming into a national identity. The transmission of 

national identity in this society, comes through various media such as television, radio, 
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educational institutions, and even in the form of new village government system. In 

relation to this, Shills argues that 

the media of communication in modern society make it easier for the 
centre to control or interfere with the idiosyncrasies of peripheries 
(Martin, 1981 : 22). 

This is, of course, as a consequence of the form of a nation-state like Indonesia which is 

coloured by diversity of cultural tradition in which most of its people still live in village 

areas. Thus, it has been thought that if strong national integration is to be achieved, all 

Indonesian societies must cease to feel distinct and separated from each other. In relation 

to this, Drake points out that: 

National integration involves the way people in different areas of country 
and of different ethnic, sociocultural, and economic background feel 
themselves to be united and function as one nation (Drake, 1989: 16). 

Considering the recent condition in Indonesia, politically, we can say that Indonesia has 

success already in gaining (a degree of) national integration. But socially, the above fact 

should be given attention with care because it is related to the perception of people 

concerning what the national identity is. If national integration is defined by people only as 

a political objective without taking into account the social aspect as well, then 

differentiation will still remain in society as I found in Soya village. The exclusive term 

"orang dagang" (merchant man or man of trade) could be a useful term to explain the 

differentiation in the entire Soya village, between original Soya people and outsiders. 

Because the Soya people still claimed themselves to be an ac/at society, then the outsiders 

are regarded as people who do not have rights to the village business and who are 
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temporary residents who are there entirely for their own ends. This perception has its roots 

deeply in the adat way of thinking, and its manifestation still can be seen in the traditional 

ceremony which takes place annually115  

By reference to the customs that Soya people perform as a result of their experience, in my 

view, it could be possible to determine to what degree, and in what ways, they actually 

accept the social order propagated by the village government or the Ambon local 

government. In this sense, their action and attitude seems to have similar basis with that 

which had been labelled by Scott as the "everyday forms of resistance". This is because, 

besides their responses being usually without co-ordination or planning, and typically 

avoiding any direct symbolic confrontation with authorities, nonetheless, it had a 

consistent pattern. The drive to preserve their domain areas, and even culture, then formed 

the background of some actions or attitudes through which the Soya people show an 

attempt to defend their interest as long as they can. The suspicious feeling of Soya people 

toward the Kayu Putih people (see : Chapter 7); the fact that the Soya people occasionally 

rejected working voluntarily for the village government programs (see : Chapter 2); the 

truth which related to the whisper campaign concerning a new candidate of Kepala Desa 

(see : Chapter 2); and also the term "orang dagang", then could be said to constitute a 

kind of everyday forms of resistance, in its symbolic or ideological resistance forms. 

Although we can find some outsiders in the new village council (LMD) and village social 
activities group (LKMD), but the presence of the outsiders has relates to the strong power hold by 
government in general as explained by modernisation perspective. Furthermore, according to 
social classification which is based on adat, the outsiders have certain place during annual 
traditional ceremony takes place (see Chapter 6). 
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A similar response of the local community toward the state policy was also reported by 

Guinness in his article "'Social Harmony' as Ideology and Practice in a Javanese City" 

(Alexander (ed), 1989 : 55-74). In this article, Guinness pointed out that even though the 

state adopted the concept of Rukun to be a part of the Kampung Administration System in 

Yogyakarta, the essence of the concept itself had already been developed by the Kampung 

community based on their indigenous perception. According to him: 

the local communities continued to maintain and develop their own 
local meanings and form of rukun beyond the meaning and scope officially 
given it in state ideology (Guinness in Alexander (ed), 1989 : 75). 

In light of the above description, it is clear that the Kampung community has shown their 

resistance to the hegemonic control of the state. Thus it can also be classified as "everyday 

forms of resistance" even though in a different manifestation compared to what that could 

be found in Soya community. 

Intervention of the state into community life "in the interest of development" in Soya as 

we have discussed earlier, seems to be similar to Jellinek' s report (1991). She points out 

that in order to make way for the Asian Games (1962) Complex in Jakarta, for example, 

47.000 people had to be moved from a particular region. This actually shows the strong 

position of government on the one hand, and the weak status of the community on the 

other hand. In other words, the power of state became more evident and penetrated 

further into community lives ultimately completely destroying it, on other hand, the 

community themselves felt increasingly powerless to resist that penetration. As Jellinek 

reported, this condition then formed the background of people's attitude on which they 
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based themselves in day-to-day interaction. On the one hand, they wanted to use the public 

facilities such as the resources in health and education built up by the government; but on 

the other hand, they remained doubtful and suspicious of government even though they 

had started to appreciate the services the government was offering. 

In relation to the "everyday fonns of resistance" particularly over the penetration of state's 

policies which have been showed by the Soya people, it has, in essence, a similar basis with 

what had been taking place in Bali as reported by Warren (1995). Associated with the 

election for a village head (Kepala Desa) in Bali for example, in the case of a single 

nominee, the new 1979 law requires the provision of an unmarked ballot box to permit 

voters to reject a sole candidate. It is of course different to the system of adat in which the 

candidate always come s from the rulling clan.. As a consequence: 

The single candidate/blank ballot box (kotak kosong) alternative is widely 
used in Bali because of a distate for overt competition for local office 
(Warren, 1995 : 239). 

Generally, the penetration of the state policies into the village level is almost similar to 

what had been done by the colonial government. If in Bali for instance, the colonial had 

attempted to establish administrative control by creating a dual structure of government at 

local level namely adat and dinas (see Warren, 1995), then in Soya we can also find a kind 

of justification toward the adat system which is based on the colonial point of view. In this 

case, some new institutions had added into the local government institution (see Chapter 2 

section 2.3.1). This happened because the adat institution itself has been realised by 
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Indonesian government as a "bridge" to gain control over the people at village level.. In 

Bali for example, Warren wrote: 

Adat institutions in Bali offer a legitimate frame ofi discourse and an 
organizational base through which power can be asserted at local level in 
the ongoing negotiation of relations between village and state (Warren, 
1995 : 299). 

In spite of the above description, indeed, the state, represented by village government or 

Ambon local government, may respond in a variety of ways. The common reason which 

has recorded in previous Chapter 7 - "It is all in the interest of development", could be a 

good example in order to delineate the recent condition which has been faced by the Soya 

people. Even though the state has not had a great problem achieving its interests, at least 

the above actions or attitudes that are shown by these people will narrow the policy 

options available to the state. 

Finally, based on the Exogenous standpoint then, migration (the presence of outsiders), 

missionary activity (the roles of church recently), and the spread of ideas through several 

institutions which have been mentioned above, in turn, may be said to be a crucial 

foundation for the diffusion of knowledge and attitudes among Soya people. National and 

regional development, indeed, have strong influences in all aspects of Soya society; 

meanwhile, there are some internal (local) factors as I have mentioned, which cause these 

people not to adjust themselves completely to the development policies or development 

programs which are offered by government. This means that, politically and economically, 

these people have been facing external pressures, but apparently they still try to keep some 

of their traditional customs even though they do realise that the above pressures constitute 
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an unavoidable force. Therefore, in general, needless to say, some models of the new 

social order have produced significant transformations in certain aspects of the Soya 

village society in which traditional moral norms in Durkheim's terminology have become 

changed. 
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